
                   PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 

36 BRENNAN STREET    WATSONVILLE, CA  95076 
TEL:  (831) 722-9292    FAX:  (831) 722-3139   

  info@pvwater.org    https://www.pvwater.org 
 

Board of Directors Meeting Teleconference 
February 1, 2023, 12:00 p.m.   

 
SPECIAL MEETING AGENDA 

 
Due to COVID-19, Public access is limited to teleconference. See below for instructions. 

 
Agenda Item 
   Note: The Board may take action on any item listed on the agenda. 
 
1. Call to Order 
 
2. Roll Call of the PV Water Directors:  Amy Newell (Chair), Stephen Rider (Vice-Chair),  

Javier Zamora, Bob Culbertson, Mary Bannister, Tom Broz, Abel Sanchez 
 

3. Pledge of Allegiance 
 

4. Oral Communications 
    This time is set aside for members of the general public to address the Board of Directors on any 

item not on the Agenda, and that is within the subject matter jurisdiction of the Board of Directors. 

Each speaker is allotted up to 3 minutes. No action or discussion shall be taken on any item presented 

except that the Board may respond to statements made or questions asked, or may ask questions for 

clarification. All matters of an administrative nature will be referred to staff. All matters pertaining to 

the Board may be scheduled for discussion at a future meeting or referred to staff for clarification or 

a report, at the pleasure of the board. 

 

5. Discussion and/or Action Items 
A. Consider Actions Pertaining to the College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project, 

Project No. 30-39 
A1. Approval of Resolution 2023-02 Approving Plans and Specifications and Awarding 

Contracts to Mountain Cascade Inc. for the Water Treatment Plant and Intake Facilities 
Project, Project No. 30-39-501, and the College Lake Pipeline Project, Project No. 30-39-
502, in an amount not to exceed a total of $68,697,164, with the Contract Price for 30-39-501 
not to exceed $44,989,854, and the Contract Price for Project No. 30-39-502 not to exceed 
$23,707,310 

A2. Approval of Agreement with Tanner Pacific Inc. for Construction Management Services in 
an amount not to exceed $7,956,452 

A3. Approval of Amendment to Agreement with Carollo Engineers for Engineering Services 
During Construction for the Water Treatment Plant and Intake Facilities Project, Project No. 
30-39-501, in an amount not to exceed $2,275,300 

A4. Approval of Amendment to Agreement with Jacobs Engineering Group for Engineering 
Services During Construction for the College Lake Pipeline Project, Project No. 30-39-502,  
in an amount not to exceed $760,674 

A5. Approval of Agreement with SWCA for Environmental Compliance Services in an amount 
not to exceed $672,162 
1. Introduction by staff 
2. Questions from Board 
3. Public comment 

 

http://www.pvwater.org/


4. Board discussion and deliberation 
5. Board action 

 
6. Future Meetings 

A. Administrative/Finance Committee, Tuesday, February 7, 2023, 3:00 p.m., Teleconference 
B. Board of Directors, Wednesday, February 15, 2023, 7:00 p.m., Teleconference 
C. Project & Facility Operations Committee, Wednesday, February 22, 2023, 3:00 p.m., 

Teleconference 
 

Adjournment 
 
 
 
 

NOTES 
The City Council Chambers is an accessible facility. If you wish to attend a meeting and you will require assistance in order to 

attend and /or participate, please call the Agency at (831) 722-9292 in advance of the meeting and every effort made to 

accommodate your attendance and participation. 

 

This agenda is subject to revision and maybe amended prior to the scheduled meeting. If amended, a Final Agenda to be posted 

at PV WATER, 36 Brennan Street, Watsonville and at the location where meeting will be held, 72 hours prior to the meeting. 

Copies of the Final Agenda will be available at the Board Meeting. This Agenda shall be made available upon request in 

alternative formats to persons with a disability, as required by the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1900 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 

12132) and the Ralph M. Brown Act (Cal. Govt. Code Sec. 54954.2). Persons requesting a disability-related modification or 

accommodation should contact PV WATER at (831) 722-9292 during regular business hours at least 24 hours prior to the time 

of the meeting. 

 

Agenda documents are available for review, on the Monday following posting of the agenda, in person at PV Water, 36 Brennan 

St. Watsonville, or on the website: http://www.pvwater.org/board-and-committees/director-agendas.php 

 
Translation Services/Servicios De Traduccion 

Spanish language translation is available on an as needed basis. Please make advance arrangements with the 

PV Water Board Secretary, 36 Brennan St. Watsonville, CA or by telephone (831) 722-9292. 

Se proven servicios de interpretacion segun se necesiten. Sirvase contactar a la secretaria de Directiva de la Agencia para hacer 

preparativos. 

 

 

Board of Directors Meeting 
You can attend the meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone (may require app).  
By Computer:  
https://www.gotomeet.me/PVWater/board-of-directors  
By Phone:  
United States (Toll Free): 1 (877) 309-2073 Access Code: 347-473-301#  
Please Note: Meeting materials are posted at: https://www.pvwater.org/director-agendas 
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DATE: January 31, 2023 
MEETING OF: February 1, 2023 
TO:   Board of Directors 
FROM:  General Manager    
RE: DISCUSSION/ACTION ITEM 5A: Consider Actions Pertaining to the 

College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project, Project No. 30-39: 
A1. Approve Resolution 2023-02 Approving Plans and Specifications and 

Awarding Contracts to Mountain Cascade Inc. for the Water Treatment 
Plant and Intake Facilities Project, Project No. 30-39-501, and the College 
Lake Pipeline Project, Project No. 30-39-502, in an amount not to exceed 
a total of $68,697,164, with the Contract Price for 30-39-501 not to exceed 
$44,989,854, and the Contract Price for Project No. 30-39-502 not to 
exceed $23,707,310 

A2. Approve an Agreement with Tanner Pacific Inc. for Construction 
Management Services in an amount not to exceed $7,956,452 

A3. Approve an Amendment to Agreement with Carollo Engineers for 
Engineering Services During Construction for the Water Treatment Plant 
and Intake Facilities Project, Project No. 30-39-501, in an amount not to 
exceed $2,275,300 

A4. Approve an Amendment to Agreement with Jacobs Engineering Group 
for Engineering Services During Construction for the College Lake 
Pipeline Project, Project No. 30-39-502,  in an amount not to exceed 
$760,674 

A5. Approve an Agreement with SWCA for Environmental Compliance 
Services in an amount not to exceed $672,162 

 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
The College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project (College Lake Project or Project) is 
a critical water supply project recommended for implementation by the Ad Hoc Basin 
Management Plan Committee as documented in the 2014 Basin Management Plan Update. As 
described below, staff and consultants have been working diligently to prepare environmental 
documents, design the Project, acquire necessary property rights and permits, and conduct 
environmental monitoring and public outreach activities.  During this item, the Pajaro Valley 
Water Management Agency Board of Directors will consider the actions listed above pertaining 
to the College Lake Project. 
 
BACKGROUND 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) & Project Design 
PV Water published the Draft EIR for the Project on April 17, 2019.  The formal comment period 
closed on June 21, 2019. In response to comments on the Draft EIR, PV Water published the Final 
EIR on September 30, 2019.  On October 16, 2019, the Board adopted Resolution 2019-18, 

  
MEMORANDUM 
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“Certifying the Final Environmental Impact Report, Adopting Findings Pursuant to the California 

Environmental Quality Act, Adopting a Statement of Overriding Considerations, and Adopting a 

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program for the College Lake Integrated Resources 

Management Project.”  During that same meeting, the Board also adopted Resolution 2019-19, 

“Selecting, Approving, and Adopting the College Lake Integrated Resources Management 

Project.” 

 

On August 19, 2020, the PV Water Board authorized College Lake Project design and bid period 

services agreements with Carollo Engineers and Jacobs Engineering Group.  On October 21, 2020, 

the Board of Directors approved an agreement with Environmental Science Associates (ESA) for 

environmental support services related to the Project. Staff has since overseen the development of 

the designs for the weir structure and intake pump station, water treatment plant, and College Lake 

pipeline; the preparation of the College Lake Adaptive Management Plan; and the development of 

an addendum to the Project Environmental Impact Report (EIR). On July 20, 2022, the Board 

adopted Resolution 2022-17, “Approving the Addendum to the College Lake Integrated Resources 

Management Project Environmental Impact Report (SCH No. 2017112063)” and Resolution 

2022-18, “Selecting, Approving, and Adopting Modifications to the College Lake Integrated 

Resources Management Project.” 

 

Since approval of the Project, design has progressed: 100 percent design drawings for the weir 

structure and water treatment plant were completed on November 4, 2021, and 90 percent design 

drawings for the College Lake pipeline were completed on April 28, 2022. Bid ready documents 

are now nearly complete for all project components.  

 

The EIR, Addendum, Bid Summary, and other relevant information is available online at 

https://www.pvwater.org/college-lake-project.  

 

Project Description 

Throughout much of the Pajaro Valley Groundwater Basin, groundwater levels have declined 

because of long-term groundwater overdraft. Overdraft conditions result in seawater intrusion, 

groundwater quality degradation, and groundwater storage depletion. The primary purposes of the 

Project are to help balance the groundwater basin, prevent further seawater intrusion, and meet 

water supply needs in PV Water’s service area by developing College Lake as a water storage and 

supply source. The Project is located in portions of unincorporated Santa Cruz County and the City 

of Watsonville. Project components include a weir structure and intake pump station, a water 

treatment plant, and a pipeline to convey water from the water treatment plant to the City of 

Watsonville Recycled Water Facility and to PV Water’s Coastal Distribution System. The Project 

will supply an average of 1,800 to 2,300 acre-feet per year of water to growers in the Pajaro Valley. 

The following changes were documented and then approved following adoption of Resolution 

2022-17 and Resolution 2022-18 (as noted above):  

 Weir Structure and Intake Pump Station. The configuration and dimensions of the weir 

structure and intake pump station have been refined since approval of the Project to, for 

example, incorporate input from NMFS regarding design of the fishway passage.  
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 Water Treatment Plant. The design for the WTP has been refined, resulting in a smaller 
permanent footprint compared to the approved Project, and an addition of a potable water 
well.  
 

 College Lake Pipeline. To reduce disruption to streets within the City of Watsonville, PV 
Water evaluated and approved an alternative alignment for the College Lake pipeline that 
is closer to agricultural fields and generally east of city streets. The proposed pipeline is 
now approximately 6 miles long and 30 inches in diameter.  
 

 Project Construction. Construction is estimated to occur over approximately 22 months 
beginning in 2023. 

Environmental Resources and Impacts 
The Addendum evaluated changes in the Project’s effects on the physical environment with respect 
to the following resource areas: 
  
Land Use and Agricultural 
Resources  

Hazards and Hazardous 
Materials 

Energy, Utilities, Public 
Services, and Recreation 

Surface Water, Groundwater, and 
Water Quality Noise and Vibration  Aesthetic Resources 

Biological Resources  Transportation and Traffic  Cumulative Effects  
Air Quality and Greenhouse Gases Cultural Resources   
Geology and Soils Tribal Cultural Resources  

 
The Addendum found that the modified Project would not result in new or more severe significant 
impacts than those attributable to the Project described in the certified EIR. The Addendum also 
determined that the analyses and discussion do not indicate substantial changes in the Project, 
which would have required major revisions to the certified EIR due to involvement of new 
significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified 
significant effects. There have been no substantial changes in circumstances under which the 
Project is undertaken that would result in new significant environmental impacts or substantially 
more severe impacts, and no new information of substantial importance has become available that 
would indicate the potential for new significant impacts or substantially more severe impacts than 
were discussed in the EIR. Therefore, no further evaluation was required, and no Subsequent EIR 
or Supplement to an EIR was needed pursuant to Public Resources Code section 21166 and CEQA 
Guidelines section 15162 and 15163. 
 
Award of Construction Contract 
The Board authorized and directed the General Manager to call for public competitive sealed bids 
for the construction of the College Lake Project, and to give notice inviting or advertising for such 
sealed bids in the time, form, and manner provided by law, on November 16, 2022.  PV Water 
held a mandatory pre-bid meeting for the College Lake Water Treatment Plant And Intake 
Facilities Project, Project No. 30-39-501, on December 7, 2022, and for the College Lake Pipeline 
Project, Project No. 30-39-502, on December 8, 2022.  PV Water received and opened seven (7) 
bids for the College Lake Pipeline Project on January 12, 2023. Mountain Cascade Inc. submitted 
the lowest bid proposal with an amount of $23,707,310; the engineer’s estimate was $26,000,000.  
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PV Water received and opened four (4) bids for the College Lake Water Treatment Plant and 
Intake Facilities Project on January 18, 2023. Mountain Cascade Inc. submitted the lowest bid 
proposal with an amount of $44,989,854; the engineer’s estimate was $43,000,000.  Staff, counsel, 
and consultants have reviewed Mountain Cascade Inc.’s bid and determined that Mountain 
Cascade Inc. is the lowest responsible bidder.   
 
Services to Support Construction Activities 
PV Water issued a request for proposals (RFP) to provide construction management services in 
support of the Project on November 2, 2022.  On November 16, 2022, PV Water issued an RFP 
for environmental monitoring and permit compliance services.  That same day, the PV Water 
Board formed an Ad Hoc Proposal Review Committee that consisted of directors, Projects & 
Facility Operations Committee members, representatives from the City of Watsonville, and PV 
Water staff.  The Proposal Review Committee received three proposals for construction 
management services, interviewed the top two firms on January 11, 2023, and selected Tanner 
Pacific Inc.  The Proposal Review Committee received two proposals for environmental 
monitoring and permit compliance services, interviewed both firms on January 12, 2023, and 
selected SWCA.  Following the determination of the Committee, staff proceeded to engage with 
the successful respondents on the development of a final scope of services and cost estimate.  In 
addition to services described above, staff worked with the design engineers to develop scopes of 
services and cost estimates for engineering services during construction. 
 
FISCAL IMPACT 
The fiscal impact of awarding the construction contracts is $68,697,164, and the fiscal impact of 
the services to support construction activities is $11,664,588. 
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
That the Board, by single motion or multiple motions as it deems appropriate, take the following 
recommended actions: 
1. Approve Resolution 2023-02 Approving Plans and Specifications and Awarding Contracts to 

Mountain Cascade Inc. for the Water Treatment Plant and Intake Facilities Project, Project 
No. 30-39-501, and the College Lake Pipeline Project, Project No. 30-39-502, in an amount 
not to exceed a total of $68,697,164, with the Contract Price for 30-39-501 not to exceed 
$44,989,854, and the Contract Price for Project No. 30-39-502 not to exceed $23,707,310 

2. Approve the Agreement, in substantially the same form as the version attached, with Tanner 
Pacific Inc. for Construction Management Services in an amount not to exceed $7,956,452   

3. Approve the Amendment to Agreement, in substantially the same form as the version 
attached, with Carollo Engineers for Engineering Services During Construction for the Water 
Treatment Plant and Intake Facilities Project, Project No. 30-39-501, in an amount not to 
exceed $2,275,300 

4. Approve the Amendment to Agreement, in substantially the same form as the version 
attached, with Jacobs Engineering Group for Engineering Services During Construction for 
the College Lake Pipeline Project, Project No. 30-39-502,  in an amount not to exceed 
$760,674 

5. Approve the Agreement, in substantially the same form as the version attached, with SWCA 
for Environmental Compliance Services in an amount not to exceed $672,162. 
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6. Authorize and direct staff to proceed with the Project in accordance with the above-
referenced documents. 

 
ATTACHMENTS 

 Resolution 2023-02 Approving Plans and Specifications and Awarding Contracts to 
Mountain Cascade Inc. for the Water Treatment Plant and Intake Facilities Project, 
Project No. 30-39-501, and the College Lake Pipeline Project, Project No. 30-39-502, in 
an amount not to exceed a total of $68,697,164, with the Contract Price for 30-39-501 not 
to exceed $44,989,854, and the Contract Price for Project No. 30-39-502 not to exceed 
$23,707,310 

 Agreement with Tanner Pacific Inc. for Construction Management Services in an amount 
not to exceed $7,956,452   

 Amendment to Agreement with Carollo Engineers for Engineering Services During 
Construction for the Water Treatment Plant and Intake Facilities Project, Project No. 30-
39-501, in an amount not to exceed $2,275,300 

 Amendment to Agreement with Jacobs Engineering Group for Engineering Services 
During Construction for the College Lake Pipeline Project, Project No. 30-39-502,  in an 
amount not to exceed $760,674 

 Agreement with SWCA for Environmental Compliance Services in an amount not to 
exceed $672,162 
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Resolution 2023-02 

 
A Resolution of the Board of Directors of the 
Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency 

 
Awarding Contract to Mountain Cascade Inc. for Construction of the 
College Lake Water Treatment Plant And Intake Facilities Project, 
Project No. 30-39-501, and the College Lake Pipeline Project, Project No. 
30-39-502 

 

 

WHEREAS, the Board of Directors of the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (“PV 
Water”) has determined that there is a need to implement the College Lake Integrated Resources 
Management Project (“CLIRMP”) as a critical water supply project and as recommended by the 
Ad Hoc Basin Management Plan Committee, as documented in the 2014 Basin Management Plan 
Update. 
 

WHEREAS, the CLIRMP was designed and solicited for bids for construction in two (2) 
components: the College Lake Water Treatment Plant And Intake Facilities Project, Project No. 
30-39-501, and the College Lake Pipeline Project, Project No. 30-39-502; and 
 

WHEREAS, as to the COLLEGE LAKE WATER TREATMENT PLANT AND 
INTAKE FACILITIES PROJECT, PROJECT NO. 30-39-501: 
  

A. PV Water has determined that to complete CLIRMP, it must construct a new intake 
structure which consists of an adjustable weir, fishway, and intake pump station at College Lake, 
a raw water conveyance pipeline, and a new water treatment plant including ballasted 
flocculation/sedimentation, disinfection, treated water pumping, chemical storage and feed, solids 
handling lagoons, and treatment support building, and all associated work as further described in 
the contract documents ( “Project 30-39-501”); and 
 

B. Pursuant to and in accordance with applicable legal requirements, PV Water 
solicited bids for construction of Project 30-39-501; and 
 

C. PV Water received 4 bid proposals in response to its solicitation; and 
 
D. Mountain Cascade Inc. (“Mountain Cascade”) submitted the lowest bid proposal 

with an amount of forty-four million, nine hundred eighty-nine thousand, eight hundred fifty-four 
dollars ($44,989,854); and 

 
E. Staff has reviewed Mountain Cascade’s bid proposal and has determined that 

Mountain Cascade is the lowest responsible bidder for Project 30-39-501; and 
 
F. Based on the foregoing, Staff recommends that the Board award a construction 

contract to Mountain Cascade for construction of Project 30-39-501. 
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WHEREAS, as to the COLLEGE LAKE PIPELINE PROJECT, PROJECT NO. 30-
39-50: 
 

G. PV Water has determined that to complete CLIRMP, it must install approximately 
31,400 linear feet of 30-inch diameter high-density polyethylene (HDPE) transmission pipeline; 
700 linear feet of 12-inch HDPE pipeline; six trenchless construction under Salsipuedes Creek, 
Highway 129 (three locations), Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission Railroad, 
and Highway 1; pipeline appurtenances such as blowoffs, air valves, isolation valves, cathodic 
protection, pavement replacement; traffic control; and all associated work as further described in 
the contract documents ( “Project 30-39-502”); and 

 
H. Pursuant to and in accordance with applicable legal requirements, PV Water 

solicited bids for construction of Project 30-39-502; and 
 
I. PV Water received 7 bid proposals in response to its solicitation; and 
 
J. Mountain Cascade submitted the lowest bid proposal with an amount of twenty-

three million, seven hundred seven thousand, three hundred ten dollars ($23,707,310); and 
 
K. Staff has reviewed Mountain Cascade’s bid proposal and has determined that 

Mountain Cascade is the lowest responsible bidder for Project 30-39-502; and 
 
L. Based on the foregoing, Staff recommends that the Board award a construction 

contract to Mountain Cascade for construction of Project 30-39-502. 
 

WHEREAS, the Board has approved Resolution 2019-18, Certifying the Final 
Environmental Impact Report, Adopting Findings Pursuant to the California Environmental 
Quality Act, Adopting a Statement of Overriding Considerations, and Adopting a Mitigation 
Monitoring and Reporting Program for CLIRMP; Resolution 2019-19, Selecting, Approving, and 
Adopting CLIRMP; Resolution 2022-17, Approving the Addendum to the CLIRMP 
Environmental Impact Report; Resolution 2022-18, Selecting, Approving, and Adopting 
Modifications to CLIRMP; and on November 16, 2022, authorizing and directing the General 
Manager to call for public competitive sealed bids for Project 30-39-501 and Project 30-39-502, 
and to give notice inviting or advertising for such sealed bids in the time, form, and manner 
provided by law. 
 

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors of the Pajaro 
Valley Water Management Agency hereby: 
 

1. Approves the expenditure of construction funds for Project 30-39-501 and Project 30-
39-502. 
 

2. Waives all irregularities, if any, in Mountain Cascade’s bid proposals. 
 

3. Finds and hereby determines that the design and plans and specifications for Project 
30-39-501 and Project 30-39-502 have been prepared by duly qualified engineers and 
design professionals, and hereby approves said design and plans. 
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4. Adopts this Resolution awarding contracts for construction of Project 30-39-501 and 
Project 30-39-502 to Mountain Cascade. 

 
5. Authorizes the General Manager to execute construction contracts in substantially the 

same form as that included in the bid documents with Mountain Cascade for Project 
30-39-501 in the amount of $44,989,854 (the “Contract Price 30-39-501”), plus any 
change order increasing the contract amount by not more than 10% of the Contract 
Price 30-30-501, and for Project 30-39-502 in the amount of $23,707,310 (the 
“Contract Price 30-39-502”), plus any change order increasing the contract amount by 
not more than 10% of the Contract Price 30-39-502. 
 

 PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, County of 
Santa Cruz, State of California, this 1st day of February 2023 by the following vote: 

 
AYES:   
NOES:   
ABSENT:  
ABSTAIN:  
 
       _______________________________ 
       Amy Newell, Chair          
Attest: 
 
 
________________________ 
Laura Taay, Board Secretary 
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY (“PV WATER”)  
36 Brennan Street 

Watsonville, CA 95076 
Tel (831) 722-9292 Fax (831) 722-3139 

 
 
 

CONSULTANT AGREEMENT 
 
 

To: Tanner Pacific, Inc. Date:  February 1, 2023 
 751 Laurel St., Suite 609      
 San Carlos, CA 94070   
Tel: (650) 585-4484   
Fax:    

 
 

Contract 
Amount: 

$7,956,452 Start 
Date: 

2/1/2023 End Date: 6/30/2025 

 
 

Accepted: Pajaro Valley Water 
Management Agency 

Consultant: Tanner Pacific, Inc. 

  FEIN:  
By:  

 
By:  

 Brian Lockwood  William Tanner, PE 
Title General Manager Title CEO 
    
 Other authorized 

representative(s): 
 Other authorized 

representative(s): 
   Mike Jaeger, PE QSD 
   Construction Manager 
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CONSULTANT AGREEMENT 
 

 
This Agreement is entered into and effective this 1st day of February 2023 by and 

between the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (“PV Water”), and Tanner Pacific Inc. 
(“Consultant”) referred to herein individually as a “Party” and collectively as “the Parties.”  
 
 WHEREAS, PV Water desires to construct the College Lake Integrated Resources 
Management Project (“Project”); and,  
 
 WHEREAS, Consultant represents that it has the expertise, means, and ability to perform 
said Construction Management and Construction Inspection duties as outlined within its 
proposal dated January 24, 2023, and received by PV Water on January 24, 2023 (Exhibit A); 
   

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of each other’s mutual promises, the Parties hereto 
agree as follows: 
 
1. Term of Agreement.   This Agreement shall terminate on June 30, 2025, unless terminated 

sooner pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. The Parties’ authorized representatives 
(defined below) shall have the authority to extend this term by written amendment to this 
Agreement. 

 
2. Work.  Consultant will furnish services as defined and described in the proposal attached 

hereto as Exhibit “A”, and incorporated herein. All work performed by Consultant, or 
under Consultant’s direction, shall be rendered in accordance with the generally accepted 
practices, and to the standards of, Consultant's profession. Consultant represents and 
warrants that Consultant: (i) is fully experienced and properly qualified to perform the class 
of work and service provided for herein, (ii) has the financial capability required for the 
performance of the work and services, and (iii) is properly equipped and organized to 
perform the work and services in a competent, timely, and proper manner, in accordance 
with the requirements of this Agreement.       

 
2.1 Change in Work. Any change in the scope of the professional services to be done, 

method of performance, nature of materials or price thereof, or to any other matter 
materially affecting the performance or nature of the professional services will not be 
paid for or accepted unless such change, addition or deletion be approved in advance, in 
writing by a supplemental agreement by the Parties. PV Water may order changes in the 
scope or character of services in writing, including decreasing the amount of 
Consultant’s services described herein. In the event that the work is ecreased, Consultant 
is entitled to full compensation for services performed and expenses incurred prior to the 
receipt of notice of change pursuant to Section 4 of this Agreement.  

 
3. Authorized Representatives.  The authorized representatives shall be individuals with the 

necessary authority to direct technical and professional work within the scope of this 
Agreement and shall serve as the principal point of contact for the Project for each 
respective party.   
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3.1 PV Water.  PVWater designates the following individual(s) as PV Water’s authorized 

representative(s): Brian Lockwood, General Manager.  Only PV Water’s authorized 
representative(s) is authorized to approve changes to this Agreement on behalf of PV 
Water.   
  

3.2 Consultant.  Consultant designates the following individual(s) as Consultant’s 
authorized representative(s): Mike Jaeger, Construction Manager.  Only 
Consultant’s authorized representative(s) is authorized to approve changes to this 
Agreement on behalf of Consultant.  

    
4. Compensation.  PV Water will pay Consultant, as full compensation for full performance 

of the services described in this Agreement, a fee not to exceed Seven Million, Nine 
Hundred Fifty Six Thousand, Four Hundred Fifty Two Dollars ($7,956,452).  The fee 
for services will be based on the Fee Schedule included in Exhibit “A” of this Agreement. 

 
4.1 Method of Payment. Consultant shall prepare and submit to PV Water detailed monthly 

invoices for fees and costs incurred in the performance of the services hereunder during 
the previous billing period.  The invoice shall describe the services rendered and shall 
be based on all labor and direct expense charges made for work performed hereunder.  
Labor charges shall be in accordance with the Fee Schedule found in Exhibit “A” of this 
Agreement.  PV Water shall pay the amount of each itemized invoice within thirty (30) 
days after the receipt of the invoice, subject to a finding by PV Water that work 
performed has been satisfactory and that payment is for the work specified in Exhibit 
“A” and does not exceed the maximum amount specified above. 
 

4.2 Direct Expenses.  Direct expenses are those outside costs and rates identified in Exhibit 
A incurred directly for the work performed and substantiated with invoices for the 
charges. Consultant will not be reimbursed for any costs or expenses at any rates that 
exceed the rates set forth in the Fee Schedule found in Exhibit “A”.  If Consultant must 
incur other costs which are not specifically covered by the terms of this Agreement, 
but which are necessary for the performance of Consultant’s duties, PV Water may 
approve payment for said costs if authorized in writing by PV Water in advance.     

 
5. Independent Contractor. Consultant represents that it has or will secure at its own expense 

all personnel, materials, and related services required to perform the services under this 
Agreement.  Consultant (and its employees, agents, representatives, and sub-consultant(s)), 
in the performance of this Agreement, shall act in an independent capacity and not as 
officers or employees or agents of PV Water. Consultant, not PV Water, shall have 
exclusive and complete control over its employees and subcontractors, and shall determine 
the method of performing the services hereunder. PV Water, however, retains the right to 
require that work performed by Consultant meet specific standards consistent with the 
requirements of this Agreement without regard to the manner and means of 
accomplishment thereof.     

 
6. Conflict of Interest. Consultant owes PV Water a duty of undivided loyalty in performing 
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the work and services under this Agreement.  Consultant covenants that it presently has no 
interest and shall not acquire any interest, direct or indirect, which would conflict in any 
manner or degree with the performance of services required to be performed under this 
Agreement.  Consultant acknowledges that it is aware of and agrees to comply with the 
provisions of the Political Reform Act, Section 1090 of the Government Code, and the PV 
Water conflict of interest code.  Consultant will immediately advise Agency counsel if 
Consultant learns of a conflicting financial interest of Consultant’s during the term of this 
Agreement.    

 
7. Indemnification.  

For General Services: To the fullest extent permitted by law, Consultant agrees to indemnify, 
defend, and hold harmless PV Water, its directors, officers and employees from and against 
any and all claims, demands, actions, damages, or expenses, (including attorney’s fees and 
costs) arising from the acts or omissions of Consultant’s employees or agents in any way 
related to the obligations or in the performance of services under this Agreement, except for 
design professional services as set forth in Civil Code § 2782.8, and except where caused by 
the sole or active negligence, or willful misconduct of PV Water.  

  
 For Design Professional Services under Civil Code §2782.8: 

To the fullest extent permitted by law, Consultant agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold 
harmless PV Water, its directors, officers and employees from and against any and all claims, 
demands, actions, damages, or expenses, (including attorney’s fees and costs) arising from 
the negligence, recklessness, or willful misconduct of the Consultant, Consultant’s 
employees or agents in any way related to the obligations or in the performance of design 
professional services under this Agreement as set forth in Civil Code, except where caused 
by the sole or active negligence, or willful misconduct of PV Water.  The costs to defend 
charged to the Consultant relating to design professional services shall not exceed the 
Consultant’s proportionate percentage of fault per Civil Code §2782.8. 

 
8. Insurance.  Consultant agrees to procure and maintain the insurance coverages and limits as 

required by PV Water prior to the commencement of work, as specified in Exhibit “B”. 
 
9. Sub-consultants.  Except as provided in Exhibit “A” of this Agreement, and otherwise with 

prior written approval of PV Water, Consultant shall not enter into any subcontract with any 
other party for purposes of providing any work or services covered by this Agreement.  In the 
event that Consultant employs sub-consultants, sub-contractors, sub-tier contractors, or any 
person or entity involved by, for, with, or on behalf of Consultant in the performance or subject 
matter of this Agreement (“sub-consultant”), it shall be the Consultant’s responsibility to 
require and confirm that each sub-consultant meets the minimum insurance requirements 
specified above.  Consultant shall require all sub-consultants to provide a valid certificate of 
insurance and the required endorsements included in the Agreement prior to commencing any 
work, and will provide proof of compliance to PV Water.  Sub-consultants are to be bound to 
Consultant and to PV Water in the same manner and to the same extent as the Consultant is 
bound to PV Water under this Agreement.  Consultant shall be responsible to PV Water for 
the performance of any and all sub-consultants who perform work under this Agreement and 
any acts of negligence on their part.  Consultant is solely responsible for all payments due to 
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sub-consultants.   
 
10. Compliance with Laws.  All activities of Consultant will be carried out in compliance with all 

applicable federal, state and local laws. 
 

11. Permits.  Permits required by governmental authorities will be obtained at Consultant’s 
expense, and Consultant will comply with local, state and federal regulations and statutes 
including Cal/OSHA requirements. 

 
12. Safety.  Consultant shall execute and maintain its work so as to avoid injury or damage to any 

person or property.  In carrying out its work, Consultant shall at all times, exercise all necessary 
precautions for the safety of employees appropriate to the nature of the work and the conditions 
under which the work is to be performed, and be in compliance with all federal, state and local 
statutory and regulatory requirements including State of California, Division of Industrial 
Safety (Cal/OSHA) regulations, and the U.S. Department of Transportation Omnibus 
Transportation Employee Testing Act (as applicable).  Safety precautions as applicable shall 
include instructions in accident prevention for all employees such as safe walkways, scaffolds, 
fall protection, ladders, bridges, gang planks, confined space procedures, trenching & shoring, 
equipment and wearing apparel as are necessary or lawfully required to prevent accidents or 
injuries. 

 
13. Equal Employment Opportunity.  Consultant agrees to refrain from discriminatory 

employment practices on the basis of race, religious creed, color, sex, national origin, handicap, 
sexual orientation, disability, ancestry, or other protected characteristics of any employee of, 
or applicant for employment with, such Consultant. 

 
14. Ownership of Documents and Materials.  All original documents, explanations of methods, 

maps, drawings, tables, reports, models, and other materials and work product (whether in 
printed or electronic format) prepared or gathered by or on behalf of Consultant under this 
Agreement that are in Consultant’s possession, custody or control and equipment purchased 
specifically for the Project shall become the exclusive property of PV Water and may be used 
on this Project without the consent of the Consultant or its sub-consultants.  Any software 
program purchased by Consultant to be used in the performance of this Agreement shall be 
transferred to PV Water to the extent allowed by the software license under which the program 
was purchased. All such materials, whether finished or unfinished shall, at PV Water’s request, 
be delivered to PV Water upon completion of contract services or termination of this 
Agreement for any reason.  Consultant agrees that all copyrights which arise from creation of 
Project-related documents and materials pursuant to this Agreement shall be vested in PV 
Water and waives and relinquishes all claims to copyright or other intellectual property rights 
in favor of PV Water. 

 
15. Inspection.  Authorized representatives of PV Water shall have access to Consultant offices or 

other work location during normal business hours for the purpose of review and inspection of 
work activities undertaken pursuant to this Agreement. Consultant shall maintain books and 
accounts of the recoverable costs in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles 
and practices.  PV Water shall have access to these books and accounts during Consultant 
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normal business hours for the duration of this Agreement, and for a period of three (3) years 
after the completion of the particular services to which the costs relate to the extent required to 
verify the direct costs (excluding established or standard allowances and rates) incurred 
pursuant to this Agreement. 

 
16. Termination.  PV Water may terminate this Agreement at any time, with or without cause, in 

its sole discretion, by giving written notice to Consultant at least thirty days (30) prior to such 
termination. Upon receipt of written notice from PV Water that this Agreement is terminated, 
Consultant will submit an invoice for an amount that represents the value of services actually 
performed to the date of said notice for which Consultant has not previously been 
compensated.  In the event of termination without cause, PV Water will pay to Consultant all 
recoverable costs incurred in the performance of such services in accordance with Section 4 of 
this Agreement, plus all reasonable costs incurred as a result of such termination, but in no 
event will PV Water pay termination costs exceeding Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) and 
PV Water will have no further obligation to Consultant, monetarily or otherwise.  In the event 
termination is for cause, Consultant need be compensated only to the extent required by law. 

 
17. Dispute Resolution.  The Parties desire to avoid the cost and delay of litigation.  To that end, 

the parties will attempt in good faith to resolve through negotiation any dispute, claim or 
controversy arising out of or relating to this Agreement. Either party may initiate negotiations 
by providing written notice in letter form to the other party, setting forth the subject of the 
dispute and the relief requested.  Promptly upon such notification, the Parties shall meet at a 
mutually agreeable time and place in order to exchange relevant information and perspective, 
and to attempt to resolve the dispute.  In the event that no resolution is achieved, and if, but 
only if, the parties mutually agree, then prior to pursuing formal legal action, the parties shall 
make a good faith effort to resolve the dispute by non-binding mediation or negotiations 
between representatives with decision-making power, who, to the extent possible, shall not 
have had substantive involvement in the matters of the dispute.  If the dispute is not resolved 
by these negotiations, the matter will be handled as the parties may agree or, otherwise as 
allowed by applicable law.  Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, nothing contained in 
this Agreement shall impair the parties’ right to immediately pursue any and all legal remedies 
which may be available should there be a default in the terms of this Agreement, and a failure 
to cure said default after notice as required under this Agreement.  If required by statute (e.g. 
applicable statute of limitation) to perfect or preserve a claim, either party may file the required 
notice of claim and/or commence litigation. To the extent that the Project involves or qualifies 
as a public works project, the Parties agree to comply with Public Contract Code section 
9204(e). 

 
18. Legal Remedies.  Either Party shall be entitled to all remedies afforded by law or in equity to 

enforce their respective rights under this Agreement.  No right or remedy in this Agreement 
are intended to be exclusive of any other right or remedy, but every such right or remedy shall 
be cumulative and shall be in addition to and not a limitation of any duties, obligations, rights 
and remedies otherwise imposed or available by law, in equity or in the Agreement. 

 
19. Right to Acquire Work from Others.  Nothing in this Agreement shall prohibit PVWater from 

acquiring the same type or equivalent type of work or services under this Agreement from 
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other sources. 
 
20. Assignment and Successors. Consultant shall not assign any portion of the work required by 

this Agreement nor otherwise assign or transfer any interests in it without prior written 
approval of PV Water, which may be withheld or delayed in PV Water’s sole and absolute 
discretion.  This Agreement will be binding on the heirs, legal representatives, successors and 
assigns of the parties named above.  

 
21. Severability.  If any court of competent jurisdiction should rule that any provision of this 

Agreement is void, invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions will remain in full force 
and effect and will not be affected by said ruling. 

 
22. Amendment.  Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, neither this Agreement nor any 

provision hereof may be waived, modified, amended, or discharged, or terminated except by 
an instrument in writing signed by the Parties, and then only to the extent set forth in such 
writing.  

 
23. Force Majeure.  Neither party hereto shall be considered in default in the performance of its 

obligation hereunder to the extent that the performance of any such obligation, except the 
payment of money, is prevented or delayed by any cause, existing or future, which is beyond 
the reasonable control of the affected party, or by a strike, lockout or other labor difficulty, the 
settlement of which shall be within the sole discretion of the party involved.  Each party hereto 
shall give notice promptly to the other of the nature and extent of any Force Majeure claimed 
to delay, hinder or prevent performance of the services under this Agreement.  In the event 
either party is prevented or delayed in the performance of its respective obligation by reason 
of such Force Majeure, there may be an equitable adjustment of the schedule and Consultant 
compensation. 

 
24. Governing Law and Venue.  This Agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance 

with the laws of the State of California.  The Parties hereby agree that: (a) if any action is 
brought for the purpose of enforcing any provision of this Agreement, including without 
limitation instituting any action or proceeding to enforce any provision of this Agreement, for 
damages by reason of any alleged breach of any provision of this Agreement, or a declaration 
of rights or obligations under this Agreement, or for any other judicial remedy, then such action 
shall be brought only in the appropriate state or federal court located in Santa Cruz County, 
California; and (b) a final judgment in any such action or proceeding shall be conclusive and 
may be enforced in any other jurisdictions by suit on the judgment or in any other manner 
provided by law.  Nothing in this section shall affect or impair any Party's right to serve legal 
process in any manner permitted by law. 

 
25. Notices.  Any notice, approval, consent, waiver or other communication required or 

permitted to be given or to be served upon either Party in connection with this Agreement 
shall be in writing.  Such notice shall be personally served or sent prepaid by registered or 
certified mail with return receipt requested, or sent by reputable overnight delivery service, 
such as Federal Express, and shall be deemed given: (a) if personally served, when delivered 
to the Party to whom such notice is addressed; (b) if given by prepaid or certified mail with 
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return receipt requested, on the date of execution of the return receipt; or (c) if sent by 
reputable overnight delivery service, such as Federal Express, when received.    Such notices 
shall be addressed to the Party to whom such notice is to be given at the Party’s address set 
forth below or as such party shall otherwise direct in writing to the other Party delivered or 
sent in accordance with this Section. 

  
If to PVWater:  Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency  

Attention: Brian Lockwood, General Manager 
36 Brennan Street 
Watsonville, CA 95076 
(831) 722-9292 

  

  

If to Consultant:   
 

Tanner Pacific, Inc. 
Attention:  Mike Jaeger 
Construction Manager 
751 Laurel St., Suite 609 
San Carlos, CA 94070  
(650) 585-4484  

                            
 
26. Cumulative Rights; Waiver.  The rights created under this Agreement or by law or equity, 

shall be cumulative and may be exercised at any time and from time to time.  No failure by 
either Party to exercise, and no delay in exercising any rights, shall be construed or deemed 
to be a waiver thereof, nor shall any single or partial exercise by either Party preclude any 
other or future exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right. Any waiver of any 
provision or of any breach of any provision of this Agreement must be in writing, and any 
waiver by either Party of any breach of any provision of this Agreement shall not operate 
as or be construed to be a waiver of any other breach of that provision or of any breach of 
any other provision of this Agreement. The failure of either Party to insist upon strict 
adherence to any term of this Agreement on one or more occasions shall not be considered 
or construed or deemed a waiver of any provision or any breach of any provision of this 
Agreement or deprive that Party of the right thereafter to insist upon strict adherence to 
that term or provision or any other term or provision of this Agreement. No delay or 
omission on the part of either Party in exercising any right under this Agreement shall 
operate as a waiver of any such right or any other right under this Agreement. 

 
27. Interpretation. This Agreement constitutes a fully negotiated agreement between 

commercially sophisticated Parties, each assisted by legal counsel, and the terms of this 
Agreement shall not be construed or interpreted for or against either party hereto because 
that Party or its legal representative drafted or prepared such provision. 

 
28. Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is invalid, illegal or unenforceable, such 

provision shall be deemed to be served or deleted from this Agreement and the balance of 
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this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect notwithstanding such invalidity, 
illegality or unenforceability.  

 
29. Counterparts.  This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, which, together, shall 

constitute one and the same instrument. Electronic, facsimile and scanned pdf signatures and 
copies of this Agreement shall be accepted as originals. 
 

30. Time.  Time is of the essence for each provision of this Agreement.     
 

31. Further Assurances.  The Parties agree to perform such further acts and to execute and 
deliver such additional documents and instruments as may be reasonably required to carry 
out the provisions of this Agreement and the intentions of the Parties.   
 

32. Good Faith and Fair Dealing.  The Parties hereto acknowledge and agree that the 
performances required by the provisions of this Agreement shall be undertaken in good 
faith, and with both parties dealing fairly with each other. 

 
33. No Third Party Beneficiaries.  This Agreement does not create, and shall not be construed 

to create, any rights enforceable by any person, partnership, corporation, joint venture, 
Limited Liability Company or other form of organization or association of any kind that is 
not a party to this Agreement. 

 
34. Entire Agreement.  This Agreement, together with Exhibits and/or attachments and any 

agreements provided for herein, constitute the entire understanding between the Parties 
with respect to the matters set forth herein, and they supersede all prior or contemporaneous 
understandings or agreements between the Parties with respect to the subject matter hereof, 
whether oral or written.  
 

35. Representations of Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement 
by the Consultant and PVWater have been duly and validly authorized. 

 
[SIGNATURES ON FOLLOWING PAGE] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date first 
above referenced. 
 
   PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
 
 
   By:   ________________________________________ 
    Brian Lockwood, General Manager 
     
 
 
      
   TANNER PACIFIC INC.  
 
 
   By:  ______________________________________ 
    William Tanner, PE, CEO 
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EXHIBIT “A” 
 

Proposal (on Consultant’s Letterhead) and Fee Schedule 
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EXHIBIT “B” 
 

Insurance Requirements 
 

Consultant shall procure and maintain insurance as follows: 
 
1.  Commercial General Liability Insurance.  Commercial general liability insurance, 

including products and completed operations, property damage, bodily injury, 
personal and advertising injury with limits of not less than $1,000,000 each 
occurrence and $2,000,000 aggregate. (Note: Increase amounts for higher risk 
services) 

 
2. Automobile  Liability Insurance. Automobile liability insurance covering automobile 

bodily injury and property damage, including all owned (if any), hired and non-
owned autos, with limits of not less than $1,000,000 each accident.  If Consultant 
acquires any owned vehicles, Consultant shall provide insurance as above. 

 
3.  Professional Liability Insurance. Limits of liability in amounts not less than 

$1,000,000 per occurrence or claim and $2,000,000 aggregate, insuring Consultant 
and its employees against liabilities arising out of or in connection with the negligent 
acts, errors, or omissions of any of the foregoing in connection with the carrying out 
of their professional responsibilities relating to this Agreement.  Consultant shall 
renew continuous coverage or extend the reporting period, to the extent available, by 
endorsement or otherwise, for claims five (5) years from the date this Agreement is 
terminated.  Such professional liability policies shall include coverage for liability 
assumed by the Consultant under this Agreement for losses arising out of 
Consultant’s negligence.  

 
4. Workers’ Compensation and Employer’s Liability Insurance. Worker’s 

Compensation as required by the Labor Code of the State of California and 
Employer’s Liability Insurance for all employees in workplaces involved in this 
Agreement.  Employer's liability insurance in the amount of, at least, $1,000,000 per 
accident for bodily injury or disease.  The Certificate of Insurance shall include 
Waiver of Subrogation endorsement in favor of PV WATER.  

 
5. Other Requirements.   

 
a. Additional Insured Endorsement.  The general liability and automobile liability 

policies are to contain, or be endorsed to contain the following provisions: The 
Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, its directors, officers, employees, 
and authorized volunteers are to be additional insured. The coverage shall 
contain no special limitations on the scope of protection afforded to PV WATER, 
its directors, officers, employees, or authorized volunteers. 

 
b. Primary Insurance.  For any claims related to this Agreement, Consultant’s 

insurance shall be primary insurance as respects PV WATER, its directors, 
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officers, employees, and authorized volunteers, individually and collectively. 
Any insurance, self-insurance, or other coverage maintained by PV WATER, its  
directors, officers, employees, or authorized volunteers shall be in excess of 
Consultant’s insurance and shall not contribute to it. 

 
c. Cancellation.  The policies specified above are to state or be endorsed to state that 

coverage shall not be canceled by either party, except after thirty (30) days (10 
days for non-payment of premium) prior written notice by U.S. mail has been 
given to PV WATER.   

 
d. Changes.  If any change is made in the insurance carrier, scope of coverage or 

retroactive date of professional liability coverage required under this Agreement, 
Consultant shall notify the PV WATER within three (3) working days.   

 
e. Evidence of Insurance.  Prior to execution of this Agreement, Consultant shall 

file with PV WATER, on forms acceptable to PV WATER, certificate(s) of 
insurance and additional insured endorsements, as specified above.   

 
f. Deductibles and Self-Insured Retentions.  Any deductible or self-insured 

retention must be declared to and approved by the PV WATER.  At the option of 
PV WATER, the insurer shall either reduce or eliminate such deductibles or self-
insured retentions. 

 
g. Acceptability of Insurers.  Insurance is to be placed with insurers having a current 

A.M. Best rating of no less than A-VII or equivalent or as otherwise approved by 
PV WATER. 

 
h. Special Risks or Circumstances. 

PV WATER reserves the right to modify these requirements, including limits, 
based on the nature of the risk, prior experience, insurer, coverage, or other 
special circumstances.  

 
i. FOR CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS additional requirements may apply:  

Consultant shall provide the following Surety Bonds: 
 Bid bond  
 Performance bond 
 Payment bond 

 
The Payment Bond and the Performance Bond shall be in a sum equal to the 
contract price.  Bonds shall be duly executed by a responsible corporate surety, 
authorized to issue such bonds in the State of California and secured through an 
authorized agent with an office in California.  
 
 

Builder’s Risk (Course of Construction) insurance utilizing an “All Risk” (Special 
Perils) coverage form, with limits equal to the completed value of the project and no 
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coinsurance penalty provisions. Such coverage shall name PV Water as a loss payee 
as their interest may appear. 
 
Contractors’ Pollution Legal Liability and/or Asbestos Legal Liability and/or Errors 
and Omissions (if project involves environmental hazards) with limits no less than 
$1,000,000 per occurrence or claim, and $2,000,000 policy aggregate. 
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Standard Scope of Services 
 

Tanner Pacific, Inc. 
Construction Management & Inspection 

 
TASK 1.0 – PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND CONTROLS 

 

1.1 Review and understand the construction contract documents. 
• Detailed review of project plans, specifications, and all permit conditions by TPI team to be 

fully prepared for construction. 
 

1.2 Set up Electronic File System in Procore 
• TPI team will set up one Procore project site, online, for each project (Weir/Intake/Treatment 

Plan and Pipeline) with access for all project team members and any stipulated stakeholders.  
• All documents will be submitted by the contractor electronically in this system to track 

properly. Reports can be produced at any time noting completed and outstanding items. 
• TPI staff will also keep hard copy files of all documents, if PV Water requests, at the project 

office site once this is set up. 
Deliverables: 

1. Accessible web hosted file system for use by PV Water, Carollo, Jacobs and Mountain 
Cascade. Hosted and managed by TPI staff. 

2. Each party will have specific levels of access to the file system. 
 

1.3 Create Project Work Plan 

• Create a Work Plan for the CM team that includes basic schedule elements, milestones as 
necessary and deliverables associated with these milestones 

• Specific items include, but are not limited to, monthly project construction update reports, 
initial baseline schedule, cash flow projections, updates for council meetings as necessary. 

Deliverables: 

1. Project Work Plan 
 

1.4 Attend Special Meetings 

• CM and/or Project RE will attend special meetings, outside the regular project and technical 
meetings related to each project. 

• These meetings may include, but are not limited to, PV Water Board meetings (no more than once 
per quarter), public outreach meetings, public outreach events, etc. 
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TASK 2.0 –CONSTRUCTION AND CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION 

 

2.1 Pre-Construction Services 

• Prepare TPI staff along with contractor staff for construction safety awareness as well as, 
environmental training as required by all permits. 

• Review USA markings in the field and note potential conflicts with the upcoming work. Discuss 
potential ideas to resolve any conflicts noted. 

• Photograph and video all work areas along the levee. This will include access points, storage 
areas, haul routes, neighboring parks or other significant facilities that could be impacted by 
construction activities. 

• Perform pre-construction LiDAR surveys of existing structures (homes, businesses, etc.) near 
the major construction activities and along the pipeline alignment to substantiate pre-
construction conditions. 

• Perform pre-construction evaluation of all existing roadways where pipeline will be installed 
and adjacent roads that may be used by trucks to haul materials to establish pre-construction 
conditions. 

• Create agenda for and facilitate pre-construction meeting for both projects. This will include 
inviting various utility owners, and other stakeholders PV Water believes have important 
input prior to construction. 

• The TPI team will work with PV Water to identify appropriate attendees for each meeting, a 
location, date and time. 

• TPI will send out invitations to the meeting along with the planned agenda. 
• Distribute minutes from the Pre-Construction meeting to all attendees and stakeholders. 

 
2.2 Construction Administration 

• Coordination 
o Conduct/facilitate weekly progress meetings and other meetings as necessary for the 

duration of the project. 
o Prepare and distribute agenda and meeting minutes to all attendees and needed 

Stakeholders. 
o Produce Weekly Statement of Working (or Calendar) Days. 
o Third Party (Caltrans, PG&E, AT&T, etc.) Construction Coordination 
o Maintain log of third-party work, e.g., PG&E, AT&T, etc., after issuance of Notice to 

Proceed. 
o Request any third parties to perform construction work, as required, to minimize impact 

to the projects. 
• Maintain communications and coordinate with PV Water, Carollo, Jacobs, Contractor to 

Requests for Payment (Progress Billings) 
o Review, comment on, and approve Contractor’s Requests for Payments. 
o Process Contractor’s Approved Requests for Payments. 
o Notify PV Water immediately of stop notices. 
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• Cost/Financial Management 
o Review Contractor’s monthly progress payment request for accuracy. 
o Work together with Contractor to confirm that payment request is accurate prior to 

submitting to PV Water for review. 
o Submit Contractor pay request with cover sheet produced by TPI summarizing pay 

request for current month, payments to date and balance remaining. 
• Change Management 

o Maintain Log of Potential Change Orders in Procore. 
o Maintain Log of Change Orders in Procore. 
o Coordinate, review, and evaluation potential change orders and cost 

estimates/quotations. 
o Inspect and evaluate site conditions that are perceived to be different than shown in the 

contract documents.  
o Resolve and/or facilitate resolution of conflicts with plans and existing field conditions, as 

well as, conflicts with contract documents, if any. 
o If a contract change order is required, produce contract change order, change order 

memorandum, independent cost estimate, time impact analysis (if applicable) for the PV 
Water’s approval. PV Water to provide guidance on cost authority levels for PV Water 
project personnel for agreement to Change Orders. 

o Review, gather, and evaluate information for resolution of potential claims or disputes. 
o Field Orders (FO) and Field Directives (FD) 

 In the event that the Contractor encounters a time sensitive problem where it is 
not practical to take time to negotiate a settlement, the CM will issue a FO.  All 
work done under a FO will be completed on a time and material basis.  The CM 
and PV Water will execute the FO. 

 PV Water shall provide guidance on the cost authority levels for PV Water project 
personnel for agreement to FO Not To Exceed limits. 

• Schedule Management 
o Meet with contractor to evaluate planned baseline schedule for each project and confirm 

contractor has included all required milestones, environmental restrictions, permit 
conditions, etc. 

o Review, comment on, and approve contractor’s baseline schedule and updates, if any. 
o Using both project’s schedules, create a programmatic level schedule that incorporates 

the work activities, Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) of each project, including the 
critical path. 

o Evaluate the programmatic schedule to identify any potential problems or concerns. 
o Evaluate contractor’s schedule for actual versus planned progress, and document all 

scheduling discrepancies and deviations. 
o Review, comment on, and approve contractor’s monthly schedule update submittal. 
o Use Daily Log information to maintain an As-Built Schedule for each project and the 

programmatic schedule to use when evaluating monthly schedule updates from the 
contractor. 

o Review, comment on, and approve contractor’s Time Impact Analyses (TIA) for change 
orders. 
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• Request for Information (RFI) Coordination 
o Receive all requests for information (RFIs), through Procore, from the Contractor and 

determine if the request is a valid RFI; if not, Tanner Pacific will return the RFI to the 
Contractor  

o Route all other RFIs to the PV Water, if needed, and the appropriate designers (Carollo or 
Jacobs) and any design sub-consultant as applicable. 

o Review the response, verify acceptability of response, and transmit the RFI response to 
the contractor. 

o Maintain a log all RFIs and associated responses in Procore. 
• Submittal Coordination 

o Create and maintain submittal log in Procore. 
o Receive and review all submittals from the contractor for compliance with contract 

documents.  
o If submittals are incomplete, TPI will return the submittal to the contractor identifying the 

missing information. 
o Manage routing through the online Procore system and coordinate all comments to and 

from Carollo, Jacobs and PV Water. 
• Materials Submittal Reviews and Materials Verification Testing 

o Review and comment on Contractor’s material test submittals for conformance with 
contract requirements. 

o Perform intermittent verification testing of materials to verify materials meet contract 
requirements. 

o Coordinate material testing and specialty inspections (to be furnished by Pacific Crest 
Engineering, Inc.) as required in the contract documents. 

• Develop QA/QC Plan 
o TPI will work with Carollo, Jacobs and PV Water to produce a QA/QC plan that 

incorporates the requirements in the specifications. 
o TPI will use any existing forms preferred by both designers or produce an acceptable form 

to provide confirmation that all QC elements have been observed, checked and meet the 
contract requirements. 

o The QA/QC plan will reside in the CM office and all forms will be properly organized in the 
Procore files. 

o TPI will evaluate the effectiveness of the QA/QC plan regularly and update/modify 
processes, forms, etc. as necessary. 

• Commissioning, System Start-Up & Training 
o Work closely with the contractor’s Commissioning Coordinator to develop a separate 

schedule that incorporates all activities related to commissioning, testing, start-up & 
training, per the contract specifications. 

o Set up regular meetings focused on these items starting within 120 days of NTP to the 
contractor and set a regular schedule for these meetings. 

o Coordinate all submittals related to these items through Procore. 
o Coordinate schedules for vendor verification of equipment performance to make sure 

each vendor sets appropriate time for testing and training per the contract documents. 
o Coordinate with PV Water O&M staff schedules for witness testing, if requested and 
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training of required personnel. 
o Manage Spare Parts and O&M Manual transfer to PV Water staff. 

• Project Close Out 
o Set up site inspection(s) with PV Water, Carollo and Jacobs’ staff to determine if facilities 

are complete and in compliance with contract documents.  
o Develop corrective item work lists (punch lists) and inspection of corrective actions 

performed.  
o Recommend retention release to contractor. 
o Review Contractor’s as-built drawings for accuracy and completeness.  Provide comments 

as necessary and verify that Contractor incorporated comments into as-built drawings.  
Coordinate final submittal of organized and complete record drawings to both designers 
for production of final project record documents, in accordance with contract documents. 

o Assist with preparing project closeout forms, including Closeout Memorandum, PV Water 
Asset forms (provided by PV Water, all other forms required for close-out by any specific 
funding sources. 

o Organize and verify completeness of project records. 
o Verify contractor has made all payments and that all required releases including lien 

release and release of claims have been submitted by contractor. 
o Prepare and submit final construction report, as required. 

 

TASK 3.0 – INSPECTION SERVICES AND MATERIALS TESTING 

• Inspection of Construction Work Product 
o Provide field observation services to monitor compliance with Contract Documents. 
o Prepare a daily observation report documenting all field activities, field crews, Contractor 

equipment, and field problems. 
o Maintain the database, implemented by Tanner Pacific, for daily observation reports and 

photographs. 
o Provide photographic documentation of The Project during construction and maintain 

photographs of field activities for status monitoring of the project.   
o Assess and resolve minor construction issues in the field where possible. 
o Inform project RE’s and CM of major issues, concerns, or problems immediately to allow 

for proper assessment and evaluation. 
o Review contractor Daily Extra Work Reports when a Field Order is issued or when a 

contractor notifies TPI that the contractor believes the work being performed is outside 
the requirements of the project documents. 

o Assist in the review of the contractor’s pay request by confirming completed work 
percentages, bid items, etc. 

o NOTE: Tanner Pacific does not perform Labor Compliance Reviews in the field or in the 
office. 
 

• Materials Testing and Special Inspections 
o TPI will coordinate with Pacific Crest Engineering to provide materials testing for all 
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materials on both projects. 
o PCE will provide certified technicians to perform the required tests noted in the project 

documents including, but not limited to, compaction testing, concrete cylinder grab and 
test, grab samples of materials for lab curve testing, etc. 

o PCE will support the team with any special inspections related to the construction, 
including but not limited to, welding, concrete masonry, bolt pull tests, etc. 

• Storm Water Pollution Prevention  
o Review storm water pollution prevention plan.  
o Assist PV Water with SMARTS system set-up and regular required updates. 
o Perform quality assurance inspections of best management practice implemented as part 

of an approved Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan. 
o Audit Contractor’s storm water pollution prevention records. 
o Review contractor’s compliance with all permits, stormwater regulations and permits 

(SWPPP), environmental documents, and mitigation measures. 
 

TASK 4.0 – SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT/INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS FOR CALTRANS AND 
TUNNELING EFFORTS 

 

4.1 Caltrans Inspection Assistance 

• After NTP issued to TPI, work with pipeline RE to meet with Caltrans to confirm permit 
requirements and Caltrans expectations 

• Be on site during construction within Caltrans ROW to confirm traffic control plan execution 
meeting MUTCD requirements. 

• Provide comments to contractor with specific reference to MUTCD requirements where the 
current installation falls short. 

• Provide updates to the Caltrans contact in the form and frequency required. 
• Be the point of contact to Caltrans for issues, concerns, or questions for Caltrans. 

 
4.2 Tunnel Inspection Assistance 

• Provide oversight of layout, organization of equipment and project set-up for tunnel operations. 
• Verify that no equipment is placed outside limits of temporary construction easements on private 

property. 
• Work with pipeline RE to evaluate operations, management, and installation of trenchless 

crossings to minimize impacts to traveling public, general public, local residents, etc. 
• Verify all set ups meet project submittal requirements. 
• Verify that any potential settlement remains within the acceptable ranges per the project 

documents.t 
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Proposed Fee for PVWMA College Lake Integrated Resource Management Project (Project No. 30-39-501)

Scope Labor Categories

Est. 

Hours Hourly Rate Extended Rate

Est. 

Hours Hourly Rate Extended Rate

Task 1.0 Project Management and Controls

CM 80 300.00$                           24,000.00$                        40 312.00$           12,480.00$              

RE - Pipeline 104 295.00$                           30,680.00$                        40 306.80$           12,272.00$              

RE - Weir/Treatment 104 288.00$                           29,952.00$                        40 299.52$           11,980.80$              

Project Controls Specialist 136 191.00$                           25,976.00$                        80 198.64$           15,891.20$              

Task 2.0 Construction Contract Administration

CM 968 300.00$                           290,400.00$                      1256 312.00$           391,872.00$            

RE - Pipeline 1080 295.00$                           318,600.00$                      1560 306.80$           478,608.00$            

RE - Weir/Treatment 840 288.00$                           241,920.00$                      160 299.52$           47,923.20$              

Project Controls Specialist 920 191.00$                           175,720.00$                      1640 198.64$           325,769.60$            

Project Engineer 800 155.00$                           124,000.00$                      1720 161.20$           277,264.00$            

Scheduler 300 257.00$                           77,100.00$                        240 267.28$           64,147.20$              

Surveyor 288 350.00$                           100,800.00$                      400 364.00$           145,600.00$            

Start-Up Commissioning 96 280.00$                           26,880.00$                        312 291.20$           90,854.40$              

Public Outreach Assistance 240 226.00$                           54,240.00$                        272 235.04$           63,930.88$              

Estimator 120 190.00$                           22,800.00$                        220 197.60$           43,472.00$              

Technical Advisor 64 306.00$                           19,584.00$                        88 318.24$           28,005.12$              

Task 3.0 Inspection Services and Materials Testing

Lead Inspector 1248 231.00$                           288,288.00$                      1720 240.24$           413,212.80$            

Pipeline Inspector 1 1240 225.00$                           279,000.00$                      1540 234.00$           360,360.00$            

Pipeline Inspector 2 880 225.00$                           198,000.00$                      1280 234.00$           299,520.00$            

WTP/Weir Inspector 1 1100 225.00$                           247,500.00$                      1720 234.00$           402,480.00$            

WTP/Weir Inspector 2 480 225.00$                           108,000.00$                      1120 234.00$           262,080.00$            

Materials Testing 640 185.00$                           118,400.00$                      640 192.40$           123,136.00$            

Condition Monitoring 580 350.00$                           203,000.00$                      700 364.00$           254,800.00$            

Task 4.0 Special Construction Management for Caltrans and Tunneling

Caltrans Inspector 1040 205.00$                           213,200.00$                      1120 213.20$           238,784.00$            

Tunnel Inspector 840 205.00$                           172,200.00$                      840 213.20$           179,088.00$            

TPI Labor Totals 2,297,916.00$                   2,889,592.00$         

Sub Consultant Labor Totals

GEI 456,924.00$                      717,683.20$            

Gannett Fleming 213,200.00$                      238,784.00$            

Pacific Crest Engineering 118,400.00$                      123,136.00$            

CEG 203,000.00$                      254,800.00$            

Sandis 100,800.00$                      145,600.00$            

ALL SUB CONSULTANTS  Subtotal 2023 1,092,324.00$                   Subtotal 2024 1,480,003.20$         

Subtotal 2023 3,390,240.00$                   Subtotal 2024 4,369,595.20$         

TPI Labor Total $5,187,508

Subconsultant Labor Subtotal $2,572,327

Mark Up (5%) $128,616

Subconsultant Labor Total $2,700,944

ODC's

Inspection Vehicles 68,000.00$                    

Subtotal ODC's 68,000.00$                    

Project Total Fee $7,956,452

Notes and Assumptions:
1.  Start of Services: February 1, 2023.

2.  Schedule of hours is based on managing the staff according to the contractor's schedule. Once this schedule is accepted by the CM and the City adjustments can be made to have staff on site to match the contractor's work tasks.

3.  The proposed budget is based on a 24 month time frame specified in the RFP. Should the contract run longer or more effort is required, TPI labor will be billed on a Time & Material basis in accordance with the current TPI rate sheet.

4.  The hours shown for the four(4) inspectors are intended to indicate overlap and assistance based on the contractor's workload and the need for daytime coverage when nighttime shutdowns occur.

5.   Inspectors hourly rates are subject to California prevailing wage requirements.

6.  Vehicles are charged at a rate of $1,200/mo. for cars/trucks and $500/mo. for Polaris-type vehicles, through the life of the project. TPI proposes 2 pipeline vehicles and 2 Polaris-type vehicles for Weir/Intake and WTP

2023 2024
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FIRST AMENDMENT TO AGREEMENT FOR 
PV WATER’S  

COLLEGE LAKE INTEGRATED RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROJECT  
WATER TREATMENT PLANT AND INTAKE FACILITIES PROJECT 
DESIGN, BID PERIOD SERVICES, DESIGN MODIFICAITONS, AND  

ENGINEERING SERVICES DURING CONSTRUCTION 
 

THIS FIRST AMENDMENT, effective February 1, 2023 (“First Amendment”) to the Agreement 
(“Agreement”) dated August 20, 2020 is made by and between the Pajaro Valley Water Management 
Agency, a state-chartered water management district (“PV Water”) and Carollo Engineers, Inc., a 
corporation licensed to do business in the State of California (“Consultant”). 
 

RECITALS 
 
WHEREAS, PV Water and Consultant previously entered into the original Agreement dated August 20, 
2020, for professional engineering services related to carrying out PV Water’s College Lake Integrated 
Resources Management Project Design and Bid Period Services (“Project”), which is incorporated herein 
by this reference; and 
WHEREAS, PV Water and Consultant desire to enter into this First Amendment to the Agreement to 1) 
supplement the original scope of work to add Design Modifications and Engineering Services During 
Construction, in an amount not to exceed $2,275,300, and 2) extend the term end date through June 30, 
2025, as further specified herein. 
 

AGREEMENT 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, it is agreed between PV Water and Consultant to incorporate the above Recitals 
hereto, and that the Agreement is hereby amended as follows: 
 

1. Section 1 of the Agreement is hereby amended to read as follows: 
 
 “Term of Agreement. This Agreement shall be effective on August 20, 2020 and terminate on 
June 30, 2025, unless terminated sooner pursuant to the terms of this Agreement.” 
 
2. Section 2 of the Agreement is hereby amended to read as follows: 
 

“Work. Consultant will furnish services as defined and described in Exhibits A and B, incorporated 
herein. Consultant represents and warrants that it: (i) is fully experienced and properly qualified to 
perform the class of work and service provided for herein, (ii) has the financial capability required 
for the performance of the work and services, and (iii) is properly equipped and organized to 
perform the work and services in a competent, timely, and proper manner, in accordance with the 
requirements of this Agreement.” 

Exhibit B is attached and incorporated into this First Amendment, and as such is attached and incorporated 
into the Agreement. The parties hereby agree that Consultant’s services as defined in Exhibit B will be at 
a cost not to exceed $2,275,300, and that these services shall take approximately 34 months for Consultant 
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to complete. The total not to exceed amount of the original Agreement ($2,785,739) and the First 
Amendment ($2,275,300), will collectively be a cost not to exceed $5,061,039. 
 
Notwithstanding these amended terms, all other terms and conditions of the original Agreement, and 
attachments thereto, shall remain in full force and effect. The terms of this First Amendment shall control 
should any terms conflict. 
 
Each party acknowledges that it has reviewed this First Amendment and that the normal rule of 
construction to the effect that any ambiguities are to be resolved against the drafting party shall not be 
employed in the interpretation of this First Amendment. 
  
The parties may execute this First Amendment in two or more counterparts, which shall, in the aggregate, 
be deemed an original but all of which, together, shall constitute one and the same instrument.  A scanned, 
electronic, facsimile or other copy of a party’s signature shall be accepted and valid as an original.   

The signatories and authorized representatives (defined below) to this First Amendment warrant and 
represent that each is authorized to execute this First Amendment, and that their respective signatures 
serve to legally obligate their respective representatives, agents, successors and assigns to comply with 
the provisions of this First Amendment. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, PV Water and the Consultant have executed this First Amendment as of the 
dates shown above. 
 
 
 
   
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Approved As To Form: 
 
By:  _____________________________  Date:  _________________  

 Anthony Condotti PV Water General Counsel 

CAROLLO ENGINEERS, INC. 
 
By:  _____________________________  Date:  _________________  
         Paul Friedlander, Project Manager and Associate Vice President 

PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
 
By: ______________________________ Date:  _________________  

        Brian Lockwood, General Manager 
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SCOPE OF SERVICES 

CAROLLO ENGINEERS, INC.  

(ENGINEER) 

PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY (PV WATER) 

(OWNER) 

DESIGN MODIFICATIONS AND ENGINEERING SERVICES DURING CONSTRUCTION 

for 

COLLEGE LAKE INTEGRATED RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROJECT  

 

PURPOSE  

The purpose of this document is to define ENGINEER’s scope of services and time of completion. The services 

provided by ENGINEER shall be generally defined as design modifications and engineering services during 

construction (ESDC) for the Project. Major project elements include: weir intake/diversion structure/pump 

station; water treatment plant (WTP); and the raw water pipeline between the diversion and WTP. 

Construction management and inspection services will be provided by a third party contracted by the 

OWNER. The scope of services is based on a total construction period of 670 calendar days from 

CONTRACTOR's notice to proceed until final project acceptance plus 365 days for project warranty services 

(approximately 34 months). 

The scope of work includes the following tasks: 

 Task 1 - Design Modifications  

 Task 2 – ESDC Project Administration and Controls 

 Task 3 – Submittal Review 

 Task 4 – Design Clarifications and Requests for Information 

 Task 5 –Change Order Preparation and Review Assistance 

 Task 6 – Periodic Site Visits and Specialty Inspection 

 Task 7 – Operation and Startup Assistance 

 Task 8 – Record Drawings 

 Task 9 – Project Closeout and Warranty Assistance 

TASK 1 – DESIGN MODIFICATIONS 

Task 1.1 – Blend Well 4 Mechanical and Electrical Design 

Perform mechanical and electrical design for Blend Well 4 and produce plans and specifications 

incorporating Blend Well 4 into the College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project Water 

Treatment Plant and Intake Facilities bid documents. New and modified drawings include the following. 

New Drawings:  

 90M01 – Blend Well 4 - Plan, Sections, and Details 

 06N08 – Control Schematics - 8 

 90N01 – Blend Well 4 P&ID 
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Modified Drawings: 

 G02 – Drawing Index 

 G05 – Process Flow Schematic 

 G06 – Process Design Criteria 

 C06 – WTP Paving and Grading 4 

 C10 – WTP Yard Piping 4 

 C17 – 30” TW Plan and Profile 1 

 C31 – Yard Piping Coordinate Points 

 01E06 – WTP Site Plan Area 4 

 02E05 – Duct Bank Sections 5 

 03E06 – WTP 80-SWBD-101 One-Line Diagram 

 03E07 – WTP 80-SWBD-101 Elevation 

Task 1.2 – Meetings and Coordination with PG&E During Design 

The College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project Water Treatment Plant and Intake Facilities 

include two new electrical services from PG&E, as well as relocation of an existing electrical pole at the weir 

site which requires installation of new electrical poles to provide service to a PG&E customer on the east side 

of College Lake. Coordination of the electrical services and pole relocation required extensive unanticipated 

meetings, field site visits with PG&E, and coordination with PG&E to ensure that PG&E was proceeding in an 

expeditious manner. 

Task 1.3 – Extension of Design Period 

The design period was extended for one year from December 2021 to December 2022. The extension 

required additional project management and coordination with PV Water, pipeline designer, and others.  

Assumptions 

 None noted. 

Deliverables  

 Blend Well 4 final design incorporated into Contract Documents and Addenda. 

TASK 2 – ESDC PROJECT ADMINISTRATION AND CONTROLS 

The purpose of this task is to provide management and oversight of the ENGINEER’s team in its execution of 

the work, and ongoing communication and coordination with OWNER, construction manager (CM), and 

other parties.  

Task 2.1 – Construction Progress Meetings 

ENGINEER will attend up to 60 weekly Project Construction Progress Meetings. It is assumed the Project 

Manager will attend up to 15 meetings in person at the site and that the Project Manager and Project 

Engineer will attend the other meetings virtually using MS Teams or other conferencing software. The 

meeting date will be maintained for a specific day of the week (e.g., each Monday at 10:00). Participants will 

discuss outstanding or upcoming Project action items and issues.  

Assumptions 

 Assume ninety minutes per meeting and Project Manager and Project Engineer in attendance. 

Deliverables  

 None. 
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Task 2.2 - Special Issue Meetings  

ENGINEER’s Project Manager and Project Engineer and appropriate Discipline Engineer shall attend up to 

fifteen (15) special meetings (not conducted on the same day as the regularly scheduled meetings) at the 

request of the OWNER to discuss and assist in resolving construction issues.  The intent of these meetings is 

to expedite the submittal review process, resolve contract change orders and discuss requests for 

information.  Field visits to assure work is proceeding in conformity with the Contract Documents are 

provided in Task 6.0. 

Assumptions 

 It is assumed these meetings will be in person with up to three ENGINEER team members in attendance. 

Task 2.3 – Project Management  

ENGINEER will coordinate with PV Water and construction management staff, and manage budget and 

prepare monthly project progress reports to summarize the project work progress, issues, and scope and 

budget status. Monthly progress reports will include: 

 Scope Report - A narrative progress report of specific accomplishments during the reporting period, 

problems encountered or anticipated, and work scheduled for the next reporting period.  

 Cost Report - A report that shows the current period and accumulated expenditures to date, and the 

approved not to exceed fee. The cost information will not be more than one month old and include 

allowance for unbilled costs. The cost report will include a separate accounting and detail of expenditures for 

any approved additional services. 

Assumptions 

 The duration of services will be 34 months which covers through Task 9 – Project Closeout and Warranty 

Assistance 

 Monthly reports will be submitted approximately two weeks following the month, to allow time to 

process invoicing for the services performed 

Deliverables  

 24 monthly reports (assumed progress reports not needed during the warranty period until the end of 

the warranty period.) 

Task 2.4 – Coordination with PG&E  

ENGINEER’s will continue to have regular check-ins with PG&E during the construction phase of the project 

until PG&E’s services are complete. It is assumed that the effort required will be approximately 12 hours per 

month for the next 5 months for a total of 60 hours. 

TASK 3 – SUBMITTAL REVIEW 

ENGINEER shall receive and log submittals, shop drawings and samples provided from the OWNER’s 

construction manager.  The CM shall screen all submittals for form and general content conforming to that 

specified in the Contract Documents prior to transmitting them to ENGINEER. ENGINEER shall then review, 

comment on and forward review comments to the CM. Review by ENGINEER will determine whether 

equipment and materials proposed by the CONTRACTOR will meet the design intent of the Project and the 

requirements stipulated in the Contract Documents. 

ENGINEER will provide review comments for each transmitted submittal in either a summary written 

response or by written comments directly on each copy of the submittal to the CM.  ENGINEER will 
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endeavor to complete review of submittal, provide comments and transmit package to the CM within 

fourteen (14) calendar days after receipt of each submittal in the ENGINEER's inbox.  If the review cannot be 

performed within this fourteen (14) day calendar period, ENGINEER shall notify the CM. 

ENGINEER's review is not intended as acceptance of the Work if submittals deviate from the Contract 

Documents or contain errors, omissions, or inconsistencies, nor is the review intended to relieve 

CONTRACTOR of his full responsibility for performance as required by the Contract Documents, nor is the 

review intended to ensure or guarantee lack of errors, omissions or inconsistencies between the submittals 

and the Contract Documents. 

ENGINEER has included within this scope $20,000 for services to be provided by the geotechnical 

SUBCONSULTANT for the review of selected Division 2 related submittals, including review of settlement 

monitoring data at the surcharge area, evaluation of final pile installation report, and shoring submittal 

review.  

Assumptions 

 It is estimated that approximately 370 original submittals and equipment operation and maintenance 

manuals will be submitted by the CONTRACTOR.  This effort is anticipated to require approximately 

3,400 hours of ENGINEER’s effort, including review of the first resubmittal for fifty (50) percent of the 

original submittals, and second resubmittal for twenty-five (25) percent of the original submittals.   

Deliverables  

 Submittal review transmittals for all reviewed submittals. 

 

TASK 4 – DESIGN CLARIFICATIONS/REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION 

ENGINEER will respond to the CONTRACTOR's requests for information (RFI) and provide clarifications of 

the Contract Documents. The CM will screen the RFI's submitted by the CONTRACTOR and will transmit for 

review to ENGINEER only those RFI's which require a response by ENGINEER.  RFI's which require a 

response by the ENGINEER are defined as those RFI's which cannot be resolved through a close and 

thorough examination of the Contract Documents, or for which an interpretation may represent a material 

change in the design or operational intent of the facility.  The work will involve both written responses to 

formal requests for information, and informal verbal (telephone) responses. 

ENGINEER will endeavor to provide written responses to the OWNER within seven (7) calendar days after 

receipt of each submittal in the ENGINEER's inbox.  If the review cannot be performed within this seven (7) 

day calendar period, ENGINEER shall notify the CM. 

ENGINEER has included within this scope $18,650 for services to be provided by the geotechnical 

SUBCONSULTANT for the review of RFI's.  

It is estimated that the CONTRACTOR will issue approximately 200 formal RFI's in excess of those requiring 

specialty consultation, and the ENGINEER will require an average of four (4) hours per request.  An 

additional 200 hours is allotted to answering informal requests for information, including telephone 

correspondence with OWNER, and for preparing Design Clarifications (DC’s). 

Assumptions 

 It is estimated that the CONTRACTOR will issue approximately 200 formal RFI's in excess of those 

requiring specialty consultation, and the ENGINEER will require an average of four (4) hours per 
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request.  An additional 200 hours is allotted to answering informal requests for information, 

including telephone correspondence with OWNER, and for preparing Design Clarifications (DC’s). 

 

Deliverables  

 RFI responses. 

 

TASK 5 –CHANGE ORDER PREPARATION AND REVIEW ASSISTANCE 

In the event changes to the Contract Documents are required, the ENGINEER will assist the CM in 

preparation of a potential change order (PCO).  Upon determination by the OWNER, CM, CONTRACTOR or 

ENGINEER that a change in the Contract is required, ENGINEER, at the request of the CM, shall either: 

review the PCO prepared by the CM, or, when PCO requires redesign, prepare detailed change order 

specifications, drawings, or sketches. 

The ENGINEER will prepare cost estimates for potential change orders when specifically requested by the 

CM or OWNER.  The CM will negotiate with CONTRACTOR the cost and extension of Contract Time 

associated with each change order.  ENGINEER shall provide assistance with negotiations to the CM as 

requested. 

It is estimated that the ENGINEER shall be required to review thirty (30) COR's requiring an average of four 

(4) hours per request and provide redesign services for ten (10) COR's at an average of sixteen (16) hours 

each. 

Assumptions 

 It is estimated that the ENGINEER shall be required to review thirty (30) COR's requiring an average of 

four (4) hours per request and provide redesign services for ten (10) COR's at an average of sixteen (16) 

hours each. 

 

Deliverables  

 COR review comments. 

 

TASK 6 – PERIODIC SITE VISITS AND SPECIALTY INSPECTION 

ENGINEER shall conduct site visits to provide opinions and observations to the OWNER regarding general 

compliance with the Contract Documents, and to assist OWNER in resolving field related issues. Opinions 

and observations shall be limited to improvements that are observed by the ENGINEER at the time of the 

ENGINEER's site visits, when possible.  ENGINEER may also be requested by the OWNER to provide 

specialty inspection related to geotechnical, structural, mechanical and electrical, instrumentation and 

control disciplines. 

ENGINEER shall not, during such visits or as a result of such observations of the CONTRACTOR's work in 

progress, supervise, direct, or have control over the CONTRACTOR's work.  Nor shall ENGINEER have 

authority over or responsibility for the means, methods, techniques, sequences, or procedures of 

construction selected by the CONTRACTOR.  Nor shall ENGINEER have authority over or responsibility for 
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safety precautions and sequences or procedures selected by the CONTRACTOR or safety precautions and 

programs incident to the work of the CONTRACTOR or for any failure of the CONTRACTOR to comply with 

laws, rules, regulations, ordinances, codes or orders applicable to the CONTRACTOR furnishing and 

performing work. 

ENGINEER has included within this scope $67,410 for services to be provided by the geotechnical 

SUBCONSULTANT for observation during installation of the precast concrete piles. This includes providing 

full-time observation during the installation of precast concrete piles and testing and assumes a project 

engineer for 20 full time site visits. It also includes 10 half-day site visits for soil foundations observations as 

needed and 2 additional full-day site visits for shoring removal observations at the intake facilities. 

Assumptions 

 For budgeting purposes, it is assumed that the ENGINEER shall visit the site 30 times throughout the 

duration of the project for structural, mechanical, electrical, and instrumentation specialty inspection as 

needed.  

 

Deliverables  

 Specialty inspection field notes and observations summary. 

 

TASK 7 – OPERATIONS AND STARTUP  

Task 7.1–  Startup Assistance 

ENGINEER shall assist OWNER in the startup of new processes.  Startup assistance shall generally follow 

procedures outlined in the Contract Documents and the draft O&M manual.  ENGINEER shall assist OWNER 

in determining existing process operational modifications to facilitate startup of new facilities and assist in 

establishing initial process setpoints. 

ENGINEER shall develop a general plan of startup operation prior to startup.  The plan of operation shall 

provide a brief listing which shall summarize the initial process operating modes and equipment setpoints 

and provide a listing of major operation implementation milestones and dates. 

ENGINEER shall be available to resolve startup and process setpoint issues and provide consultation 

regarding equipment installation issues.   

Assumptions 

 The budget for this task includes ten days on-site (two separate trips) and 80 hours of office effort for 

startup assistance. 

Deliverables  

 Startup Plan 

Task 7.2–  Standard Operating Procedures 

ENGINEER shall assist the OWNER in developing Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s) for the Intake and 

Water Treatment Plant facilities in a format that can be tracked and updated. SOP’s will be developed for 

each of the following process areas and include Startup, Shutdown, and Emergency operating procedures. 

 Intake Pump Station 
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 Fish Passage 

 Intake Screen 

 Inflatable Weir 

 Ballasted Floc/Sed 

 Chemical Feed 

 Disinfection 

 Treated Water Pump 

Station 

 Solids Handling 

  

Assumptions 

 The budget for this task includes twenty-seven (27) SOP’s and assumes 8 hours of budget for preparing 

each SOP. 

Deliverables  

 Twenty-seven draft and final SOP’s. 

 Draft SOP’s will be submitted for OWNER review and comment prior to finalizing. 

Task 7.3–  Operations Manual Preparation 

ENGINEER shall prepare an Operations Manual for the Intake and Water Treatment Plant facilities. The 

manual will have a total of nine (9) chapters covering each process area. 

Assumptions 

 O&M manual will cover all process areas and consist of 9 chapters. 

 Draft O&M will be submitted for OWNER review and comment prior to finalizing. 

Deliverables  

 Draft and Final O&M Manuals 

TASK 8 – RECORD DRAWINGS 

The CONTRACTOR and CM shall maintain a current set of marked-up Contract Documents detailing field 

changes.  Following Contract closeout, ENGINEER shall prepare one set of full-sized reproducible set of 

record drawings reflecting field changes noted by the CONTRACTOR and CM.  ENGINEER shall provide 

electronic copy of record drawings to OWNER in AutoCAD and PDF formats and three half size printed sets 

and two full size printed sets of record drawings. 

Assumptions 

 It is estimated that the record drawings will require approximately three hours per sheet, which includes 

drafting, quality control, and checking. 
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Deliverables  

 Final Record Drawings in AutoCAD or Revit native file format, PDF, 3 Half Size Printed Sets and 2 Full 

Size Printed Sets 

 

TASK 9 – PROJECT CLOSEOUT AND WARRANTY ASSISTANCE 

ENGINEER shall assist the CM with a final inspection and generation of the punch list.  It is assumed that the 

CM will administer resolution of punch list items and inspection of satisfactory completion.  At the end of the 

one-year warranty period, ENGINEER shall meet with the OWNER and assist in compiling a list of any 

outstanding warranty items, and as requested, assist the OWNER in preparation of a document to the 

CONTRACTOR delineating the remaining issues to be addressed.    

Assumptions 

 Warranty period services will occur approximately 1 year after construction completion. 

 One 8-hour site visit and onsite meeting. 

Deliverables  

 Punchlist. 

 List of outstanding warranty items to be addressed by the CONTRACTOR. 

 

SCHEDULE 

Construction phase services for the Project are expected to require one (1) month for construction notice to 

proceed and approximately twenty-two (22) months for construction.  The warranty period will extend for 

twelve (12) months after completion of the project.  Therefore, ENGINEER shall complete work defined 

herein within thirty-five (35) months following receipt of Notice to Proceed from the OWNER.  The 

compensation set forth herein is directly linked to the schedule.  If the schedule for any of the tasks is 

exceeded by the OWNER or CONTRACTOR, additional compensation for the engineering services may be 

required. 

BUDGET 

Table 1 provides an estimated breakdown of hours per task.  Compensation shall not exceed a cost ceiling of 

$2,275,300 for Tasks 1 through 9, without amendment of this scope of services.   

ENGINEER shall submit monthly invoices to OWNER based on ENGINEER's actual labor and expenses 

accrued each month.   
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ESTIMATED ENGINEERING HOURS AND COSTS

PV Water

College Lake Integrated Resources Project

Preliminary and Final Engineering Design Services

PECE Travel

$/mi

2023 Billing Rates + 2024 Escalation Hours Budget $14.00 5% $0.655

TASK 1 - DESIGN SERVICES

1.1 Blend Well 4 Mechanical and Electrical Design 278 $72,547 $3,892 $0 $0 $0 $0 $79 $3,971 $76,518

1.2 Meetings and Coordination with PG&E During Design 100 $29,185 $1,400 $0 $0 $0 $0 $524 $1,924 $31,109

1.3 Extension of Design Period 132 $40,413 $1,848 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,848 $42,261

Task 1  Hours 510

Task 1 Budget $142,145 $7,140 $0 $0 $0 $0 $603 $7,743 $149,888

TASK 2 - ESDC PROJECT ADMINISTATION AND CONTROLS

2.1 Construction Progress Meetings 220 $60,053 $3,080 $0 $0 $0 $0 $5,109 $8,189 $68,242

2.2 Special Issue Meetings 237 $63,619 $3,318 $0 $0 $0 $0 $10,000 $13,318 $76,937

2.3 Project Management 300 $89,140 $4,200 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $4,200 $93,340

2.4 Coordination with PG&E 60 $17,508 $840 $0 $0 $0 $0 $400 $1,240 $18,748

Task 2 Hours 817

Task 2 Budget $230,320 $11,438 $0 $0 $0 $0 $15,509 $26,947 $257,267

TASK 3 - SUBMITTAL REVIEW

3.1 Submittal Review 3403 $864,703 $47,637 $20,000 $20,000 $1,000 $0 $0 $68,637 $933,340

Task 3  Hours 3403

Task 3 Budget $864,703 $47,637 $20,000 $20,000 $1,000 $0 $0 $68,637 $933,340

TASK 4 - DESIGN CLARIFICATIONS/REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION

4.1 Design Clarifications/Requests for Information 1000 $251,959 $14,000 $18,650 $18,650 $933 $0 $0 $33,583 $285,542

Task 4  Hours 1000

Task 4 Budget $251,959 $14,000 $18,650 $18,650 $933 $0 $0 $33,583 $285,542

TASK 5 - POTENTIAL CHANGE ORDER PREPARATION AND REVIEW ASSISTANCE

5.1 Potential Change Order Preparation and Review Assistance 280 $69,016 $3,920 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,920 $72,936

Task 5  Hours 280

Task 5 Budget $69,016 $3,920 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,920 $72,936

TASK 6 - PERIODIC SITE VISITS AND SPECIALTY INSPECTION

6.1 Periodic Site Visits and Specialty Inspection 300 $84,677 $4,200 $67,410 $67,410 $3,371 $0 $10,000 $84,981 $169,658

Task 6  Hours 300

Task 6 Budget $84,677 $4,200 $67,410 $67,410 $3,371 $0 $10,000 $84,981 $169,658

TASK 7 - OPERATIONS AND STARTUP 

7.1 Startup Assistance 212 $58,981 $2,968 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,000 $5,968 $64,949

7.2 Standard Operating Procedures 216 $53,363 $3,024 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,000 $6,024 $59,387

7.3 Operations and Maintenance Manual 360 $83,557 $5,040 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,000 $8,040 $91,597

Task 7  Hours 788

Task 7 Budget $195,901 $11,032 $0 $0 $0 $0 $9,000 $20,032 $215,933

TASK 8 - RECORD DRAWINGS

8.1 Record Drawings 800 $149,846 $11,200 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $11,200 $161,046

Task 8  Hours 800

Task 8 Budget $149,846 $11,200 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $11,200 $161,046

TASK 9 - PROJECT CLOSEOUT AND WARRANTY ASSISTANCE

9.1 Project Closeout and Warranty Assistance 92 $26,410 $1,288 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,000 $3,288 $29,698

Task 9  Hours 92

Task 9 Budget $26,410 $1,288 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,000 $3,288 $29,698

Tasks 1-9 Total Budget  $2,014,977 $111,855 $106,060 $106,060 $5,304 $0 $37,112 $260,331 $2,275,300

Subtotals Sub-consultant 

Markup

Misc. Costs 

and 

Printing Total ODCs Total Cost

Subconsultants

Subtotals

TASK

OTHER DIRECT COSTS COST SUMMARY
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SCOPE OF SERVICES 

CAROLLO ENGINEERS, INC.  

(ENGINEER) 

PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY (PV WATER) 

(OWNER) 

DESIGN AND BID PERIOD SERVICES 

for 

COLLEGE LAKE INTEGRATED RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROJECT  

 

PURPOSE  

The purpose of this document is to define ENGINEER’s scope of services and time of completion. The services 

provided by ENGINEER shall be generally defined as final design engineering services and implementation 

support for the Project. Major project elements include: weir intake/diversion structure/pump station; water 

treatment plant (WTP); pipeline between the diversion and WTP; pumps and storage tank at the Recycled 

Water Facility.  

The scope of services defined herein includes, program management, preparation of final design 

documents, and design-related support for regulatory permitting, grant/funding efforts, and adaptive 

management planning.  

The scope of work includes the following tasks: 

 Task 1 - Project Administration and Controls 

 Task 2 – Preliminary Design 

 Task 3 – Final Design 

 Task 4 – Bid Period Services 

The following work related to ENGINEER’s scope is not in ENGINEER’s scope and will be performed by 

others under contract to PV Water: 

 Transmission pipeline design by Jacobs 

 Surveying 

 Environmental work by ESA 

 Fisheries work by cbec 

APPROACH TO PROJECT DELIVERY   

The level of effort and sequencing of tasks for this scope of services were developed to provide a 

progression of engineering level of detail and refinement of implementation concepts over a 13 month 

duration. Key elements of the approach to project delivery include: 

 Acceleration of specific project design elements to meet permitting schedules and avoid project 

delays 

 Open communication with OWNER, stakeholders and the public through various workshops and 

meetings to avoid surprises, rework, and schedule impacts 
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 Thorough vetting of design alternatives during the preliminary design phase to confirm project 

approach, meet technical objectives, and stay within the project budget 

ENGINEER’s key team members are listed in their proposal dated July 2020 and those key members have 

signed letters of commitment to the project. Key team members may only be replaced by the ENGINEER 

with prior approval of the replacement by OWNER.  

TASK 1 – PROJECT ADMINISTRATION AND CONTROLS 

The purpose of this task is to provide management and oversight of the ENGINEER’s team in its 

execution of the work, and ongoing communication and coordination with OWNER, other consultants, 

and stakeholders.  

Task 1.1 – Project Execution Plan  

ENGINEER will prepare the Project Execution Plan (PEP). The plan will identify general procedures to be 

followed in the administration and management of the Project. The PEP will include the following elements:   

a. Project team organization and responsibility 

b. ENGINEER contract administration procedures 

c. Cost and schedule control procedures 

d. Quality management procedures 

e. Change control procedures  

f. Critical Path Method (CPM) schedule of tasks, milestones and deliverable due dates 

g. File management and coordination guidelines to allow integration with project team members and 

OWNER 

h. Decision and Action Items Log tracking procedures 

Assumptions 

 The PEP is a “living” document. Updates and supplements to the PEP will be issued as needed.  

Deliverables  

 Draft and Final PEP in digital format.  

o Draft PEP within 2 weeks of the NTP. 

o Final PEP within 2 weeks of receiving comments from OWNER. 

Task 1.2 – Project Coordination Meetings 

Prepare for, attend, and generate notes for weekly Project Coordination Meetings. The meetings will be 

held virtually using WebEx or other conferencing software. The meeting date will be maintained for a 

specific day of the week (e.g., each Monday at 10:00). ENGINEER will present a summary of the ongoing 

work, issues pending, action items, etc. Participants will discuss outstanding or upcoming Project action 

items and issues.  

Assumptions 

 ENGINEER staff will administer and attend up to 56 coordination meetings 
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 Assume one (1) hour per meeting and up to five (5) senior ENGINEER team members in attendance 

Deliverables  

 Meeting summary for each progress meeting, including an updated action item and decision log, and 

update on near-term milestones.  

Task 1.3 – Project Controls 

Subtask 1.3.1 - Program Communications 

ENGINEER will assist with coordination of Project communications including: 

 Project status updates to OWNER’s Board of Directors and key stakeholders.  

 Providing Project updates to OWNER’s public outreach staff, financial advisors, and other consultants. 

 Assisting with community outreach efforts including attendance in public meetings 

 Assisting with updates to project website   

Subtask 1.3.2 – Schedule Management 

ENGINEER will prepare, manage and update monthly the ENGINEER’s Project schedule to be presented and 

discussed monthly at a progress meeting. In the monthly discussion ENGINEER will provide analysis of 

schedule variances and proposed approaches for getting back on schedule. 

Subtask 1.3.3 – Budget Management  

ENGINEER will manage and update the project budget, including reporting of expenditures vs. scope of work 

completed. (See also Subtask 1.3.7). 

Subtask 1.3.4 – Change Management  

ENGINEER will develop and maintain a decision log for the Project. The log will document key decisions 

made by Project team that affect technical elements or implementation of the Project. ENGINEER will also 

manage changes to scope, schedule, or budget. 

Subtask 1.3.5 – Document Management  

ENGINEER will develop and maintain a document management system, accessible to all members of the 

Project team with the appropriate access (e.g., read-edit, edit only, etc.).  

Subtask Task 1.3.6 – Define Key Priorities, Drivers and Risks 

The purpose of this task is define technical, regulatory, and funding and land acquisition elements that are 

integral to the success of the project, or otherwise present constraints to implementation. Coordinating with 

OWNER, ENGINEER will assess relevant Project background data to establish the baseline priorities, drivers 

and risks. ENGINEER will complete a “gaps and interdependencies” analysis to identify various elements of 

the project that have secondary or tertiary technical or regulatory interdependencies that could result in cost 

or schedule risks to the project. The analysis will also assess and prioritize risks to the project, which shall 

include OWNER input on risk, and will qualitatively define potential consequences to the Project should the 

risks materialize. 

ENGINEER will identify essential project decisions (those already made or still to be made), with the intent 

to inform the final design and project implementation process.  

ENGINEER will develop and maintain a project Risk Register to track and mitigate risks. The Risk Register 

shall identify each potential project risk and include probability, consequence level, impact category, 

mitigation actions to be taken, and assign a risk owner for each risk. Risk mitigation shall also be 

documented so as to keep the project moving forward. 
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Subtask 1.3.7 – Monthly Report  

ENGINEER will prepare monthly project progress reports to summarize the project work progress, issues, and 

scope and budget status. Monthly progress reports will include: 

 Scope Report - A narrative progress report of specific accomplishments during the reporting period, 

problems encountered or anticipated, and work scheduled for the next reporting period. Narrative will be 

approximately three pages in length. 

 Cost Report - A report that shows the current period and accumulated expenditures to date, the approved 

not to exceed fee, the estimated cost of completion, and a comparison of the latter two to show any variation. 

The cost information will not be more than one month old and include allowance for unbilled costs. The cost 

report will include work scope percent complete versus budget percent complete on a task level (i.e. Task 1 

level). The cost report will include a separate accounting and detail of expenditures for any approved 

additional services. 

 Schedule Report - A report that compares actual progress to planned performance. The report will include 

a description of known or possible impacts on the schedule, and a presentation of deliverable submittal dates.  

Assumptions 

 ENGINEER’s staff will attend up to four (4) Board Meetings 

 ENGINEER’s staff will attend up to six (6) committee/community/stakeholder meetings 

 Videography to be provided by DigitalNest at public meetings and posted to Project website 

 The work associated with Task 1.3.6 will be iterative and collaborative with OWNER, and will be 

completed as follows:  

o ENGINEER background data assessment to establish Project baseline elements. 

o Workshop with OWNER to review gaps and interdependency and risk analysis findings and 

conclusions. 

o The Risk Register is intended to be a living document which will be updated on a monthly basis or as 

needed throughout the project. 

 The duration of services will be 16 months which covers through Task 4, Bid Services 

 Monthly reports will be submitted approximately two weeks following the month, to allow time to 

process invoicing for the services performed 

Deliverables  

 Information as needed to facilitate communication support.  

 Monthly schedule updates. 

 Updated decision log and management of changes to scope, schedule or budget. Document 

Management.  

 Web-based document management system.  

 Draft and final gaps and interdependency and risk analysis “white paper” 

 Risk Register 

 Workshop presentations and meeting minutes for all workshops and meetings 

 Fourteen monthly reports  
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Task 1.4 – Design-related permitting, grant/funding, and adaptive management plan support The 

purpose of this task is twofold:  

The purpose of this task is to provide design-related supporting information necessary to support 

ongoing regulatory permitting, grant/funding applications, and adaptive management planning.  

Subtask 1.4.1 - Permitting and CEQA Assistance 

ENGINEER will assist with preparation of permit applications by providing associated design-related support 

information associated with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, National Marine Fisheries Service, and 

California Department of Fish and Wildlife permitting of the Intake Weir/Diversion structure. 

Assumptions 

  An allowance of 100 hours has been included for ongoing permitting, grant/funding applications, and 

adaptive management plan support. 

  An EIR addendum if required will be contracted separately by PV Water 

  Fees associated with permit applications to be paid directly by PV Water. 

 PV Water will consult directly with cbec for permitting assistance associated with the fish passage 

structure. 

Deliverables  

  Design-related supporting information for all permit applications and EIR Addendum. 
 

1.5 – Coordination Workshops with Pipeline Designer 

Carollo will participate in a total of three joint workshops with the College Lake Pipeline design consultant 

(Jacobs), and facilitate two of the workshops as noted below. The purpose of these workshops will be for 

coordinating the following project elements: 

1. WTP Process Selection and Coordination of Disinfection Sampling Station (Carollo will facilitate) 

2. Pipeline Alignment and Tie-in Review (Jacobs will facilitate) 

3. Common Project Features Coordination, this shall include hydraulics, permitting, EIR addenda, 

SCADA,  funding and outreach elements (Carollo will facilitate) 

Carollo will also receive design suggestions for the Raw Water Intake Pump Station and fish passage 

structure location that Jacobs included in their proposal and wish to share with the Carollo team.   

Deliverables (for meetings that Carollo is facilitating) 

 Workshop presentation materials 

 Workshop agenda and minutes 

Assumptions 

 Jacobs will provide presentation materials to Carollo for Workshop 1 a week prior to the meeting to 

allow sufficient time for the presentation materials to be completed prior to the workshop. 

 

TASK 2 – PRELIMINARY DESIGN 

The purpose of this task is to perform preliminary design of the project. Carollo will gather additional 

data as required to inform final design decisions, assess alternatives for various Project technical 
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elements and finalize design criteria for the project. All of these efforts will allow PV Water to feel 

confident in the selected design elements and the detailed design process.   
 

Task 2.1 – Data Gathering and Analysis  

Subtask 2.1.1 – Water Quality Analysis to Inform Process Design 

During the Project the ENGINEER will work with the OWNER to monitor both College Lake and Pinto Lake 

water quality for an algal bloom. During this period, the ENGINEER will perform Clogging Capacity Meter 

verification testing to confirm grooved disk strainer backwash frequency and algal removal efficacy. Testing 

shall be conducted during the summer months and prior to finalizing the WTP process design. 

Subtask 2.1.2 – Topographic Survey and Utility Coordination 

 Research and tie into published control to establish project datums on the California State Plane 

Coordinate System and a published vertical benchmark (NAVD 1988) to correlate data to FEMA data. 

 Research property information and recorded maps. Layout record boundary in AutoCAD. Locate and tie 

into existing property monuments for purposes of positioning record right of way boundary. Please note 

that this will not constitute a boundary survey or property boundary resolution. 

 Conduct a topographic/hydrographic survey of the weir/pump station, WTP, and pipeline from weir to 

WTP sites. Locate all existing features, including location of the existing hardscape features, fences, 

visual utilities, special status trees (oaks/pines) or landmark trees (>24”DBH) within the Project area and 

tree driplines. 

 Collect available data from the local utility companies per ASCE Quality Level C for the project sites and 

integrate the information into the project topographic survey.  

 Set a site benchmark based on NAVD 1988 datum to correlate data to FEMA floodplain elevations.  

 Prepare a topographic map of the site including all topographic features and elevations at a 1‘ contour 

interval and integrate data. 

 Two days of ground penetrating radar have been included for the intake pipeline alignment as an 

allowance to identify irrigation lines in Ag land.  

Subtask 2.1.3 – Geotechnical Investigations and Analysis 

The ENGINEER’s subconsultant, Fugro, will build upon previous work they completed during the 

conceptual design phase. Based upon background information and results of previous studies, 

geohazards identified include earthquake induced strong ground motions, surface-fault rupture along 

the Zayante-Vergeles fault (ZVF), liquefaction settlements, lateral spreading, consolidation settlements, 

high ground water, flooding, and seismically-induced instability of basin slopes of 3:1. Since the location 

of the ZVF could have significant impacts on the project design and layout of the facilities, the 

geotechnical effort will be accelerated and conducted in phases as described below. 

Subtask 2.1.3.1 – Phase 1 – Fault Investigation 

The first task will be to conduct a desktop analysis to be completed within 2-weeks from notice to 

proceed. The study will have two components. The first will be to review applicable regulatory 

guidelines and standard practices applicable to project facilities to ensure that the study is aligned with 

the project needs. The second will be to conduct a fault displacement analysis using deterministic or 

probabilistic methods, to estimate the average maximum surface displacement of the ZVF.  
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The second key task will be to conduct a geophysical survey to locate the fault and determine if it 

traverses through any of the proposed facilities. This study will be conducted using a seismic reflections 

geophysical survey through the zone of potential fault rupture. This study will be accelerated in the 

project schedule and completed within 8 weeks of notice to proceed to inform the design and facilities 

layout. 

Subtask 2.1.3.2 – Phase 2 – Subsurface Exploration and Reporting WTP, Intake Pipeline, and Weir Diversion 

Structure 

This task will consist of utility coordination, subsurface exploration, laboratory testing, and geotechnical 

engineering analyses, and report preparation for the WTP, Intake Pipeline, and Weir Diversion Structure 

proposed facilities to inform the final design. The proposed subsurface exploration will supplement 

existing data from previous investigations and consist of two 50 ft deep borings and seven cone 

penetrometer tests (CPTs) within the proposed WTP project area. An additional 30 ft deep boring and 

two CPTs shall be conducted for the intake pipeline. One 80 ft deep CPT will be conducted at the 

proposed weir structure location to allow for seismic hazard/liquefaction analysis and to determine if 

deep foundations are necessary. No additional borings are required for the weir intake structure, since 

the two borings conducted during the conceptual design phase will suffice.  

It is assumed that the Clearwell Storage Tank No.3 prior geotechnical report will be used for that project 

component. 

Assumptions 

 The following work is specifically excluded but can be provided under an additional scope task if 

requested:  

o Right-of-way acquisition services  

o Boundary surveys  

o Legal descriptions or title research  

 The geotechnical fee estimate is based on the following assumptions:  

o Current CBC guidelines for structural design 

o Geotechnical will include soil sampling and laboratory analyses for soil corrosivity with 

discussion of soil corrosion potential 

o Geophysical fault study will be conducted over 3,700 linear feet to a depth of 1,000 ft to 

locate the southern strand of the ZVF within the project area. 

o OWNER will arrange site access including any gate keys or required permits. 

o OWNER will provide a secure location for overnight storage of geophysical equipment. 

o Field work assumes prevailing wage rates apply. 

 Drums with cuttings and drilling fluid will be moved daily and stored at a designated location at PV 

Water facilities for up to two weeks prior to disposal. 

Deliverables  

 GPR Utility Locating Report 

 Draft Geotechnical Report for WTP, Weir Structure, and Intake Pump Station 

 Final Geotechnical Report for WTP, Weir Structure, and Intake Pump Station 
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Task 2.2 – Technical Memoranda and Alternatives Analysis  

The purpose of this task is to develop and evaluate alternatives to meet the Project objectives. The 

ENGINEER will facilitate a series of technical focus group workshops with OWNER. The purpose of these 

focus group workshops is to review the objectives of the particular task and focus, allow the ENGINEER 

to understand OWNER’s needs and issues, and to develop and discuss potential 

solutions/alternatives/options to meet the defined objectives. A list of staff focus groups and topics is 

contained in Table 2.1 below. 

After the focus group has met for a given topic, the ENGINEER will develop a draft technical 

memorandum (TM) that includes alternatives analysis, cost information and recommendations. For 

most alternatives evaluations two alternatives will be short listed after the focus group for evaluation 

and presentation in the draft TM. A list of the TMs for this project is contained in Table 2.2 below. 

CONSULTANT will finalize the TMs based on input and direction received from the OWNER and 

incorporate the Final TM into the Draft Preliminary Design Report. 

 

Table 2.1 Staff Focus Groups and Topics 

 Preliminary Design of College Lake Integrated Resources Project 

Title/Topics Scope of Workshop Modules Related TMs 

Focus Group No. 1 

 

Weir diversion structure, fish passage, 

intake screening, and raw intake pump 

station 

TM No. 1 

Focus Group No. 2 WTP design criteria, process alternatives 

evaluation, solids handling, site layout, 

security, and hydraulics. 

TM No. 2 

Focus Group No.3 CL Pipeline terminal connection, Clearwell 

Storage Tank No.3, and finished water 

pump station 

TM No.3 

Focus Group No. 4 Scheduling, Sequencing, Commissioning 

and Constructability 

TM No. 4 
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Table 2.2 List of Technical Memoranda 

 Preliminary Design of College Lake Integrated Resources Project 

Number Topic/Title General Content 

TM No.1 Intake and Diversion Weir 

Structure and intake 

pipeline Basis of Design 

 Evaluate alternatives and finalize recommendations for 
the following elements: 

o Adjustable weir elements 

o Reservoir operational strategy 

o Fish passage elements and operational 
strategy 

o Intake screen configuration and design 
criteria 

o Mitigation of geotechnical challenges 

o Site flooding considerations 

 Finalize hydraulic design criteria 

 Size and evaluate the Raw Water Intake Pump Station 

 Finalize size and layout 

 Accessibility, maintenance, and site security of facility 
components 

 Evaluate electrical and instrumentation improvements 
and requirements 

 Evaluate Operations and Maintenance requirements 

 Complete capital cost analysis 
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Table 2.2 List of Technical Memoranda 

 Preliminary Design of College Lake Integrated Resources Project 

Number Topic/Title General Content 

TM No.2 WTP Basis of Design  WTP Design Criteria 

o Confirm WTP capacity, water quality 
objectives, and process redundancy and 
reliability requirements. 

o Determine design criteria for each discipline 

 Develop HGL model through entire plant and distribution 
pipeline to CDS. Coordinate with Jacobs on hydraulic 
profile. 

 Select elevations of new major unit processes and pipe 
sizes 

 Evaluate treatment process alternatives including 
sedimentation, filtration, coagulants, disinfection, 
chemical storage and solids handling 

 Prepare overall preliminary site layout for all proposed 
improvements, including future expansion facilities 

 Identify site access requirements including coordination 
with AHJ on fire protection provisions and access 

 Identify isolation valve locations 

 Identify site security needs for both the weir/diversion 
structure and WTP including fencing and CCTV 

 Evaluate electrical and instrumentation improvements 
and requirements including: 

o Evaluate alternatives for utility power drop 
downs, transformers, switchgear, and MCCs 

o Provide electrical building layout drawings 

o Evaluate need for additional backup 
generator for WTP 

o Evaluate instrumentation needs and 
recommendations for local and remote 
communication 

 Evaluate Operations and Maintenance requirements 

 Capital and operational cost analysis 
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Table 2.2 List of Technical Memoranda 

 Preliminary Design of College Lake Integrated Resources Project 

Number Topic/Title General Content 

TM No.3 College Lake Pipeline 

terminal connections, 

Clearwell Storage Tank 

No.3, and finished water 

pump station 

 Evaluated connection to Recycled Water Facility 

 Evaluate needs for Clearwell Storage Tank No.3 and 
integration into project 

 Evaluate options for finished water pump station these 
shall include: 

o Adding new pumps to existing recycled water 
pump station 

o A new pump station incorporated into the 
design of Clearwell Storage Tank No.3 

TM No. 4 Project Schedule, 

Constructability, 

Commissioning and 

Phasing Requirements 

 Evaluate constructability of site and specific facility 
locations, including geotechnical, foundation, 
underground obstructions, and soil conditions, and land 
acquisition constraints as provided by others 

 Evaluate construction phasing requirements with 
consideration of permitting requirements 

 Include construction schedule with phasing and critical 
path elements 

 Prepare commissioning plan for proposed facilities 

Preliminary 

Design 

Document 

Summary document with 

all proposed work. All 

finalized TM’s will be 

combined with this 

document to form the 

PDR 

 Design criteria for all facilities 

 30 percent complete design drawings 

 Preliminary design level cost estimate 
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Assumptions 

 ENGINEER shall conduct Focus Groups and Worskhops, recording information gathered and staff 

preferences for each topic discussed and prepare meeting minutes and update decision and action item 

logs. 

 Each TM topic will consider the short-listed alternatives from the focus groups and provide a 

recommendation. Alternatives not making the short-list that were eliminated quickly will be briefly 

discussed to document the decision-making process. 

 A minimum of 2 weeks of OWNER review time of each deliverable will be incorporated into the project 

design schedule. 

 Draft TM’s shall be delivered in electronic (PDF or native) format only, no hard copies will be provided 

unless necessary to facilitate permit applications. 

Deliverables  

 Prepare agendas and workshop material for each Focus Group Workshop. 

 Prepare Draft and Final Technical Memoranda 1-4, as described above  

 

Task 2.3 – Preliminary Design Report  

Upon completion of the four TMs, an executive summary memorandum will be prepared, summarizing 

the findings and decisions of the previous four TMs. This executive summary memorandum will provide 

a complete picture of the proposed project to be designed, design criteria, preliminary design drawings, 

complete project cost estimate at a preliminary design level, and overall project implementation 

schedule. This document, along with each of the full final TMs 1 through 4 will become the Preliminary 

Design Report (PDR). 

Assumptions 

 The PDR contents will consist of design criteria, process flow diagrams, hydraulic profiles, list of 

technical specifications (outline), bid and construction schedule and opportunities to accelerate the 

schedule (such as equipment pre-purchase), constructability and construction phasing constraints, 

facility commissioning plans, draft operational strategy, staffing recommendations, preliminary design 

level cost estimates, and other pertinent preliminary design data and work products. The PDR will be 

based on results of the technical workshops as documented in the TM products.  

 The construction schedule is assumed to be constrained by the grant conditions.  

 The PDR will include a discussion of any local permitting required, such as encroachment permitting, for 

the facilities based on previous analysis by ESA.  

 At a minimum, the Preliminary Design Document will include the following drawings: 

o Process flow diagram with recommended plant process upgrades 

o Hydraulic profile 

o Design criteria sheet 

o Facility Index, site plan, and yard piping plan 

o Mechanical plans and sections for new treatment processes/pump station  

o One plan and section for each new treatment process/pump station 

o Electrical single lines and site power plan 

o Instrumentation block diagram 
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o List of major equipment 

o Drawings appropriate for displaying recommended improvements at the RWTP 

Deliverables  

 Draft Preliminary Design Report (Electronic PDF format only) 

 Final Preliminary Design Report (5 hard copies and electronic PDF, also posted to Project Website) 

Task 2.4 – 30% Design   

Subtask 2.4.1 – 30% Design Package  

ENGINEER will develop 30 percent plans, provide a list of technical specifications, and a cost estimate. 

Copies of the plans, specifications, and cost estimate will be provided to the OWNER for review as an 

electronic PDF copy. 

Subtask 2.4.2 – 30% Design Review Workshop  

ENGINEER will conduct a 30% Design Review Workshop to review all elements of the Project as 

presented in the PDR. The purpose of this Workshop will be to address any questions and comments 

received on the PDR. Upon receipt of comments from OWNER, ENGINEER shall address and incorporate 

comments and assemble a Final PDR, complete with executive summary followed by all TMs developed.  

Assumptions 

 Drawings will be produced using Civil3D using Carollo’s standard border 

Deliverables  

 30% Design Drawings 

 30% Cost Estimate 

 A list of technical specifications 

 30% Design Review Workshop presentation materials, agendas, and meeting minutes 

Task 2.5 – PG&E Service Application(s) 

ENGINEER will prepare a preliminary estimate of electrical demands for the facilities and service size and 

apply for a new PG&E electrical service or services. 
 

Assumptions 

 PV Water will pay any fees and be the account holder 

Deliverables 

 Draft PG&E Service application 

TASK 3 – FINAL DESIGN 

The purpose of this task is to prepare final design drawings, specifications, contract requirements, and 

cost estimates for the Project. It is assumed that the Project will be bid as one construction contract that 

will include the weir/diversion intake structure, intake pipeline, WTP, and any improvements at the 

RWTP. A Preliminary List of Drawings for the project including all disciplines is provided as an Appendix 

to this proposal. Contract specifications will include: 1) Division 00 - Bidding Requirements, Contract 
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Forms, General Conditions and Supplemental Conditions; 2) Division 01 - General Requirements; and 3) 

Divisions 02 through 17 - Technical Specifications. 

Task 3.1 – 60% Design Submittal and Review Workshop 

ENGINEER shall prepare and submit a 60 percent complete set of plans and major project technical 

specifications at a draft level. Comments from the 30 percent submittal will be incorporated into the 60 

percent submittal. Carollo will provide a spreadsheet with the response to the OWNER’s 30 percent 

comments. 

Following submittal to the OWNER and a two week review period, a review workshop will be held, to be 

attended by the ENGINEER’s project manager, engineering lead, and other team members as deemed 

necessary. The purpose of this workshop is to present a summary of the deliverable, identify any 

decision points or specific feedback that is requested from the OWNER, discuss design issues, make 

design decisions, and receive comments. ENGINEER will also hold an internal team and discipline 

coordination meeting to coordinate and review comments received from the OWNER. 

Assumptions 

 A finalized alignment with update hydraulic profile will be provided by the Pipeline Consultant to the 

ENGINEER a minimum of 8 weeks prior to the 60% deliverable in order to finalize pump selections and 

design for the Intake Pump Station and other facilities. 

 The pipeline Consultant’s pipeline will terminate at the fenceline of the existing RWTP and the 

ENGINEER will design the connection to the RWTP as well as any pumping facilities required at the 

RWTP. 

 Up to one building will be designed for the new WTP facility. Screening facility will be housed under a 

shade structure, not in a building. 

 60% Deliverable will be submitted assuming one construction contract 

 Level of completeness of this deliverable will be as identified in Table 3.1 below and shall be sufficient to 

facilitate necessary permitting applications. 

 Specifications will be provided in CSI format. 

Deliverables  

 One PDF copy of the 60 percent plans, specifications, and cost estimate  

 Five (5) Half-size sets of plans and specifications  

 Responses to the 30 percent design comments 

 Agendas and meeting materials for the 60% design review workshop 

 Meeting Minutes from the 60% design review workshop 

Task 3.2 – 100% Design Submittal and Review Workshop 

ENGINEER shall prepare and submit a 100 percent complete set of plans and all necessary specifications 

and contract requirements. Comments from the 60 percent submittal will be incorporated into the 100 

percent submittal. Carollo will provide a spreadsheet with the response to the OWNER’s 60 percent 

comments. 

Following submittal to the OWNER and a two week review period, a review workshop will be held, to be 

attended by the ENGINEER’s project manager, engineering lead, and other team members as deemed 
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necessary. The purpose of this workshop is to present a summary of the deliverable, identify any 

decision points or specific feedback that is requested from the OWNER, discuss design issues, make 

design decisions, and receive comments. ENGINEER will also hold an internal team and discipline 

coordination meeting to coordinate and review comments received from the OWNER. 

Assumptions 

 100% Design Submittal documents are considered to be 100% complete other than OWNER final review 

comments 

 100% deliverable will be submitted assuming one construction contract 

 Clearwell Storage Tank No.3 90% design documents will be incorporated into the project set to be bid as 

part of a single design package. 

Deliverables  

 One pdf copy of the 100 percent plans, specifications, cost estimate, and preliminary construction 

schedule  

 Five (5) Half-size sets of plans and specifications 

 Responses to the 60 percent design comments 

 Agendas and meeting materials for the 100% design review workshop 

 Meeting Minutes from the 100 percent design review workshop 

Task 3.3 – Bid Set Submittal  

Following the 100% design workshop, ENGINEER shall incorporate OWNER’s and regulatory agency 

review comments on the 100% design submittal and prepare completed contract documents, ready for 

printing.  

Assumptions 

 One set of construction documents will be prepared for the work included in this project as previously 

noted. 

 Deliverables  

 One pdf copy of the Bid Set plans, specifications, and final construction cost estimate  

 Five (5) Half-size sets of plans and specifications 
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FINAL DESIGN COMPLETION ROADMAP 

COLLEGE LAKE INTEGRATED RESOURCE PROJECT 

     

Design Discipline 60% Complete 100% Complete Bid Set 

Civil/Landscaping 

Major Piping Plan 

Complete 

Pipeline Profiles 

Site Plan Complete 

Drainage Layout 

Complete 

 

Changes from 60% Review 

Finalize Roadways 

Finalize Piping Plans 

Finalize Grading Plans 

Specifications 100% Planting 

& Irr. Plan 

Comments from 100% 

Review incorporated 

Finalize Drawings 

Finalize Specifications 

Architectural 

Plans Complete 

Exterior Elevations 

Complete  

Interior Walls 60% 

Complete 

Changes from 60% Review 

Final Detail Sheets / Callouts 

Specifications 100% 

Comments from 100% 

Review incorporated 

Finalize Drawings 

Finalize Specifications 

Structural 

Plan Views Complete 

Sections Complete 

Structural Calculations at 

75% 

Changes from 60% Review 

Create Detail Sheets / 

Callouts 

Insert Rebar into 

Plans/Sections 

Complete Structural 

Calculations 

Specifications 100% 

Comments from 100% 

Review incorporated 

Finalize Drawings 

Finalize Specifications 

Process Mechanical 

Plans Created 

Sections Shown 

Equipment Shown 

Equipment Data Sheets 

Complete 

Specifications at 60% 

Changes from 60% Review 

Create Detail Sheets / 

Callouts 

Equipment Tags Complete 

Specifications 100% 

Comments from 100% 

Review incorporated 

Finalize Drawings 

Finalize Specifications 

HVAC/Plumbing 

Plans Created 

Equipment List Complete 

Data Sheets Complete 

Loads Determined 

Duct Routings Shown 

Changes from 60% Review 

Create Detail Sheets / 

Callouts 

Equipment Tags Complete 

Specifications 100% 

Comments from 100% 

Review incorporated 

Finalize Drawings 

Finalize Specifications 

Electrical 

Power Plan Complete 

Single Lines Complete 

Loads Identified & 

Calculated 

MCC's Identified 

Electrical Rooms Laid 

Out 

Specifications Outlined 

Changes from 60% Review 

Detail Sheets and Callouts 

Equipment Tagging 

Specifications 100% 

Drawings 100% 

Comments from 100% 

Review incorporated 

Finalize Drawings 

Finalize Specifications 
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Instrumentation 

P&IDs 95% Complete 

Loop/Control 

Descriptions Complete 

Tagging 95% Complete 

Control Diagram Done 

 

Changes from 60% Rvw 

Create Detail Sheets / 

Callouts 

Finalize Equipment Tagging 

I/O Listings 

Specifications 90% 

Changes from 100% Review 

Finalize Drawings 

Finalize Specifications 

 

Task 3.4 – Quality Assurance/Quality Control  

The purpose of this task is to provide quality control of all design deliverables prior to submission to the 

OWNER for review. 

ENGINEER will conduct Quality Assurance/Quality Control measures to minimize conflicts within design 

disciplines and between design disciplines. Intermediate design checks will be conducted at the 60 percent 

and 100 percent completion stages. This program consists of discipline and inter-discipline checks as well as 

a determination that all OWNER and regulatory agency review comments have been addressed and that all 

applicable codes are being met. 

In addition, the Engineer will hold internal design team coordination meetings after each submittal. These 

workshops will provide high quality design documents through efficient detailed coordination between all 

disciplines and team members.  

Subtask 3.4.1 – Construction Cost Estimate and Constructability Reviews  

The purpose of this subtask is to review updated construction costs of the project and conduct 

constructability reviews of project elements. 

Review project prior to the 60 percent completion deliverable and evaluate and identify constructability 

issues and construction sequencing plan. At 90 percent completion develop detailed contractor sequencing, 

scheduling, commissioning requirements and limitations to be incorporated into the 100 percent design 

documents.  

Assumptions 

 QC reviews will be completed prior to each deliverable to the OWNER 

 Deliverables  

 Constructability review technical memorandum at 60% deliverable. 

TASK 4 – BID PERIOD SERVICES 

Task 4.1 – Respond to Bidders’ Questions 

ENGINEER will take the lead in responding to bidders’ questions. ENGINEER shall also participate in the 

evaluation of the submitted bids, furnish consultation and advice to OWNER’s staff and assist with all the 

related equipment, cost, and other analyses as required to finalize the award decision. ENGINEER shall lead 

the review of the Contractor’s requests for substitution in collaboration with OWNER. 

Task 4.2 – Attend Pre-Bid Meeting 

ENGINEER will lead the pre-bid meeting and provide materials and information for the presentation, leading 

the site walk, responding to questions as appropriate and preparing information materials for attendees. 
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ENGINEER shall prepare the meeting notes and document questions and answers during the pre-bid 

meeting.  

Task 4.3 – Prepare Addenda 

During the bid period, the ENGINEER shall prepare addenda to provide clarification and resolve errors and 

omissions identified prior to bid opening. ENGINEER shall update estimate of probable construction cost to 

account for addenda changes. Each addendum shall include: 

 Narrative description of changes 

 Revised or new drawings as needed 

 Revised or new specification sections as needed 

 Addenda shall be issued electronically.  

Task 4.4 – Prepare Conformed Documents 

The bid set of contract documents shall be updated by incorporating all addenda items issued during the bid 

period. No other changes to the contract documents shall be made. Within 15 working days after the bid 

opening date, all addenda shall be incorporated, and one complete set of conformed contract documents in 

PDF format shall be submitted to the OWNER. The set shall be in the exact form as intended to be sent to 

the printers for reproduction of the conformed sets.  

Assumptions 

 It is assumed that up to three (3) addenda will be issued  

 It is assumed that the bid period will have a duration of six (6) weeks  

Deliverables  

 Pre-bid Meeting Agenda 

 Addenda in electronic PDF format 

 Conformed contract documents – 10 hard copies (half-size drawings), one full-size set of drawings, MS 

Word, Excel and Access files, and PDF files formatted to print 11” x 17” drawings. 

 CAD files  

 Stamped final calculations and computer output for any calculations – five hard copies and PDF files.  

DESIGN AND BID PERIOD SERVICES SCHEDULE 

Design for the project will be conducted over a 13-month period beginning September 1, 2020 and finishing 

by September 30, 2021. The bid period for the project is assumed to have a duration of six (6) weeks. A 

complete project schedule with key milestone dates and critical paths is provided as an Appendix to this 

proposal.  

OPTIONAL TASKS 

Task 2.1b – Additional Geophysical Survey to Establish Structure Setbacks 

Under this task, ENGINEER’s subconsultant, Fugro, would perform additional geophysical surveys if deemed 

necessary to establish setbacks of WTP structures. This would only be necessary if the data from the 

geophysical work scoped under Task 2.1 is inconclusive or shows a fault strand that may project to within 50 

feet of the proposed facilities. If this is the case, the additional surveys would be recommended to provide 

compliance with County setback regulations. The length of this additional survey would be approximately 

1,100 ft with seismic refection to depths of 100 ft. 
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ESTIMATED ENGINEERING HOURS AND COSTS

PV Water

College Lake Integrated Resources Project

Preliminary and Final Engineering Design Services

Wilkins, 

Meyerhofer, 

Pruhdel Carella Friedlander Gutierrez Gillogly Avon Carlson, Davis Dadik Green Dorafsha, Hise Hollen-baugh Shankel

Quality Engineering Design Design Design Process Struct Mechanical EI&C Pipeline PE Engineering

Review Manager Lead Lead Lead Lead Mechanical Engr Engr Engr Support Tech

QA/QC

TASK 1 - PROJECT ADMINISTRATION AND CONTROLS

1.1 Project Kickoff Meeting and Execution Plan 0 8 48 8 8 0 0 4 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 12

1.2 Project Coordination Meetings 0 56 56 56 56 0 0 28 0 28 0 0 28 0 0 0

1.3 Project Controls 0 60 60 48 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 40

1.4 Design Related Permitting, Grant/Funding, and Adaptive Management Plan Support 0 8 80 40 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16

1.5 Coordination Workshops with Pipeline Designer 0 24 24 16 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 12

Task 1 Hours 0 156 268 168 116 0 0 32 0 36 0 0 28 0 48 80

Task 1 Budget $0 $45,240 $75,844 $44,016 $32,828 $0 $0 $9,056 $0 $10,188 $0 $0 $5,068 $0 $6,480 $9,600

TASK 2 - PRELIMINARY DESIGN

2.1  Data Gathering and Analysis 0 8 24 8 8 0 16 8 0 0 0 0 24 0 0 0

2.2 Technical Memoranda and Alternatives Analysis

2.2.1 Focus Group Workshops 0 30 30 24 16 0 8 8 0 8 0 0 16 0 8 4

2.2.2a TM No.1 Intake and Diversion Weir Structure and Intake Pipeline Basis of Design 0 4 8 24 0 0 0 12 0 4 0 0 32 0 0 8

2.2.2b TM No.2 WTP  Basis of Design 0 4 8 8 16 0 24 12 4 24 4 0 32 0 0 8

2.2.2c  TM No.3 College Lake Pipeline Terminal Connection, Clearwell Storage Tank No.3, and Finished Water PS 0 4 12 24 4 0 0 4 0 8 0 0 16 0 4 8

2.2.2d  TM No.4 Project Schedule, Constructability, Commissioning, and Phasing Requirements 0 4 8 12 12 0 0 4 0 4 0 0 16 0 4 8

2.3 Preliminary Design Report 0 4 12 16 16 0 8 4 4 8 0 0 12 0 0 4

2.4.1 30% Design Documents for WTP, Intake Pipeline, and Weir/Diversion Str 32 4 27 16 36 0 38 28 10 82 20 0 170 114 236 33

2.4.2 30% Design Review Workshop 0 6 8 6 6 0 6 6 0 12 0 0 6 0 0 0

Task 2 Hours 32 68 137 138 114 0 100 86 18 150 24 0 324 114 252 73

Task 2 Budget $9,338 $19,720 $38,856 $36,130 $32,177 $0 $26,279 $24,423 $4,716 $42,309 $5,324 $0 $58,716 $21,698 $34,061 $8,712

TASK 3 - FINAL DESIGN

3.1 60% Design Submittal for WTP, Intake Pipeline, and Weir/Diversion Structure 0 25 82 48 107 0 115 85 30 245 61 0 511 343 709 98

3.1.1 60% Design Review Workshop for WTP, Intake Pipeline, and Weir/Diversion Str. 0 6 6 8 8 0 6 6 0 12 0 0 16 0 4 4

3.2 100% Design Submittal for WTP, Intake Pipeline, and Weir/Diversion Structure 0 42 137 80 179 0 192 142 50 408 101 0 852 571 1182 163

3.2.1 100% Design Review Workshop for WTP, Intake Pipeline, and Weir/Diversion Str 0 6 6 8 8 0 6 6 0 12 0 0 16 0 0 4

3.3 Bid Set Submittal for WTP, Intake Pipeline, and Weir/Diversion Structure 0 8 27 16 36 0 38 28 10 82 20 0 170 114 236 33

3.4 Quality Assurance/Quality Control 290 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Task 3 Hours 290 87 258 159 337 0 357 267 90 758 182 0 1566 1028 2131 301

Task 3 Budget $84,042 $25,143 $72,929 $41,684 $95,456 $0 $93,455 $75,476 $23,580 $214,373 $39,996 $0 $283,374 $195,282 $287,645 $36,168

TASK 4 - BIDDING SERVICES

4.1 Respond to Bidders' Questions 0 4 16 8 12 0 4 8 2 8 2 0 8 0 0 0

4.2 Attend Pre-bid Meeting 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4

4.3 Prepare Addenda 3 2 8 4 8 0 2 4 2 4 2 0 12 8 0 8

4.4 Prepare Conformed Documents 2 2 4 2 4 0 0 4 0 6 2 0 16 20 20 12

Task 4  Hours 5 8 36 14 24 0 6 16 4 18 6 0 36 28 20 24

Task 4 Budget $1,450 $2,320 $10,188 $3,668 $6,792 $0 $1,572 $4,528 $1,048 $5,094 $1,320 $0 $6,516 $5,320 $2,700 $2,880

Final Design Tasks 1-4 Total Budget  $94,830 $92,423 $197,817 $125,498 $167,253 $0 $121,306 $113,483 $29,344 $271,964 $46,640 $0 $353,674 $222,300 $330,886 $57,360

OPTIONAL TASKS

2.1.b Additional Geophysical Survey to Establish Structure Setbacks 0 1 2 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Optional Task  Hours 0 1 2 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Optional Tasks Budget $0 $290 $566 $2,096 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

TASK

Project Arch. Senior CAD Graphics / 

CAD Tech

Clerical 

Support
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ESTIMATED ENGINEERING HOURS AND COSTS

PV Water

College Lake Integrated Resources Project

Preliminary and Final Engineering Design Services

PECE Travel

$/mi

TASK 1 - PROJECT ADMINISTRATION AND CONTROLS

1.1 Project Kickoff Meeting and Execution Plan 96 $25,100 $1,123 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,123 $26,223

1.2 Project Coordination Meetings 308 $83,524 $3,604 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,604 $87,128

1.3 Project Controls 260 $60,552 $3,042 $3,600 $360 $1,000 $1,150 $9,152 $69,704

1.4 Design Related Permitting, Grant/Funding, and Adaptive Management Plan Support 168 $44,152 $1,966 $0 $0 $500 $460 $2,926 $47,078

1.5 Coordination Workshops with Pipeline Designer 100 $24,992 $1,170 $0 $0 $500 $920 $2,590 $27,582

Task 1 Hours 932

Task 1 Budget $238,320 $10,905 $3,600 $360 $2,000 $2,530 $19,395 $257,715

TASK 2 - PRELIMINARY DESIGN

2.1  Data Gathering and Analysis 96 $24,272 $1,123 $269,695 $16,052 $0 $460 $287,330 $311,602

2.2 Technical Memoranda and Alternatives Analysis

2.2.1 Focus Group Workshops 152 $39,086 $1,778 $0 $0 $0 $1,150 $2,928 $42,014

2.2.2a TM No.1 Intake and Diversion Weir Structure and Intake Pipeline Basis of Design 92 $20,992 $1,076 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,076 $22,068

2.2.2b TM No.2 WTP  Basis of Design 144 $35,204 $1,685 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,685 $36,889

2.2.2c  TM No.3 College Lake Pipeline Terminal Connection, Clearwell Storage Tank No.3, and Finished Water PS 84 $19,768 $983 $0 $0 $0 $0 $983 $20,751

2.2.2d  TM No.4 Project Schedule, Constructability, Commissioning, and Phasing Requirements 72 $16,624 $842 $0 $0 $0 $0 $842 $17,466

2.3 Preliminary Design Report 88 $22,468 $1,030 $0 $0 $50 $0 $1,080 $23,548

2.4.1 30% Design Documents for WTP, Intake Pipeline, and Weir/Diversion Str 847 $169,018 $9,909 $0 $0 $500 $0 $10,409 $179,427

2.4.2 30% Design Review Workshop 56 $15,026 $655 $0 $0 $50 $460 $1,165 $16,191

Task 2 Hours 1631

Task 2 Budget $362,458 $19,081 $269,695 $16,052 $600 $2,070 $307,498 $669,956

TASK 3 - FINAL DESIGN

3.1 60% Design Submittal for WTP, Intake Pipeline, and Weir/Diversion Structure 2457 $482,780 $28,747 $20,000 $2,000 $800 $0 $51,547 $534,327

3.1.1 60% Design Review Workshop for WTP, Intake Pipeline, and Weir/Diversion Str. 76 $18,380 $889 $0 $0 $50 $460 $1,399 $19,779

3.2 100% Design Submittal for WTP, Intake Pipeline, and Weir/Diversion Structure 4095 $804,634 $47,912 $20,000 $2,000 $1,500 $0 $71,412 $876,046

3.2.1 100% Design Review Workshop for WTP, Intake Pipeline, and Weir/Diversion Str 72 $17,840 $842 $0 $0 $50 $460 $1,352 $19,192

3.3 Bid Set Submittal for WTP, Intake Pipeline, and Weir/Diversion Structure 819 $160,927 $9,582 $0 $0 $1,500 $0 $11,082 $172,009

3.4 Quality Assurance/Quality Control 290 $84,042 $3,391 $0 $0 $800 $0 $4,191 $88,233

Task 3 Hours 7809

Task 3 Budget $1,568,603 $91,363 $40,000 $4,000 $4,700 $920 $140,983 $1,709,586

TASK 4 - BIDDING SERVICES

4.1 Respond to Bidders' Questions 72 $19,168 $842 $0 $0 $0 $69 $911 $20,079

4.2 Attend Pre-bid Meeting 12 $2,744 $140 $0 $0 $50 $460 $650 $3,394

4.3 Prepare Addenda 67 $15,430 $784 $0 $0 $50 $0 $834 $16,264

4.4 Prepare Conformed Documents 94 $18,054 $1,100 $0 $0 $2,000 $0 $3,100 $21,154

Task 4  Hours 245

Task 4 Budget $55,396 $2,866 $0 $0 $2,100 $529 $5,495 $60,891

Final Design Tasks 1-4 Total Budget  $2,224,777 $124,215 $313,295 $20,412 $9,400 $6,049 $473,371 $2,698,148

OPTIONAL TASKS

2.1.b Additional Geophysical Survey to Establish Structure Setbacks 11 $2,952 $129 $80,000 $4,000 $50 $460 $84,639 $87,591

Optional Task  Hours 11

Optional Tasks Budget $2,952 $129 $80,000 $4,000 $50 $460 $84,639 $87,591

TASK

OTHER DIRECT COSTS COST SUMMARY

Carollo Hours

Subtotals Sub-consultant 

Markup

Misc. Costs 

and 

Printing

Total ODCs Total CostSub-Consultant 

Subtotals
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SECOND AMENDMENT TO AGREEMENT FOR 
PV WATER’S  

COLLEGE LAKE INTEGRATED RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROJECT  
TREATED WATER PIPELINE PROJECT 
DESIGN, BID PERIOD SERVICES, AND  

ENGINEERING SERVICES DURING CONSTRUCTION 
 

THIS SECOND AMENDMENT, effective February 1, 2023 (“Second Amendment”) to the Agreement 
(“Agreement”) dated August 20, 2020 is made by and between the Pajaro Valley Water Management 
Agency, a state-chartered water management district (“PV Water”) and Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc., 
a corporation licensed to do business in the State of California (“Consultant”). 
 

RECITALS 
 
WHEREAS, PV Water and Consultant previously entered into the original Agreement (“Agreement”) 
dated August 20, 2020, for professional engineering and related to carrying out PV Water’s College Lake 
Integrated Resources Management Project Design and Bid Period Service (“Project”), which is 
incorporated herein by this reference; 
 
WHEREAS, PV Water and Consultant agreed upon the First Amendment to the Agreement, dated June 
16, 2022 to: 1) supplement the original scope of work to add the tasks described in Amendment No. 1, in 
an amount not to exceed $377,300, and to 2) extend the term end date through June 30, 2023; and 
 
WHEREAS, PV Water and Consultant desire to enter into this Second Amendment to the Agreement to 
1) supplement the original scope of work to add Engineering Services During Construction, in an amount 
not to exceed $760,674, and 2) extend the term end date through June 30, 2025, as further specified herein. 
 

AGREEMENT 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, it is agreed between PV Water and Consultant to incorporate the above Recitals 
hereto, and that the Agreement is hereby amended as follows: 
 

1. Section 1 of the Agreement is hereby amended to read as follows: 
 
 “Term of Agreement. This Agreement shall be effective on August 20, 2020 and terminate on 
June 30, 2025, unless terminated sooner pursuant to the terms of this Agreement.” 

 
2. Section 2 of the Agreement is hereby amended to read as follows: 
 

“Work. Consultant will furnish services as defined and described in Exhibits A, B, and C, 
incorporated herein. Consultant represents and warrants that it: (i) is fully experienced and 
properly qualified to perform the class of work and service provided for herein, (ii) has the 
financial capability required for the performance of the work and services, and (iii) is properly 
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equipped and organized to perform the work and services in a competent, timely, and proper 
manner, in accordance with the requirements of this Agreement.” 

Exhibit C is attached and incorporated into this Second Amendment, and as such is attached and 
incorporated into the Agreement. The parties hereby agree that Consultant’s services as defined in Exhibit 
C will be at a cost not to exceed $760,674, and that these services shall take approximately 34 months for 
Consultant to complete. The total not to exceed amount of the original Agreement ($1,390,025), the First 
Amendment ($377,300), and the Second Amendment ($760,674), will collectively be a cost not to exceed 
$2,527,999. 
 
Notwithstanding these amended terms, all other terms and conditions of the original Agreement and 
attachments thereto, shall remain in full force and effect. The terms of this Second Amendment shall 
control should any terms conflict. 
 
Each party acknowledges that it has reviewed this Second Amendment and that the normal rule of 
construction to the effect that any ambiguities are to be resolved against the drafting party shall not be 
employed in the interpretation of this Second Amendment. 
  
The parties may execute this Second Amendment in two or more counterparts, which shall, in the 
aggregate, be deemed an original but all of which, together, shall constitute one and the same instrument.  
A scanned, electronic, facsimile or other copy of a party’s signature shall be accepted and valid as an 
original.   

The signatories and authorized representatives (defined below) to this Second Amendment warrant and 
represent that each is authorized to execute this Second Amendment, and that their respective signatures 
serve to legally obligate their respective representatives, agents, successors and assigns to comply with 
the provisions of this Second Amendment. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, PV Water and the Consultant have executed this Second Amendment effective 
as of the date shown above. 
 
 
 
   
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Approved As To Form: 
 
By:  _____________________________  Date:  _________________  

 Anthony Condotti, PV Water General Counsel 

 
JACOBS ENGINEERING GROUP, INC. 
 
By:  _____________________________  Date:  _________________  
 Mia Lindsey, Designated Project Executive 
    

 
PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
 
By: ______________________________ Date:  _________________  

        Brian Lockwood, General Manager 
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2525 Airpark Drive 

Redding, California 96001 

530.355.8488 

  

www.jacobs.com 

 

 

 

Jacobs Engineering Group Inc. 

 

January 11, 2023 

 

Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency  

Attn: Brian Lockwood, General Manager  

36 Brennan Street  

Watsonville, CA 95076 

 Email: lockwood@pvwater.org  

Telephone: 831.722.9292 

 

Subject: Cost Proposal for Amendment No.2 Engineering Services during Construction 

for the College Lake Pipeline Project 

Dear Mr. Lockwood: 

Thank you for the continued opportunities to work with and on PV Water projects.  The 

attached scope and fee are for the College Lake Pipeline Project Amendment No.2 – 

Engineering Services During Construction. Following are a summary of the assumptions 

included in the cost estimate: 

• Fee assumes maximum cap rate of $285 per hour for senior level staff.   

• Staff rates assumes a 3.15 raw labor multiplier. 

• Fee assumes 4 percent annual escalation that is effective in January of a given year. 

We are happy to discuss any questions you may have on our fee proposal. 

Sincerely, 

Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc. 

 

Kim Hein, P.E.  John Schoonover  

Project Manager Manager of Projects                                                        

530.355.8488 530.921.0742                                                            

Kimberly.hein@jacobs.com john.schoonover@jacobs.com 
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Exhibit A-2: Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency 
Services During Construction for the College Lake Pipeline 
Project 
Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc. Scope of Services  
Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc. (Jacobs) at the request of Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency 
(PV Water) is proposing to execute the following scope of services under the Consultant Agreement for 
Professional Engineering Services between PV Water and Jacobs.  This request is in addition to the 
Consultant Agreement between PV Water and Jacobs, dated August 20, 2020, for the Final Design for the 
College Lake Pipeline.  

Scope of Services – Services During Construction (SDC) 
The following scope of services will be performed by Jacobs, unless otherwise noted, for the Engineering 
Services During Construction for the College Lake Pipeline Project (Project). As described below, SDC will 
generally include providing the engineering support required to administer the construction contract 
between PV Water, the Construction Manager, and the Contractor. The Construction Manager for 
performing construction management services for the Project is unknown at this time. 

Task 1 Project Management and Coordination 
The project management task includes bringing together resources to efficiently accomplish the work. 
Monitoring status and performance and communicating among the team members and other interested 
parties. Clear, concise, and timely communications with PV Water and the SDC team will facilitate tasks 
completed on time and meet the overall objectives of the Project. 

Project Execution and Quality Control: Jacobs will manage, administer, coordinate, and integrate the 
project management activities required to deliver construction phase services within budget and on 
schedule. Jacobs will develop and implement a project execution plan (PEP) specific to construction phase 
services. The PEP will include but not be limited to construction phase Project instructions, staffing and 
assignments, workflow, quality management plan, and a Project health and safety plan. 

Document Management System and Procedures: Jacobs will establish an internal system and procedures 
for managing, logging, tracking, and storing relevant Project documents for Engineering services support 
during construction and closeout phases of the Project.  

Staff Management: Jacobs Project Manager or Project Engineer shall supervise and oversee activities of 
Jacob’s office and onsite field staff and shall coordinate and schedule appropriate staffing to meet Project 
requirements. 

Communications and Invoicing: Prepare monthly invoices and progress reports that describe the work 
accomplished during the reporting period. 

Task 2 Meetings 
Preconstruction Conference: Jacobs will participate in the preconstruction conference in Watsonville with 
the PV Water, Construction Manager (to be determined), and Contractor (to be determined) to provide 
engineering support as required to review the Project communication, coordination and other procedures; 
discuss the Contractor’s work plan and requirements of the Contract Documents; and examine the 
Contractor’s schedule. It is assumed the Construction Manager will lead the pre-construction conference 
and prepare the agenda, materials, and meeting minutes.  Assumes four Jacobs staff will attend.   
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Progress Meetings: Jacobs Project Manager or Project Engineer shall participate in weekly construction 
progress meetings by conference call (assume 1 hour each and 1 hour to prepare), as requested by 
Construction Manager or PV Water, to provide technical input and support related to construction activities.  

Task 3 CDS Air Valves Review 
Jacobs shall review and evaluate the existing Coastal Distribution System (CDS) air valves that were modified 
or removed from their system in October 2022.  Jacobs will provide a technical memorandum in electronic 
PDF format for recommendations of the existing air valves.   

The budgetary amount established for this review and technical memorandum assumes 80 hours.  

Task 4 Review of Shop Drawing, Samples and Submittals 
Coordination and Tracking: Coordination services for construction shop drawings, samples, and submittals, 
including preparation of a tracking system which cross-references submittal status to the Contract 
Document requirements, shall be performed by the Construction Manager.  

Review: Jacobs shall review technical construction shop drawings, samples, submittals, and test reports 
transmitted by the Contractor as part of the Contract Documents requirements and as provided by the 
Construction Manager. Jacobs’ review shall be for conformance with the design concept and compliance 
with the requirements of the Contract Documents. Such review shall not relieve the Contractor from its 
responsibility for performance in accordance with the Contract Documents, nor is such review a guarantee 
that the Contractor performed work covered by the shop drawings, samples, or submittals is free of errors, 
inconsistencies, or omissions.  

The budgetary amount established for submittal review assumes processing of approximately 200 
submittals (total includes 50 re-submittals), each requiring an average of 4.5 hours of review and processing 
time.  

Task 5 Construction Contract Requests for Information 
Jacobs shall receive and review Contractor’s requests for information (RFIs) or clarification of technical 
requirements of the Contract Documents. Construction Manager shall log and track RFIs received from the 
Contractor. Jacobs shall coordinate review of RFIs with the design team, and with PV Water and Construction 
Manager, as appropriate, and prepare and transmit RFI responses to the Construction Manager.  

The budgetary amount established for RFI review assumes the processing of 150 RFIs (total includes 50 re-
submittals), each requiring an average of 4.5 hours of review and processing.   

Task 6 Construction Contract Design Change 
Jacobs shall review and evaluate Contractor-requested changes to the Contract Documents. Jacobs shall 
make recommendations to the Construction Manager and PV Water regarding the acceptability of the 
Contractor’s request, and upon agreement and approval, Jacobs shall prepare design clarifications including 
related to design change engineering documents.  

The budgetary amount established for evaluating these request assumes four design change requests for a 
total of 100 hours of evaluation and processing.  

Task 7 Periodic Engineering Field Observation 
Construction Observation: During the course of construction, Jacobs will make up to ten (10) onsite visits. 
Each onsite visit will include one day of construction observation, during regular working hours. This 
includes observation of pipeline installation, review of Contractor’s material quality control checks, field 
tests and other quality control measures, and compliance with Contract Documents as-needed. Quality 
assurance for Contract compliance shall be incorporated under Construction Manager scope of services.  
Each visit will be made by two people.  
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Documentation and Reporting: Jacobs will provide PV Water and Construction Manager with a report of 
onsite field observations including but not limited to a summary of the Contractor’s execution and progress 
of the work, work deficiencies identified, and other matters not in conformance with the Contract 
Documents. 

Scheduling: Jacobs will coordinate with the PV Water and Construction Manager to determine the 
appropriate timing and schedule for the onsite field visits based on the Contractor’s approved schedule.  

Task 8 Record Drawings 
Jacobs will revise the original design drawings to reflect available as-built record drawing information 
provided by the Contractor. The Construction Manager will be responsible for monitoring that the 
contractor is accurately recording as-built information during construction, including Caltrans as-built 
requirements per the specifications. Construction Manager and Contractor will be responsible for reviewing 
the information for accuracy and completeness prior to delivering to Jacobs. Jacobs shall not be responsible 
for any errors or omissions in the information provided by the Contractor and incorporated into the record 
drawings.  

Budget assumes 84 drawings at 6 hours per drawing sheet. 

One electronic PDF set, AutoCAD files for Caltrans, and two (2) half-size hard copies of the Record Drawings will 
be submitted to PV Water within two months after receipt of markups prior to Project Completion. 

Deliverables 
• Attendance for four people at the preconstruction conference in Watsonville  

• Technical memorandum for the review and recommendations for the existing CDS air valves 

• Review and respond to up to 200 construction submittals. Review of resubmittals would count against 
the total of 200 submittals 

• Review and respond to up to 150 RFI’s 

• Review and prepare up to four proposed design clarifications for design changes  

• Attendance at weekly progress meetings by conference call 

• Engineering field observation report after each of the ten site visits 

• Record Drawings 
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Schedule 
Execution of the proposed scope of services is anticipated to begin in January 2023 and continue through 
December 2024. The anticipated schedule for the work is presented in Table 1:  

TABLE 1 
Schedule 

Description Assumed Start Date Assumed Completion Date 

Notice to  Proceed 

CDS Existing Air Valves  

Review Construction Submittals 

January 2023 

February 2023 

February 2023  

 

March 2023 

July 2023 

RFIs, COs, and Weekly Progress 
Meetings 

February  2023  September 2024 

Periodic Engineering Field 
Observation 

July 2023 September 2024 

Record Drawings and Project 
Closeout 

October 2024 December 2024 

Project Management Services January 2023 December 2024 

 

Professional Fee Estimate 
Estimated fees for professional services and expenses are provided in Table 2.  

TABLE 2 
Fee Summary 

Task Fee ($) 

Task 1 – Project Management and Coordination 

Task 2 – Project Meetings 

$166,026 

$57,095 

Task 3 – CDS Air Valve Review $20,000 

Task 4 – Shop Drawing, Samples and Submittals $185,908 

Task 5 – Construction Contract Requests for Information $146,688 

Task 6 – Construction Contract Design Change $23,760 

Task 7 – Periodic Engineering Field Observation $64,085 

Task 8 – Record Drawings $97,312 

Total $760,874 
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Mia Lindsey, Designated Project Executive

6/22/2022
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY (“PV WATER”)  
36 Brennan Street 

Watsonville, CA 95076 
Tel (831) 722-9292 Fax (831) 722-3139 

 
 
 

CONSULTANT AGREEMENT 
 
 

To: SWCA Date:  February 1, 2023 
 60 Stone Road, Suite 100      
 Half Moon Bay, CA 94019   
Tel: (650) 440-4160   
Fax:    

 
 

Contract 
Amount: 

$672,162 Start 
Date: 

2/1/2023 End Date: 6/30/2025 

 
 

Accepted: Pajaro Valley Water 
Management Agency 

Consultant: SWCA 

  FEIN:  
By:  

 
By:  

 Brian Lockwood  Laura Moran 
Title General Manager Title Vice President, Northern 

California & Central Coast 
    
 Other authorized 

representative(s): 
 Other authorized 

representative(s): 
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CONSULTANT AGREEMENT 
 

 
This Agreement is entered into and effective this 1st day of February 2023 by and 

between the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (“PV Water”), and SWCA. 
(“Consultant”) referred to herein individually as a “Party” and collectively as “the Parties.”  
 
 WHEREAS, PV Water desires to construct the College Lake Integrated Resources 
Management Project (“Project”); and,  
 
 WHEREAS, Consultant represents that it has the expertise, means, and ability to perform 
said Environmental Monitoring and Permit Compliance duties as outlined within its proposal 
dated January 30, 2023, and received by PV Water on January 30, 2023 (Exhibit A); 
   

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of each other’s mutual promises, the Parties hereto 
agree as follows: 
 
1. Term of Agreement.   This Agreement shall terminate on June 30, 2025, unless terminated 

sooner pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. The Parties’ authorized representatives 
(defined below) shall have the authority to extend this term by written amendment to this 
Agreement. 

 
2. Work.  Consultant will furnish services as defined and described in the proposal attached 

hereto as Exhibit “A”, and incorporated herein. All work performed by Consultant, or 
under Consultant’s direction, shall be rendered in accordance with the generally accepted 
practices, and to the standards of, Consultant's profession. Consultant represents and 
warrants that Consultant: (i) is fully experienced and properly qualified to perform the class 
of work and service provided for herein, (ii) has the financial capability required for the 
performance of the work and services, and (iii) is properly equipped and organized to 
perform the work and services in a competent, timely, and proper manner, in accordance 
with the requirements of this Agreement.       

 
2.1 Change in Work. Any change in the scope of the professional services to be done, 

method of performance, nature of materials or price thereof, or to any other matter 
materially affecting the performance or nature of the professional services will not be 
paid for or accepted unless such change, addition or deletion be approved in advance, in 
writing by a supplemental agreement by the Parties. PV Water may order changes in the 
scope or character of services in writing, including decreasing the amount of 
Consultant’s services described herein. In the event that the work is decreased, 
Consultant is entitled to full compensation for services performed and expenses incurred 
prior to the receipt of notice of change pursuant to Section 4 of this Agreement.  

 
3. Authorized Representatives.  The authorized representatives shall be individuals with the 

necessary authority to direct technical and professional work within the scope of this 
Agreement and shall serve as the principal point of contact for the Project for each 
respective party.   
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3.1 PV Water.  PVWater designates the following individual(s) as PV Water’s authorized 

representative(s): Brian Lockwood, General Manager.  Only PV Water’s authorized 
representative(s) is authorized to approve changes to this Agreement on behalf of PV 
Water.   
  

3.2 Consultant.  Consultant designates the following individual(s) as Consultant’s 
authorized representative(s): Laura Moran, Vice President.  Only Consultant’s 
authorized representative(s) is authorized to approve changes to this Agreement on 
behalf of Consultant.  

    
4. Compensation.  PV Water will pay Consultant, as full compensation for full performance 

of the services described in this Agreement, a fee not to exceed Six Hundred Seventy Two 
Thousand, One Hundred Sixty Two Dollars ($672,162).  The fee for services will be 
based on the Fee Schedule included in Exhibit “A” of this Agreement. 

 
4.1 Method of Payment. Consultant shall prepare and submit to PV Water detailed monthly 

invoices for fees and costs incurred in the performance of the services hereunder during 
the previous billing period.  The invoice shall describe the services rendered and shall 
be based on all labor and direct expense charges made for work performed hereunder.  
Labor charges shall be in accordance with the Fee Schedule found in Exhibit “A” of this 
Agreement.  PV Water shall pay the amount of each itemized invoice within thirty (30) 
days after the receipt of the invoice, subject to a finding by PV Water that work 
performed has been satisfactory and that payment is for the work specified in Exhibit 
“A” and does not exceed the maximum amount specified above. 
 

4.2 Direct Expenses.  Direct expenses are those outside costs and rates identified in Exhibit 
A incurred directly for the work performed and substantiated with invoices for the 
charges. Consultant will not be reimbursed for any costs or expenses at any rates that 
exceed the rates set forth in the Fee Schedule found in Exhibit “A”.  If Consultant must 
incur other costs which are not specifically covered by the terms of this Agreement, 
but which are necessary for the performance of Consultant’s duties, PV Water may 
approve payment for said costs if authorized in writing by PV Water in advance.     

 
5. Independent Contractor. Consultant represents that it has or will secure at its own expense 

all personnel, materials, and related services required to perform the services under this 
Agreement.  Consultant (and its employees, agents, representatives, and sub-consultant(s)), 
in the performance of this Agreement, shall act in an independent capacity and not as 
officers or employees or agents of PV Water. Consultant, not PV Water, shall have 
exclusive and complete control over its employees and subcontractors, and shall determine 
the method of performing the services hereunder. PV Water, however, retains the right to 
require that work performed by Consultant meet specific standards consistent with the 
requirements of this Agreement without regard to the manner and means of 
accomplishment thereof.     

 
6. Conflict of Interest. Consultant owes PV Water a duty of undivided loyalty in performing 
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the work and services under this Agreement.  Consultant covenants that it presently has no 
interest and shall not acquire any interest, direct or indirect, which would conflict in any 
manner or degree with the performance of services required to be performed under this 
Agreement.  Consultant acknowledges that it is aware of and agrees to comply with the 
provisions of the Political Reform Act, Section 1090 of the Government Code, and the PV 
Water conflict of interest code.  Consultant will immediately advise Agency counsel if 
Consultant learns of a conflicting financial interest of Consultant’s during the term of this 
Agreement.    

 
7. Indemnification.  

 
For General Services: To the fullest extent permitted by law, Consultant agrees to indemnify, 
defend, and hold harmless PV Water, its directors, officers and employees from and against 
any and all claims, demands, actions, damages, or expenses, (including attorney’s fees and 
costs) arising from the acts or omissions of Consultant’s employees or agents in any way 
related to the obligations or in the performance of services under this Agreement, except for 
design professional services as set forth in Civil Code § 2782.8, and except where caused by 
the sole or active negligence, or willful misconduct of PV Water.  

  
 For Design Professional Services under Civil Code §2782.8: 

To the fullest extent permitted by law, Consultant agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold 
harmless PV Water, its directors, officers and employees from and against any and all claims, 
demands, actions, damages, or expenses, (including attorney’s fees and costs) arising from 
the negligence, recklessness, or willful misconduct of the Consultant, Consultant’s 
employees or agents in any way related to the obligations or in the performance of design 
professional services under this Agreement as set forth in Civil Code, except where caused 
by the sole or active negligence, or willful misconduct of PV Water.  The costs to defend 
charged to the Consultant relating to design professional services shall not exceed the 
Consultant’s proportionate percentage of fault per Civil Code §2782.8. 

 
8. Insurance.  Consultant agrees to procure and maintain the insurance coverages and limits as 

required by PV Water prior to the commencement of work, as specified in Exhibit “B”. 
 
9. Sub-consultants.  Except as provided in Exhibit “A” of this Agreement, and otherwise with 

prior written approval of PV Water, Consultant shall not enter into any subcontract with any 
other party for purposes of providing any work or services covered by this Agreement.  In the 
event that Consultant employs sub-consultants, sub-contractors, sub-tier contractors, or any 
person or entity involved by, for, with, or on behalf of Consultant in the performance or subject 
matter of this Agreement (“sub-consultant”), it shall be the Consultant’s responsibility to 
require and confirm that each sub-consultant meets the minimum insurance requirements 
specified above.  Consultant shall require all sub-consultants to provide a valid certificate of 
insurance and the required endorsements included in the Agreement prior to commencing any 
work, and will provide proof of compliance to PV Water.  Sub-consultants are to be bound to 
Consultant and to PV Water in the same manner and to the same extent as the Consultant is 
bound to PV Water under this Agreement.  Consultant shall be responsible to PV Water for 
the performance of any and all sub-consultants who perform work under this Agreement and 
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any acts of negligence on their part.  Consultant is solely responsible for all payments due to 
sub-consultants.   

 
10. Compliance with Laws.  All activities of Consultant will be carried out in compliance with all 

applicable federal, state and local laws. 
 

11. Permits.  Permits required by governmental authorities will be obtained at Consultant’s 
expense, and Consultant will comply with local, state and federal regulations and statutes 
including Cal/OSHA requirements. 

 
12. Safety.  Consultant shall execute and maintain its work so as to avoid injury or damage to any 

person or property.  In carrying out its work, Consultant shall at all times, exercise all necessary 
precautions for the safety of employees appropriate to the nature of the work and the conditions 
under which the work is to be performed, and be in compliance with all federal, state and local 
statutory and regulatory requirements including State of California, Division of Industrial 
Safety (Cal/OSHA) regulations, and the U.S. Department of Transportation Omnibus 
Transportation Employee Testing Act (as applicable).  Safety precautions as applicable shall 
include instructions in accident prevention for all employees such as safe walkways, scaffolds, 
fall protection, ladders, bridges, gang planks, confined space procedures, trenching & shoring, 
equipment and wearing apparel as are necessary or lawfully required to prevent accidents or 
injuries. 

 
13. Equal Employment Opportunity.  Consultant agrees to refrain from discriminatory 

employment practices on the basis of race, religious creed, color, sex, national origin, handicap, 
sexual orientation, disability, ancestry, or other protected characteristics of any employee of, 
or applicant for employment with, such Consultant. 

 
14. Ownership of Documents and Materials.  All original documents, explanations of methods, 

maps, drawings, tables, reports, models, and other materials and work product (whether in 
printed or electronic format) prepared or gathered by or on behalf of Consultant under this 
Agreement that are in Consultant’s possession, custody or control and equipment purchased 
specifically for the Project shall become the exclusive property of PV Water and may be used 
on this Project without the consent of the Consultant or its sub-consultants.  Any software 
program purchased by Consultant to be used in the performance of this Agreement shall be 
transferred to PV Water to the extent allowed by the software license under which the program 
was purchased. All such materials, whether finished or unfinished shall, at PV Water’s request, 
be delivered to PV Water upon completion of contract services or termination of this 
Agreement for any reason.  Consultant agrees that all copyrights which arise from creation of 
Project-related documents and materials pursuant to this Agreement shall be vested in PV 
Water and waives and relinquishes all claims to copyright or other intellectual property rights 
in favor of PV Water. 

 
15. Inspection.  Authorized representatives of PV Water shall have access to Consultant offices or 

other work location during normal business hours for the purpose of review and inspection of 
work activities undertaken pursuant to this Agreement. Consultant shall maintain books and 
accounts of the recoverable costs in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles 
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and practices.  PV Water shall have access to these books and accounts during Consultant 
normal business hours for the duration of this Agreement, and for a period of three (3) years 
after the completion of the particular services to which the costs relate to the extent required to 
verify the direct costs (excluding established or standard allowances and rates) incurred 
pursuant to this Agreement. 

 
16. Termination.  PV Water may terminate this Agreement at any time, with or without cause, in 

its sole discretion, by giving written notice to Consultant at least thirty days (30) prior to such 
termination. Upon receipt of written notice from PV Water that this Agreement is terminated, 
Consultant will submit an invoice for an amount that represents the value of services actually 
performed to the date of said notice for which Consultant has not previously been 
compensated.  In the event of termination without cause, PV Water will pay to Consultant all 
recoverable costs incurred in the performance of such services in accordance with Section 4 of 
this Agreement, plus all reasonable costs incurred as a result of such termination, but in no 
event will PV Water pay termination costs exceeding Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) and 
PV Water will have no further obligation to Consultant, monetarily or otherwise.  In the event 
termination is for cause, Consultant need be compensated only to the extent required by law. 

 
17. Dispute Resolution.  The Parties desire to avoid the cost and delay of litigation.  To that end, 

the parties will attempt in good faith to resolve through negotiation any dispute, claim or 
controversy arising out of or relating to this Agreement. Either party may initiate negotiations 
by providing written notice in letter form to the other party, setting forth the subject of the 
dispute and the relief requested.  Promptly upon such notification, the Parties shall meet at a 
mutually agreeable time and place in order to exchange relevant information and perspective, 
and to attempt to resolve the dispute.  In the event that no resolution is achieved, and if, but 
only if, the parties mutually agree, then prior to pursuing formal legal action, the parties shall 
make a good faith effort to resolve the dispute by non-binding mediation or negotiations 
between representatives with decision-making power, who, to the extent possible, shall not 
have had substantive involvement in the matters of the dispute.  If the dispute is not resolved 
by these negotiations, the matter will be handled as the parties may agree or, otherwise as 
allowed by applicable law.  Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, nothing contained in 
this Agreement shall impair the parties’ right to immediately pursue any and all legal remedies 
which may be available should there be a default in the terms of this Agreement, and a failure 
to cure said default after notice as required under this Agreement.  If required by statute (e.g. 
applicable statute of limitation) to perfect or preserve a claim, either party may file the required 
notice of claim and/or commence litigation. To the extent that the Project involves or qualifies 
as a public works project, the Parties agree to comply with Public Contract Code section 
9204(e). 

 
18. Legal Remedies.  Either Party shall be entitled to all remedies afforded by law or in equity to 

enforce their respective rights under this Agreement.  No right or remedy in this Agreement 
are intended to be exclusive of any other right or remedy, but every such right or remedy shall 
be cumulative and shall be in addition to and not a limitation of any duties, obligations, rights 
and remedies otherwise imposed or available by law, in equity or in the Agreement. 

 
19. Right to Acquire Work from Others.  Nothing in this Agreement shall prohibit PVWater from 
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acquiring the same type or equivalent type of work or services under this Agreement from 
other sources. 

 
20. Assignment and Successors. Consultant shall not assign any portion of the work required by 

this Agreement nor otherwise assign or transfer any interests in it without prior written 
approval of PV Water, which may be withheld or delayed in PV Water’s sole and absolute 
discretion.  This Agreement will be binding on the heirs, legal representatives, successors and 
assigns of the parties named above.  

 
21. Severability.  If any court of competent jurisdiction should rule that any provision of this 

Agreement is void, invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions will remain in full force 
and effect and will not be affected by said ruling. 

 
22. Amendment.  Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, neither this Agreement nor any 

provision hereof may be waived, modified, amended, or discharged, or terminated except by 
an instrument in writing signed by the Parties, and then only to the extent set forth in such 
writing.  

 
23. Force Majeure.  Neither party hereto shall be considered in default in the performance of its 

obligation hereunder to the extent that the performance of any such obligation, except the 
payment of money, is prevented or delayed by any cause, existing or future, which is beyond 
the reasonable control of the affected party, or by a strike, lockout or other labor difficulty, the 
settlement of which shall be within the sole discretion of the party involved.  Each party hereto 
shall give notice promptly to the other of the nature and extent of any Force Majeure claimed 
to delay, hinder or prevent performance of the services under this Agreement.  In the event 
either party is prevented or delayed in the performance of its respective obligation by reason 
of such Force Majeure, there may be an equitable adjustment of the schedule and Consultant 
compensation. 

 
24. Governing Law and Venue.  This Agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance 

with the laws of the State of California.  The Parties hereby agree that: (a) if any action is 
brought for the purpose of enforcing any provision of this Agreement, including without 
limitation instituting any action or proceeding to enforce any provision of this Agreement, for 
damages by reason of any alleged breach of any provision of this Agreement, or a declaration 
of rights or obligations under this Agreement, or for any other judicial remedy, then such action 
shall be brought only in the appropriate state or federal court located in Santa Cruz County, 
California; and (b) a final judgment in any such action or proceeding shall be conclusive and 
may be enforced in any other jurisdictions by suit on the judgment or in any other manner 
provided by law.  Nothing in this section shall affect or impair any Party's right to serve legal 
process in any manner permitted by law. 

 
25. Notices.  Any notice, approval, consent, waiver or other communication required or 

permitted to be given or to be served upon either Party in connection with this Agreement 
shall be in writing.  Such notice shall be personally served or sent prepaid by registered or 
certified mail with return receipt requested, or sent by reputable overnight delivery service, 
such as Federal Express, and shall be deemed given: (a) if personally served, when delivered 
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to the Party to whom such notice is addressed; (b) if given by prepaid or certified mail with 
return receipt requested, on the date of execution of the return receipt; or (c) if sent by 
reputable overnight delivery service, such as Federal Express, when received.    Such notices 
shall be addressed to the Party to whom such notice is to be given at the Party’s address set 
forth below or as such party shall otherwise direct in writing to the other Party delivered or 
sent in accordance with this Section. 

  
If to PVWater:  Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency  

Attention: Brian Lockwood, General Manager 
36 Brennan Street 
Watsonville, CA 95076 
(831) 722-9292 

  

  

If to Consultant:   
 

SWCA 
Attention:  Laura Moran 
Vice President, Northern California & Central Coast 
690 Stone Pine Road, Suite 100 
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019  
(650) 440-4160  

                            
 
26. Cumulative Rights; Waiver.  The rights created under this Agreement or by law or equity, 

shall be cumulative and may be exercised at any time and from time to time.  No failure by 
either Party to exercise, and no delay in exercising any rights, shall be construed or deemed 
to be a waiver thereof, nor shall any single or partial exercise by either Party preclude any 
other or future exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right. Any waiver of any 
provision or of any breach of any provision of this Agreement must be in writing, and any 
waiver by either Party of any breach of any provision of this Agreement shall not operate 
as or be construed to be a waiver of any other breach of that provision or of any breach of 
any other provision of this Agreement. The failure of either Party to insist upon strict 
adherence to any term of this Agreement on one or more occasions shall not be considered 
or construed or deemed a waiver of any provision or any breach of any provision of this 
Agreement or deprive that Party of the right thereafter to insist upon strict adherence to 
that term or provision or any other term or provision of this Agreement. No delay or 
omission on the part of either Party in exercising any right under this Agreement shall 
operate as a waiver of any such right or any other right under this Agreement. 

 
27. Interpretation. This Agreement constitutes a fully negotiated agreement between 

commercially sophisticated Parties, each assisted by legal counsel, and the terms of this 
Agreement shall not be construed or interpreted for or against either party hereto because 
that Party or its legal representative drafted or prepared such provision. 

 
28. Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is invalid, illegal or unenforceable, such 

provision shall be deemed to be served or deleted from this Agreement and the balance of 
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this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect notwithstanding such invalidity, 
illegality or unenforceability.  

 
29. Counterparts.  This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, which, together, shall 

constitute one and the same instrument. Electronic, facsimile and scanned pdf signatures and 
copies of this Agreement shall be accepted as originals. 
 

30. Time.  Time is of the essence for each provision of this Agreement.     
 

31. Further Assurances.  The Parties agree to perform such further acts and to execute and 
deliver such additional documents and instruments as may be reasonably required to carry 
out the provisions of this Agreement and the intentions of the Parties.   
 

32. Good Faith and Fair Dealing.  The Parties hereto acknowledge and agree that the 
performances required by the provisions of this Agreement shall be undertaken in good 
faith, and with both parties dealing fairly with each other. 

 
33. No Third Party Beneficiaries.  This Agreement does not create, and shall not be construed 

to create, any rights enforceable by any person, partnership, corporation, joint venture, 
Limited Liability Company or other form of organization or association of any kind that is 
not a party to this Agreement. 

 
34. Entire Agreement.  This Agreement, together with Exhibits and/or attachments and any 

agreements provided for herein, constitute the entire understanding between the Parties 
with respect to the matters set forth herein, and they supersede all prior or contemporaneous 
understandings or agreements between the Parties with respect to the subject matter hereof, 
whether oral or written.  
 

35. Representations of Authority. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement 
by the Consultant and PVWater have been duly and validly authorized. 

 
[SIGNATURES ON FOLLOWING PAGE] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date first 
above referenced. 
 
   PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
 
 
   By:   ________________________________________ 
    Brian Lockwood, General Manager 
     
 
 
      
   SWCA ENVIORMENTAL CONSULTANTS 
 
 
   By:  ______________________________________ 
    Laura Moran, Vice President 
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EXHIBIT “A” 
 

Proposal (on Consultant’s Letterhead) and Fee Schedule 
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EXHIBIT “B” 
 

Insurance Requirements 
 

Consultant shall procure and maintain insurance as follows: 
 
1.  Commercial General Liability Insurance.  Commercial general liability insurance, 

including products and completed operations, property damage, bodily injury, 
personal and advertising injury with limits of not less than $1,000,000 each 
occurrence and $2,000,000 aggregate. (Note: Increase amounts for higher risk 
services) 

 
2. Automobile  Liability Insurance. Automobile liability insurance covering automobile 

bodily injury and property damage, including all owned (if any), hired and non-
owned autos, with limits of not less than $1,000,000 each accident.  If Consultant 
acquires any owned vehicles, Consultant shall provide insurance as above. 

 
3.  Professional Liability Insurance. Limits of liability in amounts not less than 

$1,000,000 per occurrence or claim and $2,000,000 aggregate, insuring Consultant 
and its employees against liabilities arising out of or in connection with the negligent 
acts, errors, or omissions of any of the foregoing in connection with the carrying out 
of their professional responsibilities relating to this Agreement.  Consultant shall 
renew continuous coverage or extend the reporting period, to the extent available, by 
endorsement or otherwise, for claims five (5) years from the date this Agreement is 
terminated.  Such professional liability policies shall include coverage for liability 
assumed by the Consultant under this Agreement for losses arising out of 
Consultant’s negligence.  

 
4. Workers’ Compensation and Employer’s Liability Insurance. Worker’s 

Compensation as required by the Labor Code of the State of California and 
Employer’s Liability Insurance for all employees in workplaces involved in this 
Agreement.  Employer's liability insurance in the amount of, at least, $1,000,000 per 
accident for bodily injury or disease.  The Certificate of Insurance shall include 
Waiver of Subrogation endorsement in favor of PV WATER.  

 
5. Other Requirements.   

 
a. Additional Insured Endorsement.  The general liability and automobile liability 

policies are to contain, or be endorsed to contain the following provisions: The 
Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, its directors, officers, employees, 
and authorized volunteers are to be additional insured. The coverage shall 
contain no special limitations on the scope of protection afforded to PV WATER, 
its directors, officers, employees, or authorized volunteers. 

 
b. Primary Insurance.  For any claims related to this Agreement, Consultant’s 

insurance shall be primary insurance as respects PV WATER, its directors, 
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officers, employees, and authorized volunteers, individually and collectively. 
Any insurance, self-insurance, or other coverage maintained by PV WATER, its  
directors, officers, employees, or authorized volunteers shall be in excess of 
Consultant’s insurance and shall not contribute to it. 

 
c. Cancellation.  The policies specified above are to state or be endorsed to state that 

coverage shall not be canceled by either party, except after thirty (30) days (10 
days for non-payment of premium) prior written notice by U.S. mail has been 
given to PV WATER.   

 
d. Changes.  If any change is made in the insurance carrier, scope of coverage or 

retroactive date of professional liability coverage required under this Agreement, 
Consultant shall notify the PV WATER within three (3) working days.   

 
e. Evidence of Insurance.  Prior to execution of this Agreement, Consultant shall 

file with PV WATER, on forms acceptable to PV WATER, certificate(s) of 
insurance and additional insured endorsements, as specified above.   

 
f. Deductibles and Self-Insured Retentions.  Any deductible or self-insured 

retention must be declared to and approved by the PV WATER.  At the option of 
PV WATER, the insurer shall either reduce or eliminate such deductibles or self-
insured retentions. 

 
g. Acceptability of Insurers.  Insurance is to be placed with insurers having a current 

A.M. Best rating of no less than A-VII or equivalent or as otherwise approved by 
PV WATER. 

 
h. Special Risks or Circumstances. 

PV WATER reserves the right to modify these requirements, including limits, 
based on the nature of the risk, prior experience, insurer, coverage, or other 
special circumstances.  

 
i. FOR CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS additional requirements may apply:  

Consultant shall provide the following Surety Bonds: 
 Bid bond  
 Performance bond 
 Payment bond 

 
The Payment Bond and the Performance Bond shall be in a sum equal to the 
contract price.  Bonds shall be duly executed by a responsible corporate surety, 
authorized to issue such bonds in the State of California and secured through an 
authorized agent with an office in California.  
 
 

Builder’s Risk (Course of Construction) insurance utilizing an “All Risk” (Special 
Perils) coverage form, with limits equal to the completed value of the project and no 
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coinsurance penalty provisions. Such coverage shall name PV Water as a loss payee 
as their interest may appear. 
 
Contractors’ Pollution Legal Liability and/or Asbestos Legal Liability and/or Errors 
and Omissions (if project involves environmental hazards) with limits no less than 
$1,000,000 per occurrence or claim, and $2,000,000 policy aggregate. 
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January 25, 2023 

Brian Lockwood, General Manager 

Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency 

36 Brennan Street 

Watsonville, CA 95076 

Submitted via email: lockwood@pvwater.org 

Re: Proposal to Provide Environmental Monitoring and Permit Compliance Services for the 

College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project  

Dear Mr. Lockwood: 

Thank you for this opportunity to present our revised proposal to provide environmental monitoring and 

permit compliance services during construction of the College Lake Integrated Resources Management 

Project (project). Our proposal provides details about our core compliance team, project approach 

priorities, and program management infrastructure and framework. We also highlight our technical 

expertise and depth, ability to scale quickly and to whatever level needed, and applicable experience in 

the project area and on large-scale infrastructure projects. 

We know that schedule is critical, and our experience has proven that a core team of compliance 

professionals who are in place for the project duration can help provide the essential foundation that 

ensures consistency in clear communications, enhances schedule understanding and proactive staff 

assignments, and fosters positive working relationships across all project teams.  

Core Compliance Team: On-site construction environmental compliance has been central to the 

careers of our Project Manager Afshin Rouhani and the rest of our core compliance team. They are 

experts on the rhythms and priorities of construction, and the unique qualities of and opportunities for 

constructive and relationship-building communication. Our team is construction savvy and focused on 

compliance success for the client, oversight agencies, and construction firms.  

Our team’s many years of environmental compliance experience will be a significant advantage 

throughout construction. Over the course of dozens of compliance projects, they have lived and 

demonstrated the importance of proactive thinking and “look-ahead” coordination with the client, the 

on-site construction contractors, and the regulatory agencies. Our project manager and many of our 

team members and subcontractors will be based out of Santa Cruz and the surrounding area.  

Technical Depth: SWCA was founded 40 years ago as an environmental consulting firm rooted in 

scientific excellence. Our motto of “Sound Science, Creative Solutions” remains central to our work. 

While we continue to diversify our service offerings and grow, our resource specialists remain 

committed to technical and client-centered results. We employ one of the largest pools of compliance, 

biological sciences, cultural resources, information management, and related specialists in the Northern 
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California region. We collaborate quickly and share information effectively. The projects listed in our 

experience section are testament to our technical depth. 

Ability to Scale: SWCA is unrivalled in our ability to scale quickly and appropriately to project 

demands. We have an extremely flexible staffing and inter-office resource sharing culture. We have 

repeatedly demonstrated our ability to staff large projects quickly, and our environmental focus as a 

company provides a pool of resource specialists to draw from.  

We know compliance, know the project area, and have completed a variety of compliance and 

environmental monitoring projects throughout Santa Cruz and the surrounding areas. Our resource 

experts are up to date on the latest resource issues and protocols and bring strong relationships with 

federal and state resource agencies. 

SWCA’s commitment to quality and responsiveness are hallmarks of our company. Our team is highly 

experienced; our approach and administrative and information management tools are proven; and we 

will be ready for pre-construction activities and for the subsequent project phases as they roll out. 

We look forward to answering any questions you may have about our proposal and related discussions.  

Sincerely, 

 

 

Afshin Rouhani  Laura Moran* 

Environmental Manager/ Project Manager Vice President, Northern California & Central Coast 

480.334.3646 415.246.7397 

afshin.rouhani@swca.com  laura.moran@swca.com  

 *Authorized to bind SWCA to the proposal 
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1. PROJECT OVERVIEW 
The Pajaro Valley Groundwater Basin is a vital resource for the social and economic wellbeing of the 

Pajaro Valley. Decades of coastal groundwater pumping has resulted in critical overdraft of the 

groundwater basin, and as a result, seawater intrusion has elevated the chloride concentration making it 

unsuitable for human and agricultural uses in some areas. To mitigate issues associated with overdraft and 

seawater intrusion, Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (PV Water) proposes to implement the 

College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project (project), which will collect surface water runoff in 

a naturally occurring basin, College Lake, for treatment and delivery to PV Water’s existing Coastal 

Distribution System (CDS) pipeline system. This will allow farmers in the region to irrigate crops using the 

treated surface water from College Lake, reducing the needs for additional pumping from the groundwater 

basin.  

Implementation of the project will require construction of a new fish-screen and weir structure at the 

southern end of College Lake, which will convey water to a new water treatment plant (WTP) that will be 

constructed along Holohan Road. After water undergoes treatment at the WTP, it will be pumped into a 

new approximately 6-mile pipeline that extends from the WTP to the CDS and the City of Watsonville’s 

Recycled Water Facility.  

SWCA Environmental Consultants (SWCA) has worked closely with PV Water on several projects in recent 

years that were designed to manage existing and supplemental water supplies to reduce long-term 

overdraft of the Pajaro Valley Groundwater Basin. Through the implementation of these and other projects 

in the region, SWCA has gained a thorough understanding of the complex nature of a project like this, 

including the challenges associated with stakeholder concerns, sensitive environmental resources, 

overlapping jurisdictions within a single project area, funding limitations, and long-term adaptive 

management of water resources in a changing climate. We recognize that a one-size-fits-all approach does 

not work for a project like this, and we pride ourselves navigating these complex challenges. 

2. DETAILED PROJECT APPROACH 
SWCA is currently providing vegetation monitoring services for the project, and we propose to provide 

additional environmental monitoring and permit compliance services, including, but not limited to, project 

management and controls, environmental monitoring, and permit compliance and Compensatory Mitigation 

Plan (CMP) implementation. We have proven to be a critical success factor for several of PV Water’s key 

infrastructure projects, including providing planning and construction-phase compliance support for the 

CDS F-Line Expansion Project; California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and permitting support for the 

Blend Well, K1 Pipeline, and Recycled Water Facility Improvement Projects; and construction-phase 

environmental compliance support for the Recycled Water Facility Treatment and Filtration Project. We 

understand PV Water is a relatively small agency with limited staff; therefore, SWCA’s approach is to 

provide local, well-qualified, and self-sufficient staff who will be responsive and function successfully as an 

extension of PV Water. We also have a working history and existing relationships with several of the other 

project team members, including Jacobs Engineering Group (Jacobs), Carollo Engineers (Carollo), cbec 

eco engineering (cbec), Gary Kittleson of Kittleson Environmental Consulting (Kittleson), and fisheries 

biologist Mike Podlech, which we feel further enhances our ability to seamlessly integrate with the project 

team to provide environmental monitoring and permit compliance services. 
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THE CORE TEAM 

Environmental monitoring and permit compliance services provided by SWCA will be coordinated by a core 

team of Santa Cruz and Half Moon Bay staff members. Afshin Rouhani, based out of south San Jose, will 

serve as the Project Manager and Environmental Manager and will be responsible for overall quality of 

service and advising the project team on complex regulatory, compliance, and resource issues. Kristen 

Outten, based out of Santa Cruz, will serve as the Deputy Environmental Manager, assisting Mr. Rouhani 

in managing SWCA’s environmental compliance team and working closely with PV Water, the design 

team(s), and the construction contractor(s) to ensure that the project remains in compliance and on 

schedule. Ms. Outten has worked closely with PV Water on several water infrastructure projects over the 

past 7 years that have been integral components of the Pajaro Valley Basin Management Plan. She will be 

responsible for coordinating day-to-day environmental monitoring activities and tracking compliance with 

project permit conditions. Nick Fisher, also based out of Santa Cruz, will serve as the Lead Biologist and 

Environmental Compliance Inspector, providing in-field support as required by project mitigation measures 

and permit conditions. Mr. Fisher has served as an agency-approved lead biologist for resource surveys 

and biological compliance monitoring efforts throughout the region and has experience with sensitive 

resources known to occur at or near the project, including, but not limited to, California red-legged frog, 

western pond turtle, San Francisco dusky-footed woodrat, nesting birds, bats, rare plants, and jurisdictional 

aquatic features. These three individuals will serve as the core team for this environmental monitoring and 

permit compliance contract. Additional detail regarding the background and qualifications for our core team 

can be found in Section 4 below.  

COMMUNICATION, COORDINATION, AND QUALITY ASSURANCE/QUALITY 

CONTROL 

Following project award, the Core Team will prepare for and host a kick-off meeting with PV Water to 

introduce the project approach, schedule, team, communication protocol, and Project Management Plan 

(PMP). SWCA will establish data-sharing processes, including the setup of project management and 

project controls tools, such as the proposed use of Smartsheet for project schedule tracking and internal 

staff management and SharePoint for collaborative file sharing and efficient report reviews. The use of 

Smartsheet in conjunction with SharePoint will allow for real-time updates on project progress and provide 

cost-saving measures by reducing email traffic and the need for additional meetings. 

Mr. Rouhani will plan to meet with PV Water on a regular basis to discuss ongoing and upcoming project 

activities, milestones, and compliance-related matters. By communicating regularly with PV Water and the 

project team, our core team will be able to work collaboratively with project personnel on a regular basis to 

resolve compliance issues at the lowest level—in the field—and work to solve problems before issues 

escalate. Such communication will also be an important tool for meeting the project schedule, especially for 

milestones with seasonal survey requirements and other pressing matters related to project goals.  

SWCA understands that demanding schedules and funding stipulations mean that PV Water is expected to 

provide exceptional results without costly delays. A large part of Mr. Rouhani’s role will be to ensure 

thoroughness of all tasks undertaken on this contract. SWCA takes a team-based approach to quality 

assurance/quality control (QA/QC) that is underlain by four key principles: 1) proactive planning, 2) open 

communication, 3) use of standardized methods, and 4) rigorous internal checks. We incorporate the 

overarching quality principle that all data collection, analysis, recording, and reporting of results are 

checked and confirmed by at least one level of management oversight. 
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From the outset of project planning, we work proactively toward excellence through the assignment of pre-

screened, highly trained, and well-qualified staff and subconsultants. By communicating directly and openly 

with the project team and coordinating the efforts of all staff, both internal and external, SWCA will create 

seamless and real-time feedback between PV Water’s needs and contractor responsibilities, eliminating 

the need for project delays or compliance issues. By using standardized data collection forms and reporting 

standard operating procedures, SWCA ensures the consistent application of cutting-edge methodology 

throughout our team. By exercising QA/QC at every level under the direction of the technical leads and with 

oversight by Mr. Rouhani and Ms. Outten, SWCA ensures the delivery of service and products of superior 

quality. Implementation of this standardized approach along with frequent internal communication 

regarding project task status has also allowed us on past projects to quickly and easily substitute staff 

when unforeseen events arise. Life events and emergencies happen, and we are able to react to these 

events and keep project tasks on schedule using our deep bench of local, expert staff and subconsultants 

and by maintaining strong project operations and communication protocols.  

PROJECT EFFICIENCIES AND COST OPTIMIZATION  

The SWCA team strongly believes that the practice of high-quality, responsive work is the essence of cost 

optimization, and that our contracts are always developed to provide the tightest costs while still delivering 

quality products. SWCA has already been collaborating with PV Water and Environmental Science 

Associates (ESA) to find creative ways to conduct vegetation surveys for the project with a limited budget 

and tight schedule. We were able to effectively collaborate with the team to modify the survey methodology 

and reporting requirements to collect the necessary quantitative data that will be required for post-

construction monitoring requirements. SWCA will continue to work with PV Water to continue providing 

quality support with budget and schedule at the forefront of our minds, and we will integrate cost 

optimization strategies into every task that we are assigned. Our goal is to work safely, optimize costs and 

schedules, and maintain a viable and qualified local project team. With this goal in mind and recognizing 

that tasks assigned can be diverse in many ways, we will work closely with PV Water and the project team 

to incorporate cost-saving measures. 

SPECIFIC STRATEGIES TO OPTIMIZE COSTS 

 Implementation of detailed compliance tracking: We will implement project tracking systems 

utilizing effective tools developed for other compliance monitoring contracts, such as Smartsheet. 

These tracking systems are directly tied to mitigation measures and project permit conditions 

designed to ensure projects remain compliant and are kept on schedule, and that clients are kept 

abreast of both project progress and compliance status. 

 Economies of scale: The SWCA team represents a large talent pool, allowing us to achieve 

substantial economies of scale by utilizing cross-trained staff, by aggregating field and office work, 

and through other related synergies that result from fully utilized teams. 

 Dedicated team and right-staffing: The SWCA team fully intends to dedicate, maintain, and 

carefully grow this team to address assigned tasks. We will appropriately match the number and 

qualifications of staff to the project task, at all levels. This will optimize both contract cost estimating 

and project product value, two core elements of project delivery. 

 Local office and local resource knowledge: Our staff are located throughout Santa Cruz, 

Monterey, San Mateo, and Santa Clara Counties, which allows for quick responses and cost 

savings on the project. Our staff are also intimately familiar with the resources within and around 

the Watsonville area and have the ability early in the project process to identify unanticipated or 

unexpected resource issues or potential risks that could delay projects or drive-up costs. 
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 Look-aheads to identify long lead times and critical path items: One of our highest priorities is 

identifying long lead tasks or projects in order to efficiently prioritize task schedule and avoid costly 

project delays, as well as identifying what projects or tasks can be bundled based on species 

requirements, resource similarities, and schedule. 

 Standardized program support: Mr. Rouhani and the core team will meet regularly to 1) discuss 

cost reduction, 2) prioritize review of project schedule to prepare for survey and monitoring needs, 

and 3) identify potential obstacles or risks in maintaining compliance and schedule. 

 Standardized procedures/forms: We will utilize standardized data collection procedures, data 

forms, and QA/QC to ensure a repeatable, quality product in less time. Our team will use concise 

reporting forms that have been tested and refined based on past compliance and monitoring 

projects and are designed to effectively track and manage compliance. 

FAMILIARITY WITH FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL AGENCY COMPLIANCE 

PROCEDURES 

Having a team that understands the regulatory environment that the project will operate under is crucial to 

project success. The SWCA team of qualified regulatory experts includes permitted biologists, 

archaeologists, water quality experts, planners fluent in CEQA, and experienced local environmental 

managers. SWCA prides ourselves in building and maintaining excellent professional working relationships 

with regulatory agency personnel from the San Francisco District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

(USACE), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), National Ocean and Atmospheric Administration 

National Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA Fisheries), Bay-Delta Region of the California Department of 

Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), California Coastal 

Commission, Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), Native American Tribes, and 

others. The SWCA team has been involved in many high-profile and sometimes controversial projects, and 

we have gained expertise in negotiating with agency personnel; facilitating public participation on behalf of 

federal, state, and local agencies; and resolving conflicts. Our technical leads also regularly share this 

expertise and knowledge base with all levels of staff through trainings and brown bags so that our entire 

team thoroughly understands the regulations we work under and what is required to get projects 

constructed on time and in compliance. 

3. PROJECT TASKS 

TASK 1. PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND CONTROLS 

Mr. Rouhani, with the assistance from Ms. Outten, will be responsible for managing SWCA’s environmental 

compliance team and working with PV Water, construction management, the design team(s), and the 

construction contractor(s) to ensure that the project stays in compliance and on schedule. They will also 

assist in the evaluation and resolution of environmental issues as they arise during construction. 

Regulatory permits, including the CDFW LSAA typically require that a copy of all project permits be 

provided to the contractors, subcontractors, inspectors, and monitors and be kept on the project site at all 

times. Therefore, Ms. Outten will prepare up to four (4) permit binders to be kept on-site by the construction 

team, construction management team, environmental team, and PV Water. Ms. Outten will also create an 

Environmental Compliance Plan (ECP) that details communication protocols, task schedules, and a 

compliance matrix, so that communication pathways are clear and effective and compliance tasks are 

completed on time and during the appropriate stage of the project. During project construction, Mr. Rouhani 

and/or Ms. Outten will attend weekly project meetings and will work with the construction team and other 
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relevant project members to look ahead and identify and resolve potential issues before they escalate. 

They will disseminate to project team members pertinent notes from communications and meetings so that 

all members are apprised of project developments. They will also regularly provide PV Water with status 

updates identifying how well project mitigation measures are being implemented in the field. Mr. Rouhani 

and Ms. Outten will manage compliance documentation for the project, including QA/QC of all deliverables 

(e.g., daily, monthly, and annual reports; signage; training handouts). They will be responsible for ensuring 

that all training and surveys are conducted on schedule, resource monitors are present on-site, and project 

environmental commitments are met. As project construction closes, Mr. Rouhani and Ms. Outten will 

ensure that post-construction compliance measures are reviewed and/or being met while appropriately 

allocating compliance staff based on reductions in project activity. 

PV Water holds a Board of Directors meeting on the third Wednesday every month. In addition to attending 

regular meetings with PV Water, Mr. Rouhani will prepare for and attend a PV Water Board of Directors 

meeting once every quarter during the project.  

Throughout the duration of the project, Mr. Rouhani and Ms. Outten will be supported by Project Controller 

Jennifer Torre. Ms. Torre will track the project schedule and budget across all phases of the project and 

ensure all commitments are met in accordance with the contract. Ms. Torre will provide skilled and 

dedicated project-level financial oversight, allowing our technical staff to focus on ensuring the technical 

parts of the scope are of the highest quality and are completed on-time. Ms. Torre will also regularly review 

the project schedule with the Core Team to identify potential “pinch points” that could jeopardize critical 

milestones and budget. This information will be provided to PV Water as part of the regular meetings, as 

well as recommendations for solutions. 

TASK 1 ASSUMPTIONS 

 No changes from the mitigation measures, project description, and/or permit conditions will occur 

during the project. Such changes may result in added costs that can be addressed under a change 

order. 

 The SWCA Environmental Manager, Deputy Environmental Manager, Lead Biological Monitor, and 

Lead Archaeologist will each attend up to two 5-hour site visits, inclusive of travel time, prior to the 

start of construction (one for WTP construction and one for pipeline construction). 

 The Environmental Manager or the Deputy Environmental Manager will attend up to eighty (80) 1-

hour weekly meetings with PV Water, construction management, construction contractor(s), and/or 

other relevant team personnel. Up to 20 of the weekly meetings (approximately one per month) will 

be attended in-person, with the remaining 60 meetings attended virtually.  

 SWCA will prepare up to four (4) project permit binders. Additional permit binder can be prepared 

under an amended budget, if necessary. 

 The Environmental Manager will prepare for and attend up to seven (7) Board of Director meetings. 

It is assumed that the Environmental Manager will attend up to three (3) meetings in person and the 

other four (4) meetings will be attended virtually. Each Board of Director meeting will not exceed 

two (2) hours.  

 No non-compliance events will occur requiring follow-up documentation.  

TASK 2. ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 

The project’s Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP), NOAA Fisheries Biological Opinion, 

and RWQCB Section 401 certification include several mitigation measures detailing resource protection 
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requirements, including, but not limited to, individual qualifications, preconstruction surveys, monitoring, 

employee education programs, and reporting requirements. SWCA understands that additional federal and 

state resource permits (i.e., USACE Section 404 permit, CDFW Section 1602 Lake and Streambed 

Alteration Agreement [LSAA], and Minor Coastal Development Permit [CDP]) will also be issued prior to 

the start of construction and may include additional environmental requirements. Environmental regulations 

are complicated, and we understand the challenges of implementing projects with overlapping jurisdictions 

and often times conflicting permit requirements. Construction companies without extensive environmental 

regulatory experience often run the risk of violating important mandates. As a result, they may experience 

delays and unanticipated costs as they try to mitigate or eliminate the environmental impacts associated 

with the construction of their projects. SWCA maintains strong relationships with the regulatory agencies 

and can work with them to streamline processes and ensure timely resolution of environmental issues. We 

are experienced in identifying potentially problematic permit measures and negotiating with resource 

agencies, for example to modify survey requirements or to reduce environmental resource buffers (e.g., for 

nesting birds) to a size that that does not unnecessarily impede work activities yet maintains resource 

protection and project compliance.  

SWCA provides comprehensive in-the-field environmental monitoring services to ensure that construction 

personnel meet all environmental permitting requirements. As the Lead Biologist / Environmental 

Compliance Inspector, Mr. Fisher brings a wealth of local experience and knowledge from his experience 

as an environmental compliance inspector, biological monitor, and biological surveyor. As a seasoned 

biologist with experience working on water infrastructure projects, including the College Lake Project, he 

understands how to implement survey requirements, mitigation measures, coordinate effectively with 

construction managers and stakeholders, and can typically resolve compliance issues in the field before 

they become problematic. Additionally, he is cross trained in several environmental compliance disciplines, 

allowing him to cover several duties, such as biological monitoring, surveys, and stormwater inspection, 

that otherwise may require mobilizing additional biologists to the field. 

Mr. Fisher will be supported by a team of qualified SWCA biologists, as well as subcontractors Gary 

Kittleson and Mike Podlech, who will act as an extension of our team, all of whom have a wealth of 

experience working throughout Santa Cruz County. We excel at quickly mobilizing and managing field 

crews for construction monitoring and data recovery. We can address the environmental concerns and 

provide QA/QC and project-specific compliance training to assist in establishing and maintaining regulatory 

compliance.  

The following details our approach to providing environmental monitoring and compliance support 

throughout the construction phase of the project.  

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE PLAN AND COMPLIANCE MATRIX 

Immediately following issuance of an executed contract and issuance of all project permits, SWCA will 

develop an ECP that includes an overview of project personnel roles and responsibilities, communication 

and notification protocols, environmental training requirements, a project schedule highlighting 

environmental tasks and milestones, and the Compliance Matrix. The ECP will also include the 

environmental signage, flagging, and fencing protocol; reporting and documentation forms; and the worker 

environmental awareness training program (WEAP) brochure and environmental training sign-in sheets. 

The Compliance Matrix will serve as a global environmental checklist for the project. The matrix will be 

used as our key tool to track compliance with mitigation measures, permit conditions, and submittals for the 

project. The matrix will be developed using templates developed and tested as compliance tools on past, 

similar-scale compliance projects. The Compliance Matrix, in Smartsheet, will be arranged so that each 

permit document has its own sheet, and within each sheet will be a table that contains document measures 
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and specific implementation timing to ensure that measures are planned for and addressed within the right 

timeframe. For example, mitigation measures that require a nesting bird survey within 14 days prior to 

construction or preconstruction surveys for California red-legged frog would be listed within the matrix as 

individual line items showing the appropriate survey windows, based on the construction scope and lead 

time required for the survey. Once the surveys are completed, the tasks would be recorded in the matrix as 

completed, including information as to who completed the task and on what date the task was completed. 

Smartsheet will provide a dashboard to provide real-time, at-a-glance completion status of each measure, 

permit conditions, and submittals. The Compliance Matrix is also a streamlined tool to develop the monthly 

progress report submittals to PV Water (see Compliance Documentation section below) and over time will 

provide the overall compliance record for the project. 

BIOLOGICAL SURVEYS AND MONITORING 

SWCA will provide qualified biologists to conduct preconstruction biological surveys and construction-

phase biological survey and monitoring as required by the project MMRP1. To reduce the need to mobilize 

additional biologists to the site, the on-site biological monitor will perform any construction-phase surveys 

whenever possible as part of the monitoring effort to reduce costs. Results from biological survey and 

monitoring efforts will be documented in a brief daily report, which will be provided to the project team 

electronically via a SharePoint site established specifically for the project. The following details specific 

survey and monitoring requirements covered under this scope of work based on a review of the MMRP: 

Table 1. Approach to Biological Surveys  

TASK 
MITIGATION 
MEASURE APPROACH ASSUMPTIONS 

Sensitive Habitat 
Surveys and 
Monitoring 

BIO-2f  Each morning before work begins on any 
components in or within 100 feet of a suitable 
habitat area (defined as riparian habitat, 
USACE jurisdictional wetlands or other 
waters, or sensitive habitats identified in a 
subsequent USFWS Biological Opinion and 
CDFW LSAA), the SWCA biologist will survey 
the work area and habitat immediately 
surrounding the active work area for 
conditions that could impact special-status 
species. 

 Full-time biological monitoring will be required 
when work is occurring that may adversely 
impact special-status species and their 
habitats.  

 The majority of sensitive habitat surveys and 
monitoring will be required during 
construction of the weir structure and intake 
pump (i.e., during clearing and grubbing, 

 Up to one biologist for fifteen 
8-hour days of full-time monitoring, 
inclusive of travel time 

 Up to ten 3-hour days will be 
required for pre-activity surveys 

1 SWCA recognizes that the schedule provided in the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) Addendum does not match the timeline 
for the onset of construction. SWCA will work with PV Water to expedite the completion of these documents. 
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TASK 
MITIGATION 
MEASURE APPROACH ASSUMPTIONS 

demolition of the existing structures, and 
installation of shoring), as well as at the 
crossing of Salsipuedes Creek. 

Nesting Bird 
Surveys  

BIO-2i  SWCA will provide qualified biologists to 
conduct preconstruction nesting bird surveys 
during the breeding bird season (February 1–
August 31) within 14 days prior to all proposed 
ground disturbance or vegetation removal. The 
survey area will include all proposed work and 
staging areas, as well as the surrounding 500-
foot buffer for raptors and 250-foot buffer for all 
other avian species. Due to the linear nature of 
pipeline construction, SWCA assumes that 
rolling nesting bird surveys will be required 
during the nest season to stay ahead of new 
ground disturbing activities as pipeline 
construction progresses forward.  

 SWCA plans to utilize Kittleson to conduct the 
nesting bird surveys. Mr. Kittleson, with support 
from Brian Mori, has been conducting nesting 
bird and waterfowl surveys for nearly a decade 
on the project and therefore has a thorough 
understanding of where nesting birds are 
known to occur in proximity to the project (e.g., 
annual raptor nesting near the diversion 
structure, great blue heron rookery near the 
church, etc.). SWCA can utilize this local 
knowledge to proactively communicate and 
plan project activities with the team to complete 
certain activities ahead of the nesting season 
(e.g., vegetation clearing), when possible, to 
prevent project delays. 

 SWCA assumes that nesting bird 
surveys over the course of two 
breeding bird seasons (i.e., 2023 
and 2024) will require up to one 
biologist for ten 4-hour surveys, 
inclusive of travel time.  

 If active nests (containing eggs or 
chicks) are observed during the 
nesting bird surveys, SWCA will 
implement a minimum 250-foot 
avoidance buffer for raptor species 
and a minimum 50-foot avoidance 
buffer for all other avian species 
protected under the Migratory Bird 
Treaty Act. SWCA assumes that 
project activities will be able to 
adhere to these avoidance buffers 
for the duration the nest remains 
active.  

 If agency consultation for nest 
buffer reductions or nest 
monitoring is required, SWCA can 
provide these services under the 
additional construction monitoring 
task and/or at an additional cost. 

Bat Habitat 
Assessment, 
Survey, and 
Monitoring 

BR-1c  Prior to the start of construction, SWCA will 
provide a qualified biologist to conduct a 
habitat assessment to characterize potential 
bat habitat and identify active roost sites 
within 100 feet of the riparian habitat that is 
located within the project area.  

 Based on the findings of the bat habitat 
assessment, SWCA will coordinate with the 
project team to make recommendations on 
the timing of tree and/or structure removal 
(e.g., avoidance during bat maternity roosting 
season [April 15–August 31] and period of 
winter torpor [October 15–February 28]). 

 Up to one biologist for one 8-hour 
day will be required for the bat 
habitat assessment, inclusive of 
travel time.  

 If removal or disturbance of trees 
and structures identified as 
potential bat roosting habitat or 
active roosts cannot be avoided 
during the periods when bats are 
most active, then SWCA will 
conduct up to one additional 
5-hour preconstruction survey 
within 14 days prior to disturbance 
to further evaluate bat activity 
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TASK 
MITIGATION 
MEASURE APPROACH ASSUMPTIONS 

 SWCA assumes that no active bat roosts or 
evidence of roosting will be identified during 
the preconstruction survey and therefore no 
additional agency coordination or 
development of species- and roost-specific 
avoidance and protection measures will be 
required. Even if active roosts are not 
identified, Mitigation Measure BR-1c requires 
biological monitoring during tree and/or 
structure removal where potential bat roosting 
habitat is present  

within the potential habitat or roost 
site.  

 Up to one biologist will be required 
for up to four 8-hour days, 
inclusive of travel time, for bat 
habitat monitoring. 

San Francisco 
Dusky-footed 
Woodrat Surveys 

BR-1d  Within 14 days prior to the start of 
construction at the existing and proposed 
weir structure and intake pump station work 
area, SWCA will conduct a preconstruction 
survey for San Francisco dusky-footed 
woodrat within a 50-foot buffer surrounding 
the work area in the Salsipuedes Creek 
riparian corridor. The biologist will identify any 
woodrat nests within the survey area and 
demarcate a minimum 50-foot avoidance 
buffer surrounding the nest. If the nest(s) 
cannot be avoided by project activities, the 
biologist will relocate the nest(s) in 
accordance with Mitigation Measure BR-1d.  

 If woodrat nests are observed during the 
preconstruction survey, qualified SWCA 
biologists will conduct additional surveys 
throughout the duration of construction 
activities to identify any newly constructed 
nests within the survey area.  

 Up to one biologist for one 6-hour 
day will be required for the dusky-
footed woodrat preconstruction 
survey, inclusive of travel time.  

 All woodrat nest relocation and 
subsequent woodrat surveys, if 
required, will occur while SWCA is 
already on-site for biological 
surveys, monitoring, or weekly 
compliance inspections as a cost 
saving measure. 

Fish Relocation BR-1a  Prior to, or concurrent with, draining of 
College Lake and/or dewatering of the 
construction site, SWCA subconsultant Mr. 
Podlech, with additional support from Mr. 
Kittleson, Mr. Mori, and/or SWCA biologists, 
will capture and relocate special-status and 
other native fish species from the work area.  

 Captured fish will be moved to the nearest 
appropriate site outside of the work area. A 
record of the relocation activities will be 
maintained, including the date of capture and 
relocation, the method of capture, the location 
of the relocation site in relation to the project 
site, and the number and species of fish 
captured and relocated. Fish capture and 

 The project site presents unique 
fish relocation challenges (e.g., 
potentially deep water, muddy 
substates, etc.) that will require a 
four-person team for up to an 
estimated eight 8-hour days, 
inclusive of travel time.  

 In the event additional fish 
relocation or monitoring is required 
beyond the hours included in this 
task, the SWCA team will be 
available to provide additional 
services under the additional 
construction monitoring task and/or 
a change order. 
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MITIGATION 
MEASURE APPROACH ASSUMPTIONS 

relocation methods will be conducted in 
accordance with Mitigation Measure BR-1a.  

 The Request for Proposals (RFP) indicates 
that in-stream construction will occur over 
2 years. Given that the construction site 
serves a migratory corridor for listed 
steelhead, we anticipate that the sheet piling 
and bypass system will need to be removed 
at the end of the first year of construction. 
Depending on the contractor’s progress 
during 2023 and unpredictable hydrologic 
conditions/lake water surface elevations in 
2024, the fish relocation effort may need to 
be repeated in 2024.  

Fisheries 
Monitoring 

BIO-2l  SWCA assumes temporary coffer dams will 
be required for isolating the work areas at the 
upstream and downstream extent of the weir 
site works area; therefore, SWCA will provide 
a qualified biologist (i.e., Mr. Podlech with 
support from Mr. Kittleson and/or SWCA 
biologists) to provide full-time monitoring 
during installation and removal of the coffer 
dams. 

 Up to one biologist for 14 8-hour 
days, as well as one additional 
biologist for up to six 8-hour days 
to support monitoring and 
relocation of remaining fish during 
dewatering (inclusive of travel 
time) in both 2023 and 2024.  

 In the event additional fish 
relocation or monitoring is required 
beyond the hours included in this 
task, the SWCA team will be 
available to provide additional 
services under the additional 
construction monitoring task and/or 
a change order. 

Western Pond 
Turtle Survey and 
Monitoring 

California Red-
legged Frog 
Survey and 
Monitoring  

BIO-2k; BIO-2j  SWCA will submit the name and credentials 
for biologists experienced with California red-
legged frog and western pond turtle for 
USFWS and CDFW, respectively, review and 
approval prior to project activities occurring 
within suitable habitat areas.  

 Only after USFWS and CDFW approvals 
have been obtained, the agency approved 
biologists will survey suitable habitat within 
the project area within 48 hours prior to the 
onset of activities.  

 If western pond turtle adults or juveniles are 
found within the survey area, the approved 
biologist will determine the closest 
appropriate relocation site and will relocate 

 SWCA assumes that both 
California red-legged frog and 
western pond turtle surveys and 
monitoring needs will overlap with 
the sensitive habitat survey and 
monitoring needs described above 
(Mitigation Measure BIO-2f) and 
therefore the same biologist can 
be used as a cost-saving measure. 
Therefore, no additional costs 
have been included for California 
red-legged frog and western pond 
turtle surveys and monitoring 
under Mitigation Measures BIO-2k 
and BIO-2j. 

 It is SWCA’s understanding that 
western pond turtle has not 
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individuals to the designated area before 
work activities begin.  

 It is SWCA’s understanding that California 
red-legged frog has not previously been 
documented within the project area; however, 
in the event red-legged frog adults, tadpoles, 
or eggs are found, the approved biologist will 
determine the closest appropriate relocation 
site and will relocate individuals to the 
designated area before work activities begin. 

 

previously been documented in the 
project area and is unlikely to 
occur during project activities. 
However, in accordance with the 
requirements outlined in Mitigation 
Measure BIO-2k, SWCA will 
provide a CDFW-approved 
biologist to conduct full-time 
biological monitoring within 
identified western pond turtle 
habitat during initial ground 
disturbing activities under the 
additional construction monitoring 
task. 

Rare Plant Survey BIO-3a  Prior to the start of construction, a qualified 
SWCA biologist will conduct a survey within 
the project impact area and surrounding 50-
foot buffer to ascertain the presence or 
absence of special-status plant species.  

 Up to two biologists for two 8-hour 
days each will be sufficient for the 
rare plant surveys, inclusive of 
travel time.  

 Based on the existing 
environmental reviews and 
disturbed nature of the project 
area, SWCA assumes no special-
status plants will be encountered 
during the preconstruction survey. 
However, in the event special-
status plants are observed, SWCA 
can provide a qualified biologist to 
implement Mitigation Measure 
BIO-3b under the additional 
construction monitoring task. 

Weekly Compliance Inspections 

The need for monitoring depends on the type of work being conducted at or near a sensitive resource 

and/or permit conditions, with more intensive monitoring typically being required for initial clearing and 

ground-disturbing activities (e.g., grading) within sensitive habitats as opposed to activities in already 

established work areas. Based on a thorough review of the project’s MMRP, we understand that full-time 

monitoring is not anticipated to be required throughout the duration of the project. When biological 

monitoring is not required on-site, SWCA will conduct weekly site visits throughout the duration of 

construction to continue monitoring for compliance with the MMRP and project permit conditions. During 

each weekly site visit, the biologist, cross trained as an environmental inspector, will visually inspect the 

active work areas and ensure that the project complies with project environmental requirements, such as 

adequate installation and management of stormwater best management practices, implementation 

appropriate noise reduction and air quality standards, and compliance with biological requirements. During 

weekly checks, the biologist will also conduct any necessary environmental training for crews, the nesting 

bird surveys described above (Mitigation Measure BIO-2i), and/or subsequent woodrat nest surveys 

(Mitigation Measure BR-1d). Beyond the survey and monitoring hours already listed in the sections above, 
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SWCA assumes an additional sixty (60) 3-hour long weekly compliance inspections, inclusive of travel 

time, will be required throughout the duration of the project. 

Additional Construction Monitoring 

Construction can often be delayed and/or unanticipated events result in additional monitoring. As a result, 

this task has been included to account for any delays or unanticipated monitoring that may be required due 

to unforeseen circumstances. Beyond the monitoring hours already listed above, SWCA has included an 

additional 140 hours of monitoring (35 4-hour days or 17 8-hour days, inclusive of travel).   

WORKER ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS TRAINING PROGRAM 

SWCA is skilled in developing and delivering WEAPs for construction 

personnel. WEAPs are a large component of SWCA's biological and 

monitoring services and are a requirement of the project’s MMRP 

(Mitigation Measures BIO-2d, BIO-2j, and BIO-2k). We will develop a 

WEAP tailored to the project and administer the training to new 

construction personnel. SWCA will also develop a project-specific 

environmental training handout for distribution to crewmembers during 

training. The training handout will summarize the educational content 

that is provided in the training with photographs to help with 

identification of special-status species and other sensitive biological 

resources with the potential to occur in the project area. SWCA will track completion of the training through 

environmental training sign-in sheets (including an agreement statement to abide by the project’s 

educational programs and modules). Up to two environmental trainings will be provided on-site by qualified 

biologist(s) prior to the start of construction (one for WTP construction and one for pipeline construction). 

As new crew members join the project field team and/or when work is scheduled to occur where special-

status species may occur, a qualified biologist will conduct additional tailgate training sessions as part of 

the biological monitoring duties and/or during weekly compliance inspections to eliminate additional 

mobilization costs. Trainings can also be conducted virtually if a biological monitor is not schedule on-site. 

Virtual trainings typically take 15-30 minutes each. As a result, up to 10 hours have been included to 

conduct virtual trainings under this task. Approximately 100 project-specific WEAP brochures will be 

provided for the project. Additional brochures can be provided at an additional cost.  

COMPLIANCE DOCUMENTATION 

SWCA understands that in serving as the Environmental Management team on the project, we are 

responsible for acting on behalf of PV Water communicating daily observations and compliance activities 

through detailed and accurate reports. The field team will record daily activities in brief daily reports, along 

with photographs of project activities and any special-status species observed. During construction, daily 

reports will be provided to the project team in electronic format (via SharePoint) each week for the previous 

week’s observations. The daily reports will summarize project activities and site areas that were surveyed 

and/or monitored during the workday, any special-status species observations, problems or violations 

observed, persons contacted and issues that were discussed, and actions to be take or resolved as a 

result of the site visit. Any project environmental deficiencies noted by SWCA staff, including potential 

deficiencies that may become problematic in the near future, will be communicated the same day by 

telephone or email to the appropriate project personnel (i.e., PV Water, the construction contractor(s), etc.).  

Using the daily reports and Compliance Matrix, SWCA will prepare a monthly progress report and submit 

the report to PV Water electronically at the end of the first week of every month (21 monthly reports total). 

The progress report will include a brief summary of project status, project compliance updates, and a copy 
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of the most current Compliance Matrix that shows what compliance tasks have been initiated, are in 

progress, and are completed.  

SWCA will also prepare and submit annual reports to PV Water by January 31 of each year (up to two 

annual reports total). The annual reports will include a summary of compliance with project permit and 

MMRP survey and monitoring requirements; special-status species encounters and relocation efforts, if 

any; and compliance issues that have occurred during the reporting period, if any. The annual reports will 

not include compensatory mitigation monitoring requirements. As described in Task 3 below, such 

monitoring and reporting services can be provided by SWCA at an additional cost.  

At the end of the project, SWCA will utilize the monthly progress reports and the Compliance Matrix to 

prepare one final compliance report. The final compliance report will include an overview of environmental 

monitoring and MMRP and permit compliance throughout the duration of the project. The final report will be 

submitted to PV Water electronically within 30 days following completion of construction activities.  

PV Water may utilize these reports to fulfill federal, state, and local permit requirements; present status 

updates to PV Water Board meetings; or fulfill funding reporting requirements. SWCA is also available to 

prepare additional technical support documents, public outreach efforts, and/or other support needs per the 

request of PV Water at an additional cost.  

Regulatory Agency Post-Construction Reporting 

Although not all of the federal and state resource agency permits have been issued for the project, SWCA 

assumes that post-construction reporting will be required to satisfy the requirements of the USACE, 

RWQCB, and CDFW permits. SWCA recommends submitting an individual report to each agency that 

outlines the consultations that occurred during construction, any changes to the permit measures, and the 

outcome/compliance with the permit measures in accordance with the permit conditions. The USACE post-

construction report will also include documentation of compliance with Section 7 of the Endangered 

Species Act authorizations from NOAA Fisheries and USFWS, and with Section 106 of the National 

Historic Preservation Act. Therefore, separate reports will not be prepared for those agencies.  

SWCA will prepare draft and final post-construction reports for submittal to the USACE, RWQCB, and 

CDFW. The reports will briefly summarize the construction activities that occurred, the monitoring activities, 

and the dates activities occurred. The reports will also document compliance with the appropriate agency’s 

permit measures. SWCA will rely on PV Water and/or the contractor to provide the as-built drawings, 

construction information during times SWCA was not monitoring, compliance with measures that SWCA 

was not responsible for monitoring, and other technical information required for the post-construction 

reports. It is assumed that before and after photographs of the project site will required as part of the 

project permits. SWCA assumes that these photographs can be taken as part of the pre-construction 

surveys and/or construction monitoring and that these will be attached as an appendix to the report. 

CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEYS AND MONITORING 

Retention of a Qualified Archaeologist (Mitigation Measure CUL-1a) 

SWCA’s team of qualified archaeologists, under the direction of a Principal Investigator who meets the 

Secretary of the Interior (SOI) Professional Qualifications Standards (PQS), are prepared to support PV 

Water during construction. The SWCA cultural resources team will oversee and ensure that all mitigation 

regarding archaeological resources is carried out. Based on an email correspondence with Brian Lockwood 

at PV Water on January 13, 2023, Environmental Science Associates (ESA) will conduct the 

preconstruction Phase 1 Cultural Survey (Mitigation Measure CUL-1b) and prepare the Cultural Resources 

Monitoring and Mitigation Program (CRMMP; Mitigation Measure CUL-1c). 
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Construction Worker Cultural Resources Sensitivity Training Program (Mitigation Measure CUL-1d) 

Prior to the start of construction activities, SWCA will conduct a Cultural Resources Sensitivity Training for 

the contractor and construction personnel as described in MM-CUL-1d. This training will be conducted by a 

qualified archaeologist and shall provide instruction on: 1) the types and characteristics of archaeological 

materials that may be identified during construction and the importance of and legal basis for the protection 

of significant cultural resources; 2) proper procedures to follow in the event that cultural resources or 

human remains are uncovered during ground-disturbing activities, including procedures for work 

curtailment or redirection; and 3) protocols for the contact of the site supervisor and archaeological monitor 

upon discovery of a resource. In addition to the one on-site training, SWCA has provided the costs to 

complete up to two (2) additional off-site trainings via zoom for any new crew members who arrive on site 

when there is not a monitor present.  

Designation of Environmentally Sensitive Areas (Mitigation Measure CUL-1e) 

Prior to the start of ground-disturbing activities, SWCA will mark the portion of the boundary of 

CA-SCR-44/H that is nearest project-related activities as an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA). SWCA 

will provide geographic information systems (GIS) data that references this area, and a sizeable buffer, as 

an exclusion zone to be placed on project plans. Protective fencing will be placed in order to discourage 

unauthorized disturbance of the area. It is assumed that PV Water will provide the fencing and installation 

equipment.  

SWCA will provide an archaeologist for one 8-hour day, inclusive of travel, to assist with the fence 

installation. It is assumed that up to eight 4-hour spot checks, inclusive of travel, will be completed 

periodically to ensure that the protective fencing remains intact and no incursions on the exclusion zone 

have occurred.  

Archaeological Monitoring (Mitigation Measure CUL-1f) 

SWCA will conduct archaeological monitoring during all construction activities that require earthwork below 

5 feet or disturbance of native soils. SWCA will provide an archaeological monitor capable of identifying 

archaeological resources when excavation is occurring at depths of archaeological sensitivity. The monitor 

will inspect excavated sediments for archaeological materials and exposed sub-surface sediments for 

evidence of archaeological features such as artifact concentrations (buried trash pits) and foundations of 

historical structures. Should archaeological materials be encountered during grading, the monitor will 

temporarily divert or redirect grading activities to facilitate assessment and evaluation of the resource. The 

monitor will complete a daily log documenting construction activities and observations, including equipment 

type, location of excavations, soil conditions, and disturbances. The monitor will coordinate with PV Water 

and the Native American representatives, as required, if a prehistoric resource is encountered during 

construction. The monitor will follow all protocols and procedures outlined in the CRMMP (Mitigation 

Measure CUL-1c). The monitor will also have the authority to modify monitoring frequencies based on field 

observations. The monitor will be overseen by SWCA’s Principal Investigators, who meet the criteria 

established by the SOI PQS in Archaeology.  

SWCA assumes that up to 60 days of full-time monitoring, and 20 days of part-time monitoring will be 

required for the project. This may be modified once the CRMMP is prepared, additional monitoring days 

required can be provided assuming the following day rates:  

 Full day rate – 9 hours inclusive of project management time, travel time, and mileage $1200 

 Half Day Rate – 5 hours inclusive of project management time, travel time, and mileage $704 
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SWCA assumes that the monitoring will be negative for archaeological resources. Should an 
archaeological resource be identified during construction a change order will be required to cover the costs 
of assessment, recover, laboratory analysis, curation of the artifacts, and reporting of the finds.  

SWCA will prepare a negative results monitoring report that summarizes the results of any field 

assessments (assuming the assessment is negative). The report will summarize the methods and results 

of the monitoring and provide background information relevant to the environmental and regulatory 

settings. For purposes of the scope and estimated cost, SWCA proposes to submit an initial draft of the 

report and assumes that no more than one revision will be required to address non-substantive comments, 

and that all drafts will be submitted electronically. We assume that no conference calls or in-person 

meetings will be required with the lead CEQA agency, the State Office of Historic Preservation (OHP), legal 

representatives or other consultants for the project, NAHC, or Native American groups. The cost provided 

in this proposal covers the negative monitoring report. Any days of monitoring would be discussed and 

authorized prior to the start of work. 

Native American Monitoring (Mitigation Measure CUL-1g) 

SWCA will assist PV Water in their efforts to engage a Tribal monitor, if required. SWCA will use the SLF 

response and any additional information provided by PV to identify and contact the Tribe if resources of 

Native American origin are discovered (Mitigation Measure CUL-1g). SWCA is prepared to coordinate with 

the Tribe during monitoring and make sure that the monitoring follows the protocols and procedures 

outlined in the CRMMP (Mitigation Measure CUL-1c). 

Inadvertent Discovery of Archaeological Resources (Mitigation Measure CUL-1h)  

In the event that an archaeological resource is discovered during ground-disturbing activities, SWCA field 

staff are prepared to stop all activity within 100 feet of the find and implement the protocols and procedures 

for discoveries outlined in the CRMMP (Mitigation Measure CUL-1c). If the resource is prehistoric and 

considered significant, SWCA is prepared to consult with the Native American Tribe for the project.  

SWCA assumes that during the monitoring effort, up to three simple features will be located on site. These 

features include things like hearths, small trash deposits, structural remains, etc. In order to manage these 

features, SWCA assumes an on-site visit by the Lead Archaeologist (8-hours) and up to five field days (10-

hours a day) for a crew of two people to expose and excavate the three features. This cost also provides 

the costs for basic laboratory analysis (washing, cataloging, sorting, and analyzing), the costs for up to two 

AMS dates, the cost for curation of two boxes of artifacts at Sonoma State University, and the costs of 

reporting on the three features.  

This does not cover the cost of the recovery of human remains or any complex feature type (midden 

deposits etc).  

Long Term Monitoring of CA-SCR-44/H and CA-SCR-150 (Mitigation Measure CUL-1i) 

SWCA assumes that long-term monitoring will be required after project completion (2024) and no long-term 

monitoring is required in this phase of the project.  

Inadvertent Discovery of Human Remains (Mitigation Measure CUL-1i) 

SWCA understands that if human remains are encountered, all work in the vicinity of the find (100 feet) will 

cease until the appropriate steps are followed under Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 5097.98 and 

Health and Safety Code 7050.5. Should human remains be discovered, the cost for the excavation and 

treatment would be covered under a change order. 
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PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES  

Construction Worker Paleontological Resources Sensitivity Training Program  

Prior to the start of construction activities, SWCA will conduct a Paleontological Resources Sensitivity 

Training for the contractor and construction personnel that will be included as part of the Construction 

Worker Cultural Resources Sensitivity Training Program mentioned above. Up to two trainings will be 

provided on-site by the cultural resources monitor working under the supervision of the Qualified 

Paleontologist prior to the start of construction (one for pipeline construction and one for WTP 

construction).This training will be conducted by a Qualified Paleontologist, or their designee, and shall 

provide instruction on: 1) the types and characteristics of paleontological materials that may be identified 

during construction and the importance of and legal basis for the protection of significant paleontological 

resources; 2) proper procedures to follow in the event that paleontological resources are uncovered during 

ground-disturbing activities, including procedures for work curtailment or redirection; and 3) protocols for 

the contact of the site supervisor and Qualified Paleontologist upon discovery of a resource. 

Inadvertent Discovery of Paleontological Resources (Mitigation Measure GEO-1)  

If paleontological resources are discovered by project personnel, Mitigation Measure GEO-1 requires that a 

Qualified Paleontologist, meeting or exceeding the qualification standards defined by the Society of 

Vertebrate Paleontology (SVP), shall be retained. Fossil discoveries shall also be cordoned off with a 

50-foot buffer until the Qualified Paleontologist has finished evaluating the resources, and if they are 

deemed significant, they shall be salvaged and curated following the standards of the SVP. SWCA’s 

Qualified Paleontologist (or their designee) will prepare the Paleontological Sensitivity Training Program 

and be available to respond to inadvertent discoveries within 48 hours or 2 business days. 

In the event of unanticipated fossil discovery, SWCA can mobilize a trained paleontological monitor, who 

meets the standards of the SVP and who works under the supervision of the SVP Qualified Professional 

Paleontologist Mr. Carson, to inspect the discovery, provide an initial or provisional significance 

determination in the field, and (if potentially significant) salvage paleontological materials for laboratory 

analysis, taxonomic identification, significance evaluation, and final curation. If during the field inspection 

the paleontological monitor and/or Qualified Professional Paleontologist determine that the fossil(s) is 

nonsignificant, then the fossils will be documented and recorded but not collected. If significance cannot be 

definitively determined, or if the fossil is potentially significant, the monitor will collect the paleontological 

material using published industry best practices for further laboratory evaluation. Paleontological material 

determined to be significant will be curated in an accredited repository that meets federal, state, and local 

requirements.  

For the purposes of this proposal, SWCA assumes that fossil field evaluation and salvage/curation efforts 

can be completed in one (1) ten-hour day (plus travel time and mileage) by one (1) monitor. It is assumed 

that up only one box of material will need to be curated at the University of California Museum of 

Paleontology (UCMP). SWCA has assumed a curation fee of no more than $2,500/bankers box of fossil 

material, aligned with curation costs at other repositories in California (e.g., the Cooper Center in Orange 

County, the San Bernardino County Museum, etc.). 

TASK 2 ASSUMPTIONS  

 SWCA anticipates that federal and state resource permits that have not yet been issued (i.e., 

USACE Section 404 permit, CDFW LSAA, Minor CDP, etc.) will have additional resource protection 

requirements; therefore, this scope of work does not take into account additional environmental 

monitoring requirements that may be triggered by federal and/or state resource permits. 
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 SWCA assumes that the construction contractor(s) will be responsible for preparing plans required 

per the MMRP, including, but not limited to, the Health and Safety Plan, Soil Management Plan, 

Construction Noise Reduction Plan, Construction Traffic Control/Traffic Management Plan, 

Dewatering Plan, Frac-out Contingency Plan, Spill Prevention Plan, Revegetation Plan, Invasive 

Fish Species Control Plan, and Post-Construction Bypass Flow Study. Although SWCA will not 

prepare nor be responsible for implementing these plans, our environmental team will briefly review 

the plans and observe compliance with the plans during the weekly site visits. Up to 10 hours has 

been included for review of the above-mentioned plans.  

 SWCA will not be responsible for preparing the Dewatering and Flow Diversion Plan, Hydrologic 

and Water Quality Monitoring Reports, or Annual Maintenance Activity Reports. 

 SWCA assumes the construction contractor will be responsible for developing and implementing 

the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). However, SWCA can provide SWPPP 

implementation services at an additional cost, which would result as a cost saving measure to PV 

Water by having the Lead Biologist/Environmental inspector conduct weekly SWPPP inspections as 

part of weekly compliance inspections. 

 PV Water and the construction contractor(s) are ultimately responsible for compliance with the 

MMRP and project permit conditions whether SWCA staff is on- or off-site.  

 Protocol-level surveys for special-status species are not included under this scope of work. SWCA 

has provided costs for non-protocol-level preconstruction surveys only. If protocol-level surveys are 

required per agency resource permits, SWCA can provide qualified staff to perform such surveys at 

an additional cost. 

 No take or injury of listed or special-status species will occur as a direct result of project activities 

and therefore notifications to USFWS Division of Law Enforcement will not be required. Such 

notifications can be provided by SWCA, if required, at an additional cost. 

 SWCA assumes all ESA fencing will be installed, maintained, and removed by the construction 

contractor(s). 

 SWCA assumes that all exotic species removal will occur while SWCA and/or their subcontractors 

are already on-site. Separate mobilization efforts for exotic species removal have not been included 

under this scope of work.  

 Preconstruction surveys will not need to be repeated (e.g., due to areas within the project footprint 

not becoming active or otherwise being delayed). 

 In order to manage inadvertent archaeological resources discoveries, SWCA assumes an on-site 

visit by the Lead Archaeologist (8-hours) and up to five field days (10-hours a day) for a crew of two 

people to expose and excavate up to three features. This cost also provides the costs for basic 

laboratory analysis (washing, cataloging, sorting, and analyzing), the costs for up to two AMS dates, 

the cost for curation of two boxes of artifacts at Sonoma State University, and the costs of reporting 

on the three features.  

 The inadvertent archaeological resources discoveries does not cover the cost of the recovery of 

human remains or any complex feature type (midden deposits etc). These services can be provided 

under an amended budget.  

 SWCA assumes that assisting PV with engaging a Tribal monitoring will not exceed 6 hours.  

 SWCA assumes that up to 24 hours will be required for Tribal coordination during monitoring. 

 SWCA assumes that PV Water will contract directly with the Tribe. Should PV Water request SWCA 

contract directly with the Tribe, this will be handled under a cost amendment. 
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 SWCA assumes that fossil field evaluation, salvage, and curation preparation can be completed in 

one (1) ten-hour day (plus travel time and mileage) by one (1) monitor. It is assumed that up only 

one box of material will need to be curated at the University of California Museum of Paleontology 

(UCMP). SWCA has assumed a curation fee of no more than $2,500/bankers box of fossil material, 

aligned with curation costs at other repositories in California (e.g., the Cooper Center in Orange 

County, the San Bernardino County Museum, etc.). 

 This scope of work and cost estimate does not include during- or post-construction water quality, 

revegetation, or other post-construction monitoring efforts. Such services can be provided by 

SWCA at an additional cost. 

 SWCA will not install or operate surface-water streamflow gauging stations, conduct soil testing, or 

prepare a Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment.  

 Should significant construction delays occur, our proposed project team may have to take on 

additional assignments thereby requiring additional time to secure necessary staffing and approvals 

by agencies. SWCA will submit a change order for this additional time if needed. 

 PV Water or its contractors will notify SWCA of changes to the construction schedule with no less 

than 24 hours’ notice. If work is called off with fewer than 24-hours’ notice, a unit fee of $700 will 

apply.  

 PV Water or its contractors will give no less than 48-hours' notice to changes in excavation 

schedule to that SWCA can schedule archaeological monitors. If work is scheduled to occur with 

fewer than 48-hours’ notice, a unit fee of $200 may be applied to identify available staff. 

 ESA will conduct the preconstruction Phase 1 Cultural Survey (Mitigation Measure CUL-1b) and 

prepare the Cultural Resources Monitoring and Mitigation Program (CRMMP; Mitigation Measure 

CUL-1c).  

 This scope of work assumes that a post-construction report will be submitted to the USACE, 

CDFW, and RWQCB and that no other post-construction reports will be required. This scope of 

work assumes that an additional site visit will not be required to take pre-construction and post-

construction photographs and that these photographs can be combined with other field tasks.  

TASK 3. PERMIT COMPLIANCE AND COMPENSATORY MITIGATION PLAN 

IMPLEMENTATION 

SWCA understands that federal and state resource permits that have not yet been issued (i.e., USACE 

Section 404 permit, CDFW LSAA, Minor CDP, etc.) will have additional resource protection requirements 

that have not yet been provided to or reviewed by SWCA. The environmental permits will likely include 

agency submittals for several different types of deliverables, including individual qualifications, 

environmental plans, survey results, notifications, and field protocols. Our staff are experienced in 

coordinating and consulting with the different resource agencies to ensure that all deliverables are 

prepared according to agency expectations and reviewed and approved in a timely manner. Additionally, 

we are experienced in negotiating with resource agencies. For example, on a recent windfarm 

decommissioning project, we coordinated with CDFW to modify the incidental take permit’s survey 

approach for California tiger salamander and California red-legged frog. The more efficient survey method 

allowed for savings of hundreds of hours of labor, significantly reducing the client’s costs and accelerating 

the schedule, all while ensuring not a single “take” of federally or state listed species on the project. 

Although we do not anticipate that agency coordination, negotiation, or consultation will be frequently 

required for the project, we are prepared to work in this capacity should the need arise during the life of the 
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project. Once all agency resource permits are issued and provided to SWCA, we can modify our scope and 

costs, if required, to comply with additional survey, monitoring, and/or reporting permit conditions.  

Based on the Request for Proposals (RFP) for the project, this scope includes only environmental 

monitoring and permit compliance surveys through the duration of construction (through October 2024). 

SWCA has reviewed the project’s CMP and understands that PV Water is responsible for compensating for 

temporary and permanent impacts on aquatic resources, which will require restoration, monitoring, and 

maintenance for the restoration areas for up to 5 years following construction of the project. SWCA’s Half 

Moon Bay office is a center of excellence for restoration design, implementation, and monitoring, and our 

staff includes ecologists, landscape architects, engineers, and biologists who are recognized experts in 

their field. We have successfully created multiple habitat conservation, mitigation, and restoration plans 

from concept through construction through post-construction monitoring within a variety of sensitive 

habitats throughout California. We are currently supporting the project by conducting preconstruction 

vegetation surveys in the College Lake Basin and at the proposed weir site to provide quantitative 

vegetation data to monitor changes in cover and species composition of seasonal wetland vegetation and 

to provide qualitative information regarding high-value waterfowl food plants to monitor changes over a 

multi-year study. SWCA’s current involvement in the project as well as our expertise in restoration services 

make us an excellent partner to oversee implementation of the CMP following construction of the project. 

While such services are not included under the RFP scope of work, SWCA can, as requested by PV Water, 

provide post-construction CMP implementation support services at an additional cost.  

TASK 3 ASSUMPTIONS  

 No more than 40 hours of resource agency (including, but not limited to, USFWS and CDFW) 

consultation and/or coordination will be required for the project. Such consultation is assumed to be 

inclusive of agency calls, email correspondence, and/or in-person meetings. Additional time for 

resource agency consultation and/or coordination can be provided at an additional cost.  

 SWCA understands that ESA prepared the project’s Adaptive Management Plan (AMP) per 

Mitigation Measure BIO-21.1, under which SWCA recently conducted baseline vegetation 

monitoring surveys per the plan requirements. Although this scope of work and cost estimate does 

not include additional vegetation monitoring and/or other AMP monitoring or implementation, SWCA 

is available to provide such services at the request of PV Water under a change order or separate 

contract.  

 The project’s RWQCB Water Quality Certification (No. 34422WQ07) requires that the project site 

and areas of waters of the State adjacent to the project site are inspected for three subsequent 

rainy seasons following completion of project construction. SWCA assumes PV Water will be 

responsible for post-construction monitoring. SWCA is available to provide this support under a 

change order or separate contract.  

 Based on our understanding of the RFP, CMP implementation and monitoring services have not 

been included under this scope of work. SWCA is available to provide such services at the request 

of PV Water under a change order or separate contract.  

 The project’s RWQCB Water Quality Certification (No. 34422WQ07) requires that the permittee 

submit a Certification Termination Report to RWQCB demonstrating compensatory mitigation 

success criteria achievement and monitoring completion. Although such documentation has not 

been included under this scope of work, this can be provided by SWCA under a change order or 

separate contract. 
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TASK 4. VEGETATION SURVEYS 

SWCA will conduct Year 1 (2023) and Year 2 (2024) vegetation surveys in accordance with the 

methodology outlined in Appendix F of the College Lake Project Adaptive Management Plan (AMP). SWCA 

has identified the following specific tasks and schedule to be completed for the College Lake Integrated 

Resources Management Project (project). All vegetation survey efforts will be led by Field Supervisor and 

Lead Botanist Erich Schickenberg with the support of up to one (1) additional botanist/biologist who is 

experienced in conducting vegetation surveys and monitoring in the region. 

PV WATER COORDINATION 

Prior to initiating vegetation surveys, SWCA Project Manager Kristen Outten and Field Supervisor and 

Lead Botanist Erich Schickenberg will attend a kickoff meeting with PV Water and/or their subconsultant 

(e.g., ESA AMP Lead John Hunter). The meeting will be intended to confirm survey goals and objectives, 

survey and reporting schedule, and landowner notifications/coordination. Following the initial kickoff 

meeting and throughout the duration of the project, Mrs. Outten will serve as the primary point of contact 

for PV Water, checking in on a weekly basis to discuss survey and reporting status and other relevant 

project-related needs. 

TRANSECT SURVEYS 

SWCA understands that the overall goal of the vegetation monitoring effort is to gain an understanding on 

if/how changes in seasonal wetland vegetation is affecting waterfowl foraging opportunities. SWCA will 

collect the vegetation data at each of the twenty 100-meter-long transects established during the 2022 

baseline surveys (for fields 1, 2, 3, and 5) and will establish five additional transects in Field 4, which was 

not surveyed in 2022 due to access limitations. SWCA will record species cover and bare ground at 2-

meter intervals along each of the transects. SWCA will utilize the data collected along each of the transects 

to calculate the absolute cover of each plant species and bare ground and the absolute cover of high-value 

waterfowl food plants (i.e., smartweed [Persicaria lapathifolia], fat-hen [Atriplex prostrata], swamp timothy 

[Crypsis schoenoides], and barnyard grass [Echinochloa crus-galli]). For each high-value waterfowl forage 

plant species observed in a 1-meter-wide band, centered on the transect, the percentage of plants 

producing fruit will be visually estimated and recorded in percent categories (i.e., 0-20, >20-40, >40-60, 

>60-80, or >80-100 percent). In addition, the height of the high-value waterfowl food plants will be 

recorded, as will a qualitative reproductive vigor/quality rating (similar to the quality ratings of Naylor and 

Eadie 2005). Photographs will be taken along each transect (one photograph from each end), and the 

transect bearing will be recorded. Transect end point geographic coordinates will be recorded using a GPS 

unit capable of sub-meter accuracy. SWCA will record the above-mentioned information on datasheets to 

ensure data completeness as well as consistency between each transect, each field, and subsequent 

annual monitoring efforts. The transect surveys covered under this task include up to two (2) botanists for 

up to six 10-hour days, including travel, per monitoring year. 

SITE ASSESSMENT 

The SWCA botanists will conduct an annual, reconnaissance-level site assessment of fields 1-5 to map 

population locations of invasive plants (California Invasive Plant Council “High” rated species only) and 

woody riparian plants. The botanists will record absolute cover of invasive plants, and height and density of 

woody riparian plants. Categories of density and abundance will be used, rather than exact counts. The 

data will be used to determine locations of invasive plant spread and woody plant recruitment in the survey 

area over time. The SWCA botanists will visually survey the fields by walking appropriately spaced 

transects through each field. Data will be collected digitally using tablets and sub-meter accurate GPS 
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units. Photographs of each mapped population will be collected along with the GPS data. Based on data 

gathered during the 2022 transect surveys, it is estimated that less than five invasive plant populations will 

be mapped per year. The site assessments covered under this task include up to two (2) botanists for up to 

four 10-hour days, including travel, per monitoring year. 

VEGETATION TYPE MAPPING 

On an annual basis, a SWCA botanist will procure and review site-specific high-resolution aerial imagery to 

determine whether any existing vegetation type boundaries (including bare ground) have changed or if new 

vegetation types have developed in fields 1- 5. SWCA botanists will conduct field verifications and update 

the GIS data, as necessary. The high-resolution imagery will facilitate the desktop review in a greater level 

of detail. Due to this and because vegetation boundaries are assumed to be relatively stable, it is assumed 

that no more than one 10-hour day (including travel) of field verification will be required per year. 

MONITORING REPORT 

Following completion of the vegetation surveys, SWCA will QA/QC the field data and analyze and report on 

the findings. SWCA will prepare and deliver a report each year to PV Water that includes, at a minimum, 

the following: (1) a summary of the survey area and purpose; (2) a summary of the survey methods, 

including analysis methods used; (3) a list of the names and titles of staff members who conducted the 

survey and prepared the report; (4) the survey data/results, specifically a tabulation of the percent cover of 

all species and bare ground, and the fruiting status and height of high-value waterfowl forage plant species, 

the density and area with seedlings/saplings of woody plants, the percent cover and type of invasive 

species, and any new or revised boundaries of vegetation types; (5) a discussion of the survey results, 

including an evaluation of data in the context of its importance for wildlife and, if appropriate, any 

recommendations for modifications to the survey methodology/approach; (6) map(s) showing the five field 

boundaries and 25 permanently marked transects shown on recent aerial imagery; (7) photographs 

showing each of the transects and clearly represented transect bearing; and (8) a complete set of all data 

collected in the field (i.e., datasheets) included as an attachment to the report. The draft Vegetation 

Monitoring Report will be delivered each year to PV Water within 8 weeks following completion of the 

survey effort. Following the draft report review by PV Water and/or their Adaptive Management Plan 

consultants, SWCA will incorporate comments and produce a Final Vegetation Monitoring Report to PV 

Water within 2 weeks of receipt of consolidated comments.  

Task 4 Assumptions 

 SWCA assumes the kickoff meeting will be held virtually and will not exceed 1 hour per staff 

member (2 hours total). 

 This scope of work includes monitoring for Year 1 (2023) and Year 2 (2024) of transect surveys, 

site assessments, and vegetation type mapping. Additional vegetation monitoring can be completed 

under an amended budget.  

 SWCA assumes the survey team will have full right of entry into the survey area to complete the 

vegetation surveys. PV Water will be responsible for coordinating rights of entry and notifying 

SWCA of any known hazards (i.e., recent pesticide application) prior to the field surveys.  

 The vegetation surveys will not include protocol-level floristic surveys of the entire College Lake 

Basin or survey area. Vegetation surveys will be limited to collecting data in accordance with 

Appendix F of the AMP. 

 The site assessments covered under this task include up to two (2) botanists for up to four 10-hour 

days, including travel, per monitoring year. 
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 The transect surveys covered under this task include up to two (2) botanists for up to six 10-hour 

days, including travel, per monitoring year. 

 Field verifications for vegetation type mapping include up to two botanists for up to one 10-hour day 

per year, including travel. Vegetation boundaries are assumed to be stable. 

 Field 0 will not require vegetation surveys. 

 SWCA assumes addressing PV Water comments will take no more than four (4) hours.  

 This scope of work and cost estimate includes up to one (1) draft submittal and one (1) final 

submittal of the Vegetation Monitoring Reports.  

 The draft and final Vegetation Monitoring Report will be submitted to PV Water electronically. 

TASK 5.  OPTIONAL OUTREACH SUPPORT 

Completing the project will require ongoing discussions between PV Water and multiple agencies, 

stakeholders, and the public. This task includes time for SWCA to support PV Water in their 

communications with these entities. This task assumes most support include preparing materials or 

meeting virtually with PV Water to discuss issues that may arise. SWCA assumes up to 40 hours to 

support PV Water in their outreach during the course of the project. This task also includes up to two, two 

(2) hour in person meetings with stakeholders or the public if deemed necessary by PV Water.  

4. PROPOSED ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND PERMIT 

COMPLIANCE SERVICES TEAM 
SWCA will provide PV Water with an experienced team of construction compliance, resource, and 

permitting experts. The SWCA team will be led by Project Manager Afshin Rouhani, who brings over 30 

years of permit compliance and coordination of environmental inspection services for water infrastructure 

and construction monitoring projects. He has provided environmental compliance inspection/documentation 

training to agencies, consultants, contractors, and clients. The qualifications and experience of our key staff 

members are summarized below, and resumes are presented in Appendix A.  

In addition to the SWCA team, we maintain strong working relationships with quality environmental firms of 

all sizes throughout Central and Northern California, and we do not hesitate to bring them onto projects and 

value their contributions. SWCA’s approach to managing our teaming partners on large efforts closely 

mirrors our project management approach. Teaming partners are an integral part of the SWCA team. To 

successfully manage teaming partners, we assign clear roles and responsibilities, articulate schedule 

expectations, and maintain ongoing communication. 

The essential first step of this process is to develop and communicate the Project Work Implementation 

Plan (WIP) to all parties. The WIP centralizes critical project information into a single reference document 

to keep team members on the same page concerning the project, project team, communication protocols, 

schedule, scope of the analysis, data management, QC measures, change management, and expected 

level of effort. 

Because the WIP is a living document, it will be updated to reflect major changes in the project tasks 

and/or schedule over the duration of the project. Any needed additions, modifications, or deletions to the 

WIP will be promptly brought to the attention of all team members, including teaming partners, and 

recorded to ensure that they are properly implemented. 
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SWCA effectively coordinates with teaming partners with these strategies: 

 Assign a Project Management Team member as the liaison with teaming partners and resource 

specialists; this is the role of the Deputy Project Manager/Resource Team Lead. 

 Conduct weekly key team coordination calls, allowing for regular communication and dissemination 

of information.  

 Prepare monthly written updates. SWCA requires that teaming partners submit written updates 

monthly to track budget, staff, and task progress, which will be incorporated into the SWCA monthly 

written update.  

 Conduct transparent schedule management. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART 
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5. EXPERIENCE OF FIRM AND REFERENCES 

SWCA ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS 

With more than 1,450 employees in 41 offices 

throughout the United States, SWCA is one of the largest 

environmental consulting companies in the country with a 

focus on environmental science. SWCA is a 100% 

employee-owned firm that provides a full spectrum of 

environmental services focused on environmental planning, 

permitting, and compliance services; natural and cultural 

resource management; and water resources.  

Collectively, SWCA’s California offices provide a wide 

range of biological, cultural, planning, permitting, and 

compliance services for clients throughout California. 

SWCA has Bay Area offices located in Half Moon Bay and 

San Francisco, staff located throughout the Monterey Bay 

Area, and direct experience working with PV Water. 

Due to our broad base of knowledge and ability to respond 

to a wide range of programs, projects, and environmental 

compliance issues, SWCA has held multiple consulting 

services contracts with a variety of local and state 

agencies, special districts, and water organizations. SWCA 

regularly provides environmental compliance services to the following agencies throughout Northern 

California and Santa Cruz, including, but not limited to: 

 

 Santa Clara Valley Water District 

 California American Water 

 City of Monterey 

 Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation 
Center 

 County of Santa Cruz 

 Sewer Authority Mid-Coast  

 PV Water 

 City of Santa Cruz County 
Department of Public Works 

 Pajaro Storm Drain Maintenance 
District 

 City of Half Moon Bay 

 Coastal County Water District 

Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Projects 

 College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project Vegetation Surveys 

 CDS F-Line Planning and Construction Compliance Support 

 Blend Well, K1 Pipeline, and Recycled Water Facility Improvement Projects CEQA and Permitting 
Support  

 Recycled Water Facility Treatment and Filtration Project Environmental Support 

 Metered Telemetry Nesting Bird Surveys 
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TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES 

Environmental Compliance Management  

Operating in-hand with our natural resources services, SWCA’s 

team of environmental compliance experts is familiar with all 

aspects of the construction process. Our team is well versed in 

multiple disciplines and has provided inspection services to 

document compliance with air quality and fugitive dust 

requirements, erosion and sediment control and stormwater Best 

Management Practices (BMPs), hazardous materials and soil 

management requirements, noise abatement and control measures, 

traffic control measures, and visual and lighting requirements, 

among others. With our construction knowledge, we bring innovative 

ideas to the table, can assist with issue resolution and address 

environmental concerns swiftly and efficiently, and provide QA/QC and project-specific compliance training 

to assist in establishing and maintaining regulatory compliance. When measures are unclear, we 

understand how to operate within the “grey” areas and work with the team and our clients to determine the 

best path forward. 

Our experienced environmental compliance staff consistently provide regulatory guidance to keep clients’ 

projects within permit limits. Ms. Outten is currently providing compliance oversight and tracking for several 

controversial infrastructure development projects, including the Highland Estates and Ascension Heights 

Subdivision Projects in San Mateo County. These projects are highly scrutinized and under repeated threat 

of litigation from the community; therefore, it is essential that the projects adhere to all mitigation measures 

and that we maintain clear, concise records documenting compliance with project permit conditions. 

SWCA’s compliance documentation has been repeatedly used to disprove false claims and accusations 

against the projects, helping to resolve threats of litigation before they escalate into legal claims.  

Biological Monitoring 

SWCA regularly provides biological monitoring for projects throughout Northern California, including 

monitoring for construction, restoration monitoring, and species-specific monitoring (such as steelhead and 

California red-legged frog). Whenever possible, we limit monitoring to key sensitive areas within or 

adjacent to the project work area, including sensitive resources areas such as streams and wetlands, 

seasonally ponded areas, sensitive vegetation areas, and trees where nesting birds or raptors could 

potentially occur.  

Our biological monitors have been approved in the past by agencies such as USFWS and CDFW, and all 

carry scientific collecting permits issued by the CDFW so that non-listed species can be handled or 

relocated as necessary. The ability to mobilize the right local biologist quickly ensures that projects can be 

implemented without delays due to species entering or becoming trapped within active project areas. It also 

allows our team to directly assist with species relocations, which are often needed for projects that involve 

enhancing or restoring existing natural resources such as ponds or other sensitive areas. 

To maximize efficiency, our biological monitors are cross trained and can conduct biological surveys, 

environmental inspections, and SWPPP inspections and provide environmental training for construction 

personnel. As part of their duties, our monitors will also have the ability and knowledge to inspect 

environmentally sensitive area fencing and wildlife exclusion fencing—including escape funnels. Daily 

results for biological monitoring, including construction or restoration activities and species observations, 

are captured in our in-house reporting system. Typically, we provide monitoring reports, including a 
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summary of construction activities, to our clients on a weekly basis. Any important updates and any 

detection of listed species are communicated to the client in a timely manner to avoid unnecessary project 

delays. 

SWCA currently provides environmental compliance services for small, short notice projects, including our 

work on Caltrans emergency road and bridge repairs in Santa Cruz, Monterey, and San Benito Counties. 

Ms. Outten and the SWCA team keep the emergency projects in compliance by coordinating with federal 

and state resource agencies to secure emergency permits, quickly mobilizing biological and archaeological 

monitors cross trained as SWPPP inspectors and providing the necessary reporting to comply with permit 

conditions. SWCA is able to mobilize field personnel within hours of the emergency project requests due to 

a deep bench of qualified local personnel. 

Preconstruction Biological Surveys 

SWCA can provide preconstruction biological surveys as required 

by PV Water and the MMRP. We are adept at conducting 

preconstruction surveys for sensitive species, such as nesting birds, 

California red-legged frog, steelhead, dusky-footed woodrat, 

western pond turtle, and rare plants. Special protocols or survey 

buffers will be applied as required by the MMRP and permit 

conditions. As needed, our team implements preconstruction 

surveys to identify potential sensitive environmental resources and 

include construction work areas, project laydown yards or staging 

areas, and any newly identified areas as a result of project 

variances. Our biologists have a firm understanding of work 

conditions requiring recommendations for protecting nesting birds, sensitive species, and sensitive 

resource areas. As such, they are able make in-field recommendations to PV Water staff and construction 

supervisors for implementing effective protective measures, including but not limited to nesting bird buffers 

and placement of protective or exclusionary fencing. Surveys such as preconstruction nesting bird surveys 

are typically conducted in front of construction or as construction progresses within an area or along an 

alignment. To the extent practicable, preconstruction biological surveys are coordinated to include multiple 

species concurrently to increase efficiency. This further reduces the need to mobilize additional biologists 

to the field.  

Cultural Resources 

SWCA offers clients one of the largest cultural resource management programs in the nation. We draw 

upon a diverse and experienced staff to help clients comply with a wide range of federal, state, and local 

regulations, including CEQA. We specialize in compliance with Sections 106 and 110 of the National 

Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA), Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 (ARPA), 

Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990 (NAGPRA), American Indian Religious 

Freedom Act of 1978 (AIRFA), and cultural resources requirements of CEQA and various local agencies. 

We are also expert in assisting with Senate Bill (SB) 18 and Assembly Bill (AB) 52 consultation with local 

tribes. 

While the project RFP does not explicitly request cultural resources survey and monitoring support, 

SWCA’s local team of professionals can provide cultural resource management services to help meet the 

MMRP related to the preservation of cultural resources, at the request of PV Water. SWCA can provide: 

 Cultural resource consulting services, including literature searches, reconnaissance studies, 

intensive surveys, preservation and treatment plans, memoranda of agreement, archaeological site 
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testing/evaluations, data recovery, construction monitoring, and site preservation for cultural 

resources  

 Architectural history services, including archival research; historic resource surveys and 

assessments; developing historical contexts, preservation plans, and interpretive plans; NRHP and 

CRHR nominations; and preparing Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American 

Engineering Record (HABS/HAER) documentation; and  

 Applied anthropological services, including consultation with the NAHC and NAHC-listed groups, 

NHPA Section 106 consultations, AB 52 consultation with California Native American tribes, 

NAGPRA consultations to establish tribal affiliations, and AIRFA consultations. 

SAMPLE PROJECTS 

The projects below demonstrate our relevant experience on projects in the area. They include compliance, 

wetland monitoring, intensive staffing and scoping demands, expansive California red-legged frog, 

steelhead, and nesting bird studies in the Northern California region. These projects demonstrate not only 

SWCA’s technical depth and adaptability, but also the experience that we provide with clear 

communication and teamwork. Resumes for key staff members that are not included in this proposal have 

been included in Appendix B. 

City of San Mateo North Shoreview Flood Improvement Project | June 2020–December 2022 

SWCA is providing preconstruction biological surveys, 

monitoring, and reporting services for the North Shoreview 

Flood Improvement Project, which involves replacing the 

Coyote Point and Poplar Avenue Pump Stations with new 

structures, pumps, electrical equipment, and discharge piping 

to San Francisco Bay and raising approximately 1,300 feet of 

levee by approximately 3 to 5 feet in the city of San Mateo that 

are deemed insufficient by the Federal Emergency 

Management Agency (FEMA) to protect against 100-year 

storm events. SWCA conducted preconstruction surveys for 

Ridgway’s rail, special-status plants, nesting birds, and bats. 

SWCA is providing environmental training and biological and 

archaeological monitoring services during construction to ensure compliance with all regulatory permits. 

SWCA is also working closely with the construction team and regulatory agencies to modify and/or clarify 

permit measures to ensure they are both implementable and protect special-status species and water 

quality during project construction. In addition, SWCA managed and coordinated with the Native American 

monitor to ensure they were on-site during all construction activities.  

Relevance: SWCA started work on the project after project planning and permitting was complete. SWCA 
worked cohesively with the City of San Mateo and 4Leaf, the project design team, and regulatory agencies 
to quickly modify permit conditions that could not be implemented in the field to ensure that project 
construction could proceed on schedule and still protect biological resources. During this process, SWCA 
also reinitiated Section 7 federal Endangered Species Act (FESA) consultation to minimize the 
requirements for Ridgway’s rail monitoring and was able to obtain an amended consultation that required 
monitoring during the breeding season but did not require protocol-level surveys be conducted. SWCA also 
worked with the construction contractor and construction manager (4Leaf) to address any compliance 
issues documented on the project. Construction daily reports and a compliance matrix documented how 
the project complied with mitigation measures and how/what timeframe all compliance issues were 
resolved. At this time, construction is anticipated to be completed in January 2023 ahead of schedule. 
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Reference: Gopi Chandran, Construction Manager | 4Leaf, Inc. 

925-462-5959 (office) 
510-426-1121 (cell) 

2126 Rheem Drive 
Pleasanton, CA 94588 

Budget Utilized: 96% 

Key Staff: Half Moon Bay office: Erich Schickenberg, Jessie Henderson-McBean , Lauren Huff, Kayla Souza, Chennie 
Castanon 

Pasadena office: Stephanie Cimino  

SWCA Contract 
Value: 

$410,000 Completion Status: Ongoing Project, On Schedule  

PV Water CDF F-Pipeline Project | May 2019–November 2020 

PV Water expanded their CDS F-Pipeline using Proposition 84 

Drought Emergency Grant funding provided by the California 

Department of Water Resources. To support the pipeline 

expansion project, SWCA provided construction compliance and 

planning support services. During construction of the project, 

SWCA conducted a WEAP, biological surveys for sensitive 

biological resources (i.e., Santa Cruz long-toed salamander, 

California red-legged frog, bats, and nesting birds), and biological 

monitoring to ensure compliance with the MMRP and project 

permit conditions. In addition, SWCA-provided planning support 

included preparation of a Biological Resources Assessment, a 

Phase 1 Archaeological Resources Survey Report, and an 

Addendum to the Final EIR for the PV Water Basin Management Plan Update. SWCA also conducted a 

wetland delineation and determined that a portion of the project crosses an ephemeral drainage crossing 

that was likely considered jurisdictional by the USACE, CDFW, and RWQCB; therefore, SWCA obtained 

the necessary permit coverage (i.e., from the regulatory agencies prior to the start of the project. SWCA 

also provided CDP support. 

Relevance: SWCA worked cohesively with PV Water, the project design team, and regulatory agencies to 
quickly design, permit, and construct a water infrastructure project that was critical to meeting PV Water’s 
goal of reducing long-term aquifer overdraft. The project was completed within a condensed timeframe to 
meet the Proposition 84 Drought Emergency Grant funding requirements. 

Reference: Brian Lockwood, General Manager / 
Hydrogeologist | Pajaro Valley Water 
831.722.9292, Lockwood@pvwater.org 

36 Brennan Street  
Watsonville, CA 95076 

Budget Utilized: 75% 

Key Staff: Half Moon Bay office: Erich Schickenberg, Kristen Outten , Jen Torre  

SWCA Contract 
Value: 

$112,000 Completion Status: Completed on-time  
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PV Water Recycled Water Facility Treatment and Filtration Project Environmental Support | 

August 2015–May 2018 

PV Water retained SWCA to provide environmental planning, 

biological, archaeological, and compliance support for 

construction of additional water storage tanks and a disk 

filtration system at the City of Watsonville’s Recycled Water 

Treatment Facility. Following initial planning efforts, SWCA 

was further contracted to provide construction-phase 

biological survey, monitoring, and compliance support for 

construction of the Treatment and Filtration Project, in 

accordance with the project’s MMRP. SWCA conducted 

special-status plant surveys, developed and implemented a 

WEAP, provided biological monitoring, and conducted 

nesting bird surveys throughout the duration of construction. 

SWCA also prepared compliance reports for PV Water to 

support grant funding reporting requirements. 

Relevance: SWCA worked closely with PV Water, construction management, and the construction 
contractor to successfully complete a crucial water infrastructure project without a single compliance issue. 

Reference: Brian Lockwood, General Manager / 
Hydrogeologist | Pajaro Valley Water 
831.722.9292, Lockwood@pvwater.org 

36 Brennan Street  
Watsonville, CA 95076 

Budget Utilized: 54% 

Key Staff: Half Moon Bay office: Kristen Outten, Jessie Henderson-McBean, Jen Torre  

SWCA Contract 
Value: 

$75,000 Completion Status: Completed 1 month ahead of 
schedule 

SUBCONSULTANTS  

KITTLESON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING 

Mr. Kittleson founded Kittleson Environmental Consulting in 2000. Based in Santa Cruz, Kittleson has 

direct experience working with PV Water on the College Lake Project and other PV Water resources 

projects. SWCA has utilized Kittleson to bolster our qualification on numerous successful projects. Kittleson 

will provide waterfowl and nesting bird surveys.  

Gary Kittleson | Avian Ecologist 

Mr. Kittleson is an independent wildlife biologist based in Santa Cruz County with over 30 years of 

experience in the investigation and management of wetlands and wildlife resources in the Pajaro Valley. 

He has experience in water supply projects, watershed management, habitat restoration, impact analyses, 

and compliance monitoring. In addition to conducting focused avian research projects related to Monterey 

Bay area flood control and wetland management, Mr. Kittleson has been the lead wildlife biologist on 

decades of Monterey Bay transportation, pipeline, and water infrastructure projects. He maintains ongoing 

biological monitoring services for local public works and water supply agencies and serves as a “qualified 

biologist” approved by regulatory agencies for preconstruction wildlife surveys and biological training. 
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As team avian biologist for PV Water, Mr. Kittleson has conducted waterfowl and nesting bird surveys at 

College Lake for the past 8 years. He has also negotiated water rights permit terms for the College Lake 

Integrated Resources Management Project and co-authored the College Lake Project EIR and the PV 

Water Basin Management Plan Program EIR.  

Bryan Mori | Wildlife Consultant 

Mr. Mori is an independent wildlife biologist based in Watsonville. with over 30 years of experience in the 

investigation and management of wildlife resources in Central California, with particular experience at 

College Lake and in the Pajaro Valley. He has partnered with Kittleson to conduct waterfowl and nesting 

bird surveys for the past 8 years at College Lake. 

PODLECH ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING 

Founded in 2010, Podlech Environmental Consulting (Podlech) brings over 10 years of local Santa Cruz 

experience. As team fisheries biologist for PV Water, Podlech conducted steelhead population studies, 

evaluated fish instream flow requirements, authored the fisheries chapter of the project EIR, prepared the 

NOAA Fisheries Biological Assessment (BA)/Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) evaluation in support of Section 

7 consultation, and negotiated water right permit terms for College Lake Integrated Resources 

Management Project. Podlech prepared the water quality monitoring, steelhead monitoring, and invasive 

species management plans for the project and assisted in the development of the AMP. Podlech will 

provide Fish Passage and Steelhead Surveys.  

Mike Podlech | Aquatic Ecologist  

Mr. Podlech is an independent fisheries biologist based in Santa Cruz County with over 25 years of 

experience in the investigation and management of biological, physical, and chemical conditions of 

streams, rivers, lakes, and lagoons throughout California. He has experience in sensitive aquatic resource 

assessments, watershed management, stream and estuarine restoration, impact analyses, and compliance 

monitoring. In addition to conducting applied research projects related to anadromous salmonid ecology, 

Mr. Podlech has been the lead fisheries biologist on numerous large CEQA/National Environmental Policy 

Act (NEPA) projects and regularly engages in FESA consultations, including the preparation of BAs and 

Safe Harbor Agreements. He regularly provides biological monitoring services for instream construction 

projects and frequently serves as a “qualified fisheries biologist” approved by regulatory agencies for 

preconstruction capture and relocation of sensitive fish species. 

6. KEY/LEAD TEAM MEMBER RESUMES, REFERENCES, AND 

LETTERS OF COMMITMENT 

SWCA KEY PERSONNEL 

Staff availability and responsiveness are critical elements to consider when managing and delivering work 

on a complex environmental monitoring and permitting project. We have dedicated staff for this project and 

have ensured, through looking at forecasts, that they can fully support this project over its 2-year lifespan. 

Our proposed key personnel—Lauren Huff, Afshin Rouhani, and Kristen Outten—provide PV Water with a 

breadth of local experience and the capability to rapidly mobilize.  

If key personnel become unavailable due to unforeseen circumstances, SWCA has a deep bench we can 

draw from to ensure that the project meets the proposed schedule. Principal-in-Charge Lauren Huff is 
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personally committed to meeting the project needs and will authorize any necessary staff reallocations, 

including augmenting project personnel with staff from other SWCA offices as needed to respond to project 

changes. 

The resume and letter of commitment for Key Personnel can be found in Appendix A.  

Table 2. Percent of Time Available to the Project 

KEY PERSONNEL 2023 2024 

Lauren Huff 25% 25% 

Afshin Rouhani 100% 100% 

Kristen Outten 75% 75% 

 

LAUREN HUFF | PRINCIPAL-IN-CHARGE  

Ms. Huff is a senior wildlife biologist, project manager, and permitting specialist who has been working in 

the scientific field for over 15 years. She has been involved in all aspects of projects, including project 

management, field surveys, endangered and threatened species surveys, siting/constraints analysis, 

document preparation, agency coordination and negotiations, impact analysis, and mitigation planning.  

Ms. Huff has extensive knowledge of federal and state regulations, including the FESA, Magnuson-Stevens 

Fisheries Act, Clean Water Act, Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control 

Act, California Endangered Species Act (CESA), and California Fish and Game Code. She has experience 

in performing and managing reconnaissance-level site surveys, habitat assessments, California Rapid 

Assessment Method, wetland delineations, nesting bird surveys and monitoring, construction monitoring 

and permit compliance, mitigation monitoring and compliance, and special-status species surveys (e.g., 

California red-legged frog, California tiger salamander, western pond turtle, American badger, San 

Francisco dusky-footed woodrat, western snowy plover, burrowing owl). She also has experience in NEPA, 

CEQA, aquatic resources, FESA Sections 7 and 10, and other permitting. Ms. Huff is certified in wetland 

delineation and holds a CDFW Scientific Collecting Permit (SC-11361). She has managed and navigated 

complex compliance issues on numerous large-scale, complex infrastructure projects, including, but not 

limited to, the City of San Mateo North Shoreview Flood Improvement Project, California Water Services 

Bear Gulch Fish Ladder Project, Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E) Annual Bay Waters Maintenance 

Projects, and PG&Es Hollister 115 Kilovolt Reconductoring Project.  

AFSHIN ROUHANI | PROJECT MANAGER / ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGER 

Mr. Rouhani is a registered civil engineer with more than 

30 years of experience in all areas of watersheds water 

resources, from flood protection to habitat restoration, 

especially including integrated multi-purpose projects. He 

has worked as project manager and engineering 

manager in charge of multi-million-dollar flood protection 

and environmental stewardship projects in phases 

ranging from technical studies, planning studies, detailed 

design, and construction management. He has 

developed watershed-related policies, procedures, and 

training, and developed and overseen QC for numerical 

30 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 

PROVIDING ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES 
FOR LARGE WATER RESTORATION 
PROGRAMS. 
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models of open channels and quantitative water resources studies. He has also worked closely with 

stakeholder and community members to develop successful projects. 

Mr. Rouhani was the engineering manager in charge of the Upper Penitencia Creek Project for the Santa 

Clara Valley Water District. This almost $50 million project included multi-purpose habitat restoration, 

recreation (trails), and flood protection. A major element of the project was wetland and riparian creek 

restoration of Upper Penitencia Creek, a vital steelhead creek in Santa Clara County’s Coyote Creek 

watershed. The project included public trail connections and stakeholder outreach and input into the 

process, as well as coordination among various public and private landowners. Mr. Rouhani was project 

engineer for the Permanente Creek Flood Protection Project. This almost $50 million project included a 

little league baseball park/flood detention facility in Mountain View as well as a wetland/flood detention 

pond project element in Rancho San Antonio County Park in Cupertino. The wetland/flood detention 

included wetland and riparian revegetation in important red-legged frog habitat, inlet/outlet structures, trails, 

gravel parking and equestrian areas, and new restroom facilities for the park users. All elements of this 

project also included extensive outreach with local stakeholders, public members, and political leaders. 

KRISTEN OUTTEN, B.A.| DEPUTY ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGER 

SWCA Lead Biologist Kristen Outten will serve as the Deputy Environmental Manager under this contract. 

She is based out of Santa Cruz and has been working with PV Water for the past 7 years providing CEQA 

review, flora and fauna surveys, wetland delineations, and construction-phase compliance oversight. She 

has experience working in and around Santa Cruz and Monterey Counties on a variety of projects, 

including flood risk management projects, state and county roadway and public works construction 

projects, culvert replacement and removal projects, river and wetland restoration projects, water diversion 

retrofit projects, and drainage maintenance programs. She is involved in projects from the initial siting, 

design, and permitting stage; to construction-phase monitoring and compliance; to post-construction 

restoration and monitoring. She has over 16 years of experience conducting botanical surveys, mitigation 

monitoring, habitat assessments, wetland delineations, and biological surveys for sensitive species, such 

as California red-legged frog, California tiger salamander, salmonid species, nesting birds, and others.  

Ms. Outten holds a USFWS Section 10(a)(1)(A) Recovery Permit for California red-legged frog 

(No. 77118D-0) and CDFW Specific Use Scientific Collection Permit (No. S-202380002-20238-001). She is 

also a Certified Erosion, Sediment and Stormwater Inspector (CESSWI; CA No. 3851) and Qualified 

SWPPP Practitioner (QSP; No. 24981). She has prepared and contributed to a variety of environmental 

documents, including CEQA Initial Studies/Mitigated Negative Declarations and EIRs, Proponent’s 

Environmental Assessments, BAs for compliance with the FESA, EFH assessments, federal and state 

agency permit applications, and numerous biological technical reports. 

REFERENCES 

Table 3. Key Personnel References  

KEY 
PERSONNEL 

PLACE OF 
EMPLOYMENT 

REFERENCE 
NAME AND TITLE  

COMPANY / 
ORGANIZATION  ADDRESS  

CONTACT 
INFORMATION  

Lauren Huff MIG, Inc./SWCA 

Mark Bloom, 
Environmental 
Affairs Program 
Manager 

California Water 
Services 

1720 North First Street, 
San Jose, CA 

(408) 367-8377 
mabloom@calwater.com 
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KEY 
PERSONNEL 

PLACE OF 
EMPLOYMENT 

REFERENCE 
NAME AND TITLE  

COMPANY / 
ORGANIZATION  ADDRESS  

CONTACT 
INFORMATION  

MIG, Inc./SWCA 
Lorraine Htoo, 
Project Contact 

Freyer & Laureta 
150 Executive Park 
Blvd, San Francisco, 
CA 

(510) 937-2311 
htoo@freyerlaureta.com 
(510) 937-2311 
htoo@freyerlaureta.com 

SWCA 
Jim Robins, 
Principal/Owner 

Alnus 
Ecological/San 
Mateo RCD 

3725 Canon Ave. 
Oakland, CA 

(510) 332-9895 
jrobins@alnus-eco.com 

Afshin 
Rouhani 

Santa Clara 
Valley Water 
District (Valley 
Water) 

Vincent Gin, 
Deputy Operating 
Officer 

Valley Water 
5750 Almaden Expwy, 
San Jose, CA 

(408) 265-2600 
vgin@valleywater.org 

Valley Water 
Liang Xu, Unit 
Manager H&H 

Valley Water 
5750 Almaden Expwy, 
San Jose, CA 

(408) 265 2600 
lxu@valleywater.org 

Valley Water 
Sara Duckler, 
Senior Engineer 

Duckler Consulting 
34 Drake Ct, Walnut 
Creek, CA 

(408) 482-1458 
duckler@duckler.com 

Kristen 
Outten 

SWCA 
Katie Beach, 
Project Contact 

Santa Cruz County 
Public Works 

701 Ocean St #410 
Santa Cruz, CA 

(831) 246-3014 

katie.beach@santacruzc
ounty.us 

SWCA 

Megan Peterson, 
Director of 
Environmental 
Services 

Panorama 
Environmental. Inc. 

717 Market Street, Suite 
400. San Francisco, CA  

(650) 438.1525 
megan.peterson@panor
amaenv.com 

SWCA 
Brian Lockwood, 
General Manager 

Pajaro Valley 
Water Management 
Agency 

36 Brennan St, 
Watsonville, CA  

(831) 722-9292 
lockwood@pvwater.org 

7. PROJECT SCHEDULE 
A copy of the proposed project schedule has been included in Appendix D. 

8. INSURANCE 
A summary of SWCA’s insurance coverage is provided below. A sample certification of insurability can be 

found in Appendix C. 
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Table 4. Insurance Summary 

INSURANCE TYPE – POLICY NO. $ LIMITS INSURER 

Commercial General Liability – 
GEC001910414 

$1,000,000: Each Occurrence 

$100,000: Damage to Rented Premises 

$5,000: Medical exp. (anyone person) 

$1,000,000: Personal and Adv Injury 

$2,000,000: General Aggregate 

$2,000,000: Products – Comp/Op Agg 

Greenwich Insurance Company 

Auto Liability – AEC001910214 $1,000,000: Combined Single Limit Greenwich Insurance Company 

Auto Physical Damage  Indian Harbor Insurance Company 

Umbrella / Excess Liability – 
UEC001910314 

$5,000,000: Each Occurrence 

$5,000,000: Aggregate 

XL Specialty Insurance Company 

Workers Compensation and Employer’s 
Liability (E.L.) – WEC001910614 

$1,000,000: E.L. Each Accident 

$1,000,000: E.L. Disease Each Employee 

$1,000,000: E.L. Disease Policy Limit 
See below for more information 

XL Specialty Insurance Company 

Consultants Enviro Liability – E&O 
Professional & Contractors Pollution 
Liability – PEC001910514 + Claims 
Made Form 

$5,000,000: Each Claim& Aggregate 

$1,000,000: Each Claim Deduction 

Greenwich Insurance Company 

Aviation Insurance See pg. 12 for more information Greenwich Insurance Company 

9. STAFF ESTIMATE 
SWCA has prepared the level of effort estimate below (Table 5). This table provides the anticipated staff 

who will be supporting the project. Additional support staff have been included in the event their services 

are required; however, staff listed in Table 6 do not have assigned hours and are not anticipated to support 

the project.  
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Lauren Huff Principal-
In-Charge 

Subject 
Matter 
Expert III 

12.5 34.25 0 15 4 61.75 65.75 
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Afshin 
Rouhani 

Environme
ntal 
Manager / 
Project 
Manager 

Subject 
Matter 
Expert II 
(Engineer
ing) 

195.5 48 40 0 24 283.5 307.5 

Kristen 
Outten 

Deputy 
Environme
ntal 
Manager 

Specialist 
XI 

217 174 0 86 24 477 501 

Nick Fisher Lead 
Biologist/ 
Environme
ntal 
Inspector 

Specialist 
VIII 

10 727 0 252 0 989 989 

Chennie 
Castañon 

Environme
ntal 
Complianc
e 
Specialist / 
Ecologist  

Specialist 
VIII 

15 40 0 0 0 55 55 

Erich 
Schickenbe
rg 

Botanist/ 
Biologist 

Specialist 
VIII 

0 0 0 408 0 408 408 

Christina 
Alonso 

Lead 
Archaeolo
gist  

Specialist 
X 

13 80 0 0 0 93 93 

Kerry 
Boutte 

Archaeolo
gist 

Specialist 
VI 

0 50 0 0 0 50 50 

Reid 
Donovan 

Archaeolo
gist 

Specialist 
V 

0 894 0 0 0 894 894 

Mathew 
Carson 

Lead 
Paleontolo
gist 

Specialist 
VIII 

0 10 0 0 0 10 10 

Jon 
Campbell 

GIS Lead Specialist 
XIII 

2 0 0 0 0 2 2 

Erin Butts GIS 
Specialist 

Specialist 
V 

4 6 0 96 0 106 106 
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Jennifer 
Torre 

Project 
Controller 

Specialist 
XI 

27 0 0 0 0 27 27 

SWCA Staff QA/QC; 
Administra
tive; 
Technical 
Advisors 

Specialist 
I–SME IV 

14.5 112.5 0 26 1 153 154 

SWCA TOTAL LABOR HOURS 510.5 2175.75 40 883 53 3609.25 3662.25 

Table 6. SWCA Support Staff 

STAFF PROJECT ROLE LABOR CATEGORY 

Mark Brandi Restoration Ecologist  Subject Matter Expert I 

Erich Schickenberg Botanist/ Biologist  Specialist VIII 

Sarah Willbrand Wetland Scientist/ Biologist   Specialist X 

Kayla Souza Water Resource Specialist / Biologist Specialist VI 

Jessie Henderson-McBean Biologist  Specialist IX 

Charlotte Soergel Biologist  Specialist VII 

Table 7. Subconsultant Staff Estimated Hours 
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ESTIMATED 

HOURS 

Gary Kittleson | 
Kittleson 
Environmental 
Consulting 

Avian Ecologist 0 160.00 0 0 0 160.00 

Bryan Mori | 
Kittleson 
Environmental 
Consulting 

Wildlife 
Consultant 

0 64.00 0 0 0 64.00 
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NAME / 
COMPANY PROJECT ROLE 
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ESTIMATED 

HOURS 

Mike Podlech | 
Podlech 
Environmental 
Consulting 

Aquatic Ecologist 0 230.00 0 0 0 230.00 

SUBCONTRACTOR TOTAL 
ESTIMATED HOURS 

0 454.00 0 0 0 454.00 

 

10. COST INFORMATION 
The fee estimate and staff rates have been provided in a separate envelope labeled “Cost Information: 

Proposal to Provide Environmental Monitoring and Permit Compliance Services for the College Lake 

Integrated Resources Management Project.” 

11. EXCEPTIONS TO SAMPLE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE 

AGREEMENT TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
SWCA does not take any exceptions to the sample professional service agreement terms and conditions. 
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COST ESTIMATE 
The following tables provide a cost summary including labor hours and expense summary for the 
proposed scope of work. The budget was prepared based on our knowledge of the project, 
consultation with our technical experts, and experience. We understand that the contract will be 
on a time and materials, not-to-exceed basis. SWCA will not proceed with any out-of-scope tasks 
without written consent from PV Water. We have attempted to be conservative in preparation of 
the budget regarding the level of effort required so that the overall cost estimates are reasonable 
for your planning purposes; as such, we have planned and budgeted for a combination of in-
person and virtual meetings to promote cost-savings and high attendance. 

To accommodate project changes and scheduling, it is assumed that SWCA will be able to utilize 
the overall project funding and will not be held to phase or task limits so long as the overall budget 
is not exceeded without client approval. SWCA will submit a budget summary with each invoice to 
provide visibility and track monthly spending.   

SWCA will maintain the bill rates through 2023. Staff bill rates are subject to a 2.5% annual 
escalation starting January 1, 2024. SWCA staff will bill at their current rate at the time of service. 
Similar-level staff members may be substituted to complete the work at the time of contracting. 
SWCA reserves the right to provide an updated rate schedule should the project continue beyond 
December 31, 2024. 

The proposed costs outlined in Table 1 Cost Estimate are valid for ninety (90) days from the date 
of the proposal receipt. Any delay in contracting may require a revised cost estimate, project 
staffing, and project schedule. A detailed labor breakdown for each task has been provided in 
Appendix A. 

Table 1. Cost Estimate Summary  

Task 
Labor 
Hours Labor $ Expenses $ Subs $ 

T&M/ NTE Total 
Cost 

Task 1. Project Management and Controls  510.50  $104,595.50 $1,859.81 $0.00 $106,455.31 

Task 2. Environmental Monitoring  2,145.75  $300,710.75 $26,292.00 $71,505.00 $398,507.75 

Environmental Compliance Plan and 
Compliance Matrix 

 42.00  $7,324.00 $0.00 $0.00 $7,324.00 

Biological Surveys and Monitoring  505.25  $75,571.25 $10,817.63 $70,875.00 $157,263.88 
Worker Environmental Awareness Training 
Program 

 26.50  $4,563.50 $164.06 $630.00 $5,357.56 

Compliance Documentation  189.00  $32,107.00 $0.00 $0.00 $32,107.00 
Cultural Resources Surveys and Monitoring  828.00  $97,418.00 $5,840.63 $0.00 $103,258.63 
Inadvertent Discovery - Archaeological  242.00  $31,362.00 $5,958.75 $0.00 $37,320.75 
Inadvertent Discovery - Paleontological  10.00  $950.00 $2,821.88 $0.00 $3,771.88 
Tribal Consultation 30.00 $5,280.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5,280.00 

Additional Construction Monitoring  155.00  $23,955.00 $689.06 $0.00 $24,644.06 
Agency Post-Construction Reporting  148.00  $27,460.00 $0.00 $0.00 $27,460.00 
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Task 
Labor 
Hours Labor $ Expenses $ Subs $ 

T&M/ NTE Total 
Cost 

Task 3. Permit Compliance / CMP  40.00  $9,400.00 $0.00 $0.00 $9,400.00 

Task 4. Vegetation Surveys  883.00  $134,992.70 $5,948.25 $0.00 $140,940.95 

2023  440.50  $66,218.50 $2,974.13 $0.00 $69,192.63 
2024  442.50  $68,774.20 $2,974.13 $0.00 $71,748.32 

Task 5. Optional Outreach   53.00  $11,447.00 $131.25 $0.00 $11,578.25 

Project Total without Optional Tasks  3,609.25   554,978.95   34,100.06   71,505.00  $660,584.01 

Optional Tasks  53.00  $11,447.00 $131.25 $0.00 $11,578.25 
Project Total with Optional Tasks  3,662.25  $566,425.95 $34,231.31 $71,505.00 $672,162.26 

 
SWCA BILLING RATES 
SWCA key personnel and staff identified will bill at their standard rate at the time of service in 
accordance with Table 2 and Table 3. SWCA reserves the right to move staff to different labor 
categories identified in Table 3 to account for staff promotions at Year 2 of the contract. All other 
support staff will be billed at their standard rate at the time of service in accordance with Table 3. 
Rates are inclusive of all overhead rates. These rates do not apply to depositions or testimonies at 
administrative hearings and trials. Such activities fall under our Expert Witness rates, which vary 
by state.  

Direct expenses are subject to a 5% administrative markup and subcontractor expenses are 
subject to a 5% administrative markup. Overtime is invoiced at 1.2 times standard rates. Any 
direct expense not expressly listed below will be billed at cost.  

Table 2. Key Personnel and Support Staff Hourly Rates  

LABOR RATES    

NAME PROJECT ROLE / TITLE LABOR CLASSIFICATION RATE 

KEY PERSONNEL    

Lauren Huff Principal-In-Charge Subject Matter Expert III $225.00 

Afshin Rouhani Environmental Manager / Project Manager Subject Matter Expert II (Engineering) $235.00 

Kristen Outten Deputy Environmental Manager Specialist XI $193.00 

SUPPORT STAFF    

Nick Fisher Lead Biologist / Environmental Inspector Specialist VIII $147.00 

Chennie Castañon  Environmental Compliance Specialist / 
Ecologist  

Specialist VIII $147.00 

Mark Brandi Restoration Ecologist  Subject Matter Expert I $215.00 

Erich Schickenberg Botanist/ Biologist  Specialist VIII $147.00 

Sarah Willbrand Wetland Scientist/ Biologist   Specialist X $176.00 
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LABOR RATES    

Kayla Souza Water Resource Specialist / Biologist Specialist VI $127.00 

Jessie Henderson-
McBean 

Biologist Specialist IX $158.00 

Charlotte Soergel Biologist  Specialist VII $137.00 

Christina Alonso Lead Archaeologist  Specialist X $176.00 

Kerry Boutte Archaeologist Specialist VI $127.00 

Reid Donovan Archaeologist Specialist V $115.00 

Mathew Carson Lead Paleontologist Specialist VIII $147.00 

Garret Root Lead Architectural Historian Subject Matter Expert I $215.00 

Dan Herrick Architectural Historian Specialist IX $158.00 

Sayre Borden Architectural Historian Specialist III $95.00 

Jon Campbell GIS Lead Specialist XIII $215.00 

Erin Butts GIS Specialist Specialist V $127.00 

Jennifer Torre Project Controller Specialist XI $193.00 

QA/QC Staff N/A Specialist I – SME IV $71.00 - 
$275.00 

 

Table 3. SWCA Labor Classifications and Hourly Rates 

LABOR CLASSIFICATION HOURLY RATE LABOR CLASSIFICATION HOURLY RATE 

CONSULTING SERVICES    

Cultural Resources, Environmental Resources, Paleontology, Scientific Resources, Planning Resources, Air Quality, Landscape 
Architecture, Ecological Restoration, Disaster Recovery, GIS/CADD Resources, Technical Writing/Editing, Training/Facilitating, 
Graphics/Media Production, Administrative 

Subject Matter Expert IV $275.00 Specialist VIII $147.00 

Subject Matter Expert III $250.00 Specialist VII $137.00 

Subject Matter Expert II $225.00 Specialist VI $127.00 

Subject Matter Expert I $215.00 Specialist V $115.00 

Specialist XIV $225.00 Specialist IV $105.00 

Specialist XIII $215.00 Specialist III $95.00 

Specialist XII $211.00 Specialist II $83.00 

Specialist XI $193.00 Specialist I $71.00 

Specialist X $176.00 Technician II $59.00 

Specialist IX $158.00 Technician I $49.00 

ENGINEERING SERVICES 

Subject Matter Expert III $265.00 Specialist IX $176.00 
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LABOR CLASSIFICATION HOURLY RATE LABOR CLASSIFICATION HOURLY RATE 

Subject Matter Expert II $235.00 Specialist VIII $158.00 

Subject Matter Expert I $215.00 Specialist VII $147.00 

Specialist XII $225.00 Specialist VI $137.00 

Specialist XI $211.00 Specialist V $127.00 

Specialist X $193.00 Specialist IV $115.00 

DIRECT EXPENSES 

Mileage GSA rate at time of billing Black and white copies (in-house) $0.10/page 

Field tablet $20.00/day Color copies (in-house) $1.00/page 

GPS - GIS Grade $70.00/day Electrofisher $150/day 

 

KITTLESON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING 
Table 4. Kittleson Environmental Consulting Billing Rates 

2023-2024 Hourly Rate 

GARY KITTLESON/BRYAN MORI $150.00 

 

PODLECH ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING 
Table 5. Podlech Environmental Consulting Billing Rates 

2022 Hourly Rates 

PRINCIPAL/FISHERIES BIOLOGIST HOURLY $150.00 

MILEAGE $0.50/mi. 

Table 6. Podlech Equipment Fees 2022 

Fisheries & Water Quality Equipment daily weekly 

SMITH-ROOT L_24 ELECTROFISHER  $150 $600 

YSI 85 TEMP/DO/COND/SAL METER $75 $300 

HACH 2100P TURBIDITY METER $75 $300 

SWOFFER 3000 CURRENT VELOCITY METER $75 $300 

EXCLUSION NETTING, T-POSTS, MISC. billed at cost 
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